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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE .

HEGEL'S “ Esthetik ," or " Philosophy of Fine Art,"

is a work which should no longer be inaccessible to

the English reading public, but the reproduction

of which, in its completc form of 1600 pages, is it

task not to be lightly undertaken. I know of three

partial reproductions of the “ Esthetik " in English,

viz. Mr. Bryant's translation of Part II . ,* . Mr.

Kedney's short analysis of the entire work;t and

Mr. Hastie's translation of Michelet's short “ Philo

sophy of Art,” † prcfaced by Hegel's Introduction,

partly translated and partly analyscd.

I wholly disapprove of analyscs (among which

may be reckoned Michelet's summary above men

tioned) as representations of Hegel's writing, which

New York , Appleton and Co.

† Chicago, Griggs and Co. , 1885.

| Edinburgh, Oliver and Boyd, 1886.
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vi TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE .

is attractive chicly by the force and freshness of

its detail. I am convinced that Hegel should be

allowed to speak for himself, and that failing the

translation of the whole " Æsthetik ," or of very

copious selections , the best course is that which

I have adopted in the present volume, viz. to trans

late the entire Introduction , including the chapter

entitled , “ Division of the Subject.” This Introduc

tion is in Hegel's best manner — so far as he can

be said to have literary manner at all , especially

in a work which has been produced by editors from

lecture -notes, and is tolerably completc in itself.

It is not contained as a whole in any of the above

mentioned works. I ought to say, however, that

Mr. Hastie's translation is excellent in style ; but

after the first thirty-four pages it also becomes an

analysis. Nor is it wholly frce from scrious mistakes.

I have hoped that the present volume may be of

interest to many who, without being students of philo

sophy, are intelligent lovers of art . I have therefore

done my best to interpret philosophical expressions,

instead of merely furnishing their technical cquiva

lents. I have also added a few short notes, cithcr

to explain literary allusions, or to complete the in
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v
i
i

terpretation of technical terms. The prefatory essay

was written with a similar intention , not as original

speculation , but as an assistance to gencral readers

in apprchending the point of vicw from which Fine

Art is regarded by Hegel and kindred writers,

I have broken up the " Einleitung," or Introduc

tion proper, which is continuous in the original, into

four chapters,* hoping that the arrangement of the

discussion may be thus rendered casier to follow .

The “ Eintheilung," which forms my Chapter V.,
is

a separate chapter in the original . The table of

contents is translated from the original , excepting

those portions of it which are enclosed in square

brackets, [ ].

My literary notes are entirely borrowed from the

latc Mrs. F. C. Conybeare's translation of Scherer's

History of German Literaturc .; ” a work invaluable

to the English student, whose gratitude must for

long be saddened by the untimely death of the

translator.

* Of these, Chapter III . is subdividcd into two Parts, because

of the disproportionate length of the division in the original to

which it corresponds.
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PREFATORY ESSAY 'BY THE TRANSLATOR .

ON THE TRUE CONCEPTION OF ANOTHER WORLD.

“ With such barren forms of thought, that are always in a

world beyond , Philosophy has nothing to do . Its object is

always something concrete, and in the highest scnsc present ."

-HECEL's Logic, Wallace's translation, p. 150.

I'r will surprise many readers to be told that the

words which I have quoted above cmbody the very

essence of Hegelian thought. The Infinite, the supra

sensuous, the divine, are so connected in our minds

with futile rackings of the imagination about remote

matters which only distract_us from our duties, that

a philosophy which designates its problems by such

terms as these secms self-condemned as cloudy and

inane. But, all appcarances to the contrary notwith

standing, Hegel is faithful to the present and the

concrete. In the study of his philosophy we are

always dealing with human experience. “ My stress

says Mr. Browning , " on the incidents in thelay,"

* Preface to " Sordello. "



xiv PREFATORY ESSAY.

i

development of a soul ; little else is worth study.”

For “ a soul ” . read " thc mind," and you have the

subjectmatter to which Hegel's cightcen close

printed volumes are devoted. The present intro

ductory remarks are meant to insist on this neglected

point of view . I wish to point out, in two or three

salient instances, the transformation undergone by

speculative notions when scdulously applicd to life,

and restrained from generating an empty “ beyond .”

By so doing I hope to pave the way for a due

appreciation of Hegel's philosophy of fine art. That

the world of mind, or the world above sense, cxists

as an actual and organized whole, is a truth most

easily rcalized in the study of the bcautiful. And to

grasp this principle as Hegel applies it is nothing

less than to acquire a new contact with spiritual

life. The spiritual world , which is present , actual ,

and concrete, contains much besides beauty. But

to apprehcnd one element of such awhole constitutes

and presupposes a long step towards apprchcnding

the rest. It is for this reason that I propose, in the

first place, to cxplain, by prominent cxamples, the

conception of a spiritual world which is present and

actual, and then to let Hegel speak for himself on

the particular sphere of art. So closely connected

indeed are all the embodiments of mind, that the

Introduction to the " Philosophy of Fine Art " is

almost a microcosm of his entire system .
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-

We know , to our cost, the popular conception of

the supra -sensuous world . Whatever that world is,

it is,as commonly thought of, not licrc and not now .

That is to say, if here and now , it is so by a sort of

miracle, at which we are called upon to wonder, as

when angels are said to bc ncar us, or the dead to

know what we do. Again , it is a counterpart of our

present world , and rather imperceptible to our

senses, than in its naturc bcyond contact with sense

as such . It is pcoplcd by pcrsons, who live cternally,

which means through endless ages, and to whose

actual communion with us, as also to our own with

God, we look forward in thc future . It cvcn perhaps

contains a supra -scnsuous original corresponding to

every thing and movement in this world of ours.

And it does not necessarily deepen our conception

of life, but only reduplicates it.

. . Such a world , whatcvcr wc may think about its

actual cxistence, is not the " other world " of philo

sophy. The " things not seen ” of Plato or of Hegel

are not a double or a projection of the existing

world . Plato, indccd , wavcrcd between the two

conccptions in a way that should have warned his

interpreters of the divergence in his track of thought.

But in Hegel, at least, thcre is no ambiguity. The

world of spirits with him is no world of ghosts.

When we study the cmbodiments of mind or spirit

in his pages, and read of law , property, and national
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unity ; of fine art, the religious community, and the

intellect that has attained scientific self- conscious

ness, we may miss our other world with its obscure

" beyond," but we at any rate feel ourselves to be

dealing with something real , and with the deepest

concerns of life. We may deny to such matters the

titles which philosophy bestows upon them ; ' we

may say that this is no " other world , ” no realm of

spirits, nothing infinite or divine : but this matters

little so long as we know what we are talking about,

and are talking about the best we know . And what

we discuss when Hegel is our guide, will always

be some great achicvement or essential attribute of

the human mind. He never asks, “ Is it ? " but always

" What is it ? " and therefore has instruction , drawn

from experience, even for those to whom the titles of

his inquiries secm fraudulent or bombastic.

These few remarks are not directed to niaintain

ing any thesis about the rcality of nature and of

Thicir object is to enforce a distinction which

falls within the world which we know , and not

betwcen the world we know and another which we

do not know. This distinction is real , and governs

life. I am not denying any other distinction, but

I am insisting on this. No really great philosopher,

nor religious teacher, -neither Plato , nor Kant, nor

St. Paul-can be understood unless we grasp this

antithesis in the right way. All of these teachers

sense.

.

!
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have pointed men to another world. All of themi,

perhaps, were lcd at times by the very force and

reality of their own thought into the fatal scpara

tion that carcels its meaning. So strong was their

sense of the gulf between thc triſlcs and the realities

of life, that they gave occasion to the indolent

imagination in themselves and · in others - to

transmute this gulf from a mcasure of moral effort

into an inaccessibility that defics apprehension.

But their purpose was to overcome this inaccessi

bility, not to heighten it.

The hardest of all lessons in intcrprctation is to

believe that great men mcan what they say. We

are below their level , and what thcy actually say

seems impossible to us, till we have adultcrated it

to suit our own imbecility. Especially when they

speak of the highest realities, wc attach our notion

of reality to what they pronounce to be real . And

thus we baffle every attempt to deepen our idcas of

the world in which we live . The work of intelligence

is hard ; that of the sensuous fancy is casy ; and so

we substitute the latter for the former. We arc told ,

for instance, by Plato, that goodness, beauty, and

truth are realities, but not visible or tangible.

Instead of responding to the call so made on our

intelligence by scrutinizing the nature and conditions

of these intellectual facts — though we know well how

tardily they are produced by the culture of agcs— WC
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apply forthwith our idea of reality as something .

separate in space and time, and so " refute " Plato

with case , and remain as wise as we were before.

And it is true that Plato, handling ideas of vast

import with the mind and language of his day ,

sometimes by a similar error refutes himself.* He

makes, for instance, the disembodied soul sce the

invisible ideas. Thus he travesties his things of the

mind as though they were things of sense , only not of

our sense - thereby destroying the deeper difference

of kind that alone enables them to find a place in

our world . That his doctrine of ideas was really

rooted , not in mysticism , but in scientific enthusiasm ,

is a truth that is veiled from us partly by his

inconsistencies, but far more by our own erroncous

prcconccptions. t

There is, however, a genuine distinction between

" this ” world and the “ other ” world ,which is merely

parodied by the vulgar antitheses between natural

and supernatural, finitc and infinitc , phenomenal

and noumicnal. Wc sometimes hcar it said , “ The

1 * “ Endless cluration makes good no better, nor white any

whiter," is one of Aristotle's comments on Plato 's “ eternal"

ideas, and is just, unless " eternal” conveys a difference of

kindlwh . unt's hit moments it did.

† Whewell, I think , misinterprets Plato's language about

astronomy in this sense. Plato is not decrying observation , but

demanding a theorctical treatment of the laws of motion , - a

remarkable anticipation of modern ideas.
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world is quite changed to me since I know such a

pcrson ," or " studied such a subject,” or “ had suggested

to mc such an idea ." " The expression may be

literally true ; and we do not commonly cxaggerate ,

but vastly underrate its import. We read, for

instance, in a good authority, " These twenty kinds

of birds (which Virgil mentions) do not correspond

so much to our spccics as to our gencra ; for the

Greeks and Romans, I need hardly say , had only

very rough-and - ready methods of classification , just

as is the case with uncducatcd pcople at the present

day." * Any one may verify the same fact as regards

the observation of flowers. Every yellow ranunculus

is called a " butter-cup,” every large white umbel

lifer a " hemlock . " Thesc, with hundreds of other

differences of perception, affect the surroundings in

which men consciously live, at lcast as much as a

considerablc degree of deafness or blindness. It is

no metaphor, but literal fact, to say that man's whole

environment is transformed by the training cven of

his mcre apprehcnsion ofnatural objects. But there

is more in the matter than this. Without going into

metaphysics, which I wish to avoid , I cannot, indeed,

maintain thaymind “makes” natural objects, although

by enabling us to perceive them it unquestionably

makes our immediate conscious world. Myindividual

consciousness does not make or creatc thc differences

* " A Year with the Birds," by an Oxford Tutor.

C
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between the species of ranunculus, although it does

crcate my knowledge of them . But when we come

to speak of the world of morals or art or politics,

wemay venture much further in our assertions. The

actual facts of this world do directly arise out of and

are causally sustained by conscious intelligence ; and

these facts form the world abovc sense. The unity

of a Christian church or congregation is a governing

fact of liſc ; so is that of a fiunily or a nation ; so, wc

may lopc,will that of humanity come to bc. What

is this unity ? Is it visible and tangible, like the

unity of a human body ? No, the unity is “ ideal ; mvial

that is, it exists in the medium of thought only ; it

is made up of certain sentiments , purposes, and ideas.

What even of an army? Here, too, an ideal

unity is the mainspring of action. Without mutual

intelligence and reciprocal reliance you may have

a mob, but you cannot have an army. But all these

conditions exist and can exist in the mind only . An

army, qua army, is not a mere fact of sense ; for not

only does it need mind to perceive it - a heap of sand

does that - but it also nceds mind to make it.

The world of these governing facts of life is the

world of thc things not scen , the object of rcason ,

the world of the truly infinite and divine. It is, of

course, a false antithesis to contrast sceing with the

bodily eye and sceing with the mind's cyc. The

seeing eye is always the mind's eye. The distinction
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bctween scnsc and spirit or intcllcct is a distinction

within the mind, just as is St. l'aul's opposition

between the spirit and the fesh. Nevertheless, the

mind that only sccs colour- scnsc or sensc -perception

is different from thic mind that sccs beauty, the

self - conscious spirit. The latter includes the former,

but the forıncr docs not include the latter . To thie

one the colour is the ultimate fact ; to the other it

is an clement in a thing of beauty. This relation

prevails throughout between the world of scnsc and

the world above sense . The " things notseen , "

philosophically speaking, arc no world of existences

or of intelligences co-ordinate with and severed from

this present world . They are a valuc, an import,

a significance, superadded to the phenomenal world ,

which may thus bc said, though with some risk of

misunderstanding, to bc degraded into a symbol.

The house , the cathedral, thc judge's robc, the socie

general's uniform , are ultimate facts for the child or ..

the savage ; but for the civilizcd man they are

symbols of domestic lifc, of the Church,and of the union

State. Even where the supra-sensuous world has

its purcst expression, in the knowledge and will of

intelligent beings, it presupposes a sensuous world

as thc matcrial of ideas and of actions. “ This world

and the " other" world are continuous and inseparablc ,

and all men inust live in some degree for both. But

the completion of the Noumcnal world, and the
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apprchcnsion of its rcality and completeness, is the

task by fulfilling which humanity advances.

I pass to the intcrprctation, neither technical nor

controversial, of one or two of Hegel's most alarming

phrases.

The " infinite " scems to practical minds the very

opposite of anything rcal, present, or valuable . As

the description of life, it is the mere ncgation of the

lifc wc know ; as the description of a purpose, it is

the very antithesis of any purpose that we can con

ceive to be attainable ; as the description of a being,

it appears to be formed by denying every predicate

which we attach to personality. And I could wish

that Hegel had not selected this much -abuscd term

as the distinctive predicate of what is most real and

most precious in life . Hc adhered to it, no doubt,

because his infinity, though different in nature to that

of common logic , yet rightly fills the place and meets

the problem of that conception . I will attempt to

explain how this can be, and what we are discussing

when we read about infinity in the Hegelian philo

sophy.

It is an obvious remark , that infinity was a symbol

of evil in Hcllcnic speculation, whereas to Christian

and modern thought it is identified with good . Much

idle talk has arisen on this account, as to the limita

tion of the Hellenic mind. For in fact, the Finite

ascribed to Pythagoras, and the idea of limit and pro
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portion in Plato or in Aristotlc , arc far more ncarly

akin to truc infinity than is thc Infinite of modern

popular philosophy. Infinite means the negation of

limit. Now, common infinity, which may be identifica

in gencral with enumeration ad infinitum , -- the fulse

infinity ofHegel - is the attempt to negate or transcend

a limit which incvitably recurs . It arises from attempt

ing a task or problem in the wrong way, so that we

may go on for cvcr without making any advance

towards its achicvement. All quantitative infinity

which of course has its dcfinitc uscs, subject to proper

reservations - is of this naturc. A process does not

change its character by more continuance, and the

aggregate of a million units is no more free from

limitation than the aggregate of ten . A dcfect in

kind cannot be compensated by more quantity: We

sce the fallacious attempt in savage, barbaric, or

vulgar art. Meaningless iteration , objcctless labour,

cnormous size, extravagant costliness, indicate the

effort to satisfy man's nccd of cxpression by the mere

accumulation of work without adcquatc idca or pur

posc. But such efforts, however stupendous, never

attain their goal. They constitute a recurrent failure

to transcend a recurrent limit, prcciscly analogous

to cnumeration ad infinitumn. A hundred thousand

pounds' worth of bricks and mortar comes no ncarer

to the embodiment of mind than a thousand pounds'

worth. To attempt adequate expression by more
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aggregation of cost or size is therefore to fall into the

infinite process or thc falsc infinity.

Another well -known instance is the pursuit of

happiness in the form of “ pleasure for pleasure's

sake.” Thc rccurrcncc of unchanging units Icaves us

where we were. A process which does not change

remains the same, and if it did not bring satisfaction

at first, will not do so at last.* We might as well go

on producing parallels to infinity, in the hope that

somchow or somewhere they may meet. An infinite

straight line may serve as a type of the kind of

infinity we are considering.

Infinity in the Hcgclian sense does not partake

in any way ofthis endlessness, or ofthe unrcality which

attaches to it. Its root-idca is self-completeness or satis

faction . That which is “ infinite " is without boundary,

because it does not rcfer beyond itself for explanation,

or for justification ; and therefore, in all human existence

or production infinity can only be an aspect or element.

A picture, for instance, regarded as a work of fine

art, justifies itself, gives satisfaction directly and with

out raising questions of causc or of comparison , and

is in this sense - i.e. in respect of its beauty-regarded

as " infinite. " When, on the other hand, we consider

this same work of art as an historical phenomenon, as

a link in a chain of causation - e.g. as elucidating the

development of a school, or proving the existence of

* See note.above, p . xii.
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a certain technical process at a certain date --then we

go bcyond itself for its interest and explanation, and

depress it at once into a finite object. The finite is

that which presents itself as incompletc the infinite

that which presents itself as complete, and which ,

thcrcforc, docs not force upon us the fact of its limitir

tation . This character belongs in the highest degree

to self-consciousmind , as realized in the world abou:

sensc ; and in some degree to all clements of that

world - for instance, to the State - in as far as they

represent man's realized self -consciousness. It is the

nature of self-consciousness to bc infinite, because it

is its nature to take into itself what was opposed to

it, and thus to make itself into an organized sphere

that has value and reality within , and not beyond

itself. If false infinity was represented by an infinite

straightline, truc infinity may be compared to i

circle or a sphere.

The distinction betwcen true and falsc infinity is

of the profoundest moral import. ' The sickly yearn

ing that longs only to cscape from the real , rooted

in the antithesis between the infinitc and the actual

or concretc, or in the idea of the monotonous “ infini "

which is one with the " abîme" or the " gouffre," is

appraised by this test at its true valuc. It is scen

to rest on a mere pathetic fallacy of thought and

sentiment. So far from the infinite being remote,

abstract, unreal, nothing but the infinitc can be truly

1
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present, concrete, and rcal. The finite always refers

us away and away through an endless series of causes,

of effects, or of relations. The infinite is individualfor FTEAF.

and bears the character of knowledge, achievement,

attainment. In short, the actual realities which we

have in mind when , in philosophy, we speak of the

infinite, are such as a nation that is conscious of its

unity and general will , or the realm of fine art as

the recognition of man's higher nature, or the religious

community with its conviction of an indwelling Dcity.

Now, whcthcr we like thic tcrm Infinito or not,

whether or no we think that man's life can be ex

plained and justified within the limits of these aims

and these phenomena, there is no doubt that these

Inatters are real , and are the most momentous of

realities. In acquainting ourselves with their struc

ture, evolution, and relation to individual life, we are

at least not wasting time, nor trcating of matters

beyond human intelligence.

There is a very similar contrast in the conception

of human Frecdom. “ Free will ” is so old a vexed

question, that though the conflict still ragcs fitfully

round it, the world hardly conccives that much can

turn upon its decision . But when in piace of the

abstract, “ Is man free ? " we are confronted with the

concrete inquiry, “ When, in what, and as what, does

man carry out his will with least hindrance and with

fullest satisfaction ? " then we have before us the

2.
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actual phenomena of civilization, instcad of an idle

and abstract Yes or No.

Man's Freedom , in the scnsc thus contcinplated ,

lics in the spiritual or supra -scnsuous world by which

his humanity is rcalized , and in which his will finds

Soehtiyakfulfilment. The family, for example, property, and

Mocs. law arc the first steps of man's freedom . In them

the individual's will obtains and bestows recognition

as an agent in a socicty whose bond of union is ideal

-i.e. existing only in consciousness ; and this recog .

nition develops into duties and rights. It is in these

that man finds something to live for, something in

which and for the sake of which to assert himself.

As society develops he lives on the whole more in

the civilized or spiritual world , and less in the savage

or purely natural world . His will , which is himself,

expands with the institutions and idcas that form

its purpose , and the history of this expansion is the

history of human freedom . Nothing is more shallow ,

more barbarously irrational , than to regard the pro

gress of civilization as the accumulation of restric

tions. Laws and rulcs are a necessary aspect of

extended capacitics. Every power that we gain has

a positive nature, and thercfore involves positive

conditions, and every positive condition has ncgative

relations. To accomplish a particular purpose you

must go to work in a particular way, and in no other

way. To complain of this is like complaining of a
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housc because it has a definite shape. If freedom

mcans absence of attributes, cmpty space is “ frecr ”

than any cdifice. Of course a house may be so ugly

that we may say we would rather have none at all.

Civilization may bring such horrors that we may

say “ rather savagery than this ; ” but in ncither case

are we scrious. Great as are the vices of civilization ,

it is only in civilization that man becomes human , ·

spiritual, and froc.

The effort to grasp and apply such an idea as

this can hardly bc barren . It brings us face to face

with concrete facts of history , and of man's actual

motives and purposes. True philosophy here, as

everywhere, plunges into the concrete and the real ;

it is the indolent abstract fancy that thrusts problems

away into the remote “ beyond ” or into futile abstrac

tion . Plato , the philosopher, knows well that the

mind is free when it achieves what as a whole it truly

wills. But Plato, the allegorist and imaginative

preachcr, refers the soul's freedom to a flceting

moment of ante -natal choice,which he vainly strives

to excmpt from causal influence. Pictorial imagina

tion , with its ready reference to occurrences in past

and future, is the great foe to philosophic intelligence.

Finally, it is impossible to omit all rcference to

the notion of an immancnt Dzity, which forms the

very centre of Hegel's thought. When an unspecula

tive English reader firstmeets with Hegel's passionate
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insistence that God is not unknowablc , that lo

ncccssarily revcals himself as a Trinity ofpersons

and that to deny this is to represent mcn as " the

heathen who know not God," he feels as if he had

taken sand into his mouth . He is inclined to ask

what these Neo- Platonic or mcdiaval doctrines are

doing in the nineteenth century, and why we should

resuscitate dcad logomachics that can have 110

possible valuc for liſcor conduct. Now , I must

not attempt here to discuss thic difficult question of

Hegel's ultimate conception of the being of God,

and I am bound to warn any one who may read

these pages that I only profcss to reproduce one

—though by far the most prominent - side of that

conception. But, subject to this reservation , I have

no hesitation in saying, that our own prejudices form

the only hindrance to our sceing that Ilegel's subject

matter is hcrc, as clsewhcrc, human life. llc gives

us what he takes to be the literal truth , and we will

have it to be mctaphor. Verbally contradicting

Kant, he acccpts , complctcs, and enforces Kant's

thought. “ Revelation can never be the true ground

of religion,” said Kant ; "for revelation is an historical

accident, and rcligion is a rational necessity of man's

intelligent nature. " " Revelation is the only truc know

ledge of God and ground of religion ,” says Hegel,

“ becausc revelation consists in the realizationof God in

man's intelligentnature.” We are, however, not unac
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in partialarts.

customed to such phrases, and our imagination is

cqual to its habitual task of cvading thcir meaning .

We taic them to be a strong mctaphor, mcaning

that God,who is a sort of ghostly being a long way

off, is, notwithstanding,more or less within the know

ledge of our minds, and so is “ in ” thcm , as a book

which is actually in London may be in mymemory

wiren I am in Scotland. Now , right or wrong, this

is not what Hcgcl mcans. Hemeans what he says ;

that God is spirit or mind,* and exists in themedium

www. ohhy Crests of mind,which is actual as intelligence, for us at any

ratc, only in the human self-consciousness. The

thought is hard from its very simplicity, and we

struggle, as always, to avoid grasping it. We imagine

spirits as made of a sort of thin matter, and so as

More cxisting just like bodics, although we call them dis

nature embodied. And then we think of this disembodied

form as an alternative to human form , and supposo

spirit to have somchow a purcr existencc apart from

human body. This error really springs from ima

gining the two as existences of the samc kind, and

so conflicting, and from not rcalizing the notion of

spirit as mind or self-consciousness, which is the only

way of conceiving its actual presence in our world .

-

not in

* The fusion of these meanings in the German “ Geist ”

gives a force to his pleading which English cannot render.

He appeals, c.g., triumphantly to " God is a Spirit," i.e. not " a

ghost” but “ mind ."

God exists as Telf - couse only in men s.21 )

tangle . Brut nature is Minda stuff

apones stl , God morning towant felf - cousle ,
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Mind uscs sensuous existence as its symbol ; perlaps

cven nccds it. The poet who has hit Ilogel's thought

so ncarly, * fails hcrc :

“ This weight of body and limb,

Are they not sign and symbol of thy division from llim ?”

Here we Icave the track of the higher Pantheism

for that of vulgar mysticism . Spiritual being is

conceived as somchow incompatible with bodily

hape, either becausc incapable of any concrete

embodiment, or because it has a quasi-material shape

of its own . Now , this is just the reverse of the

Hegelian idea. According to Ilegel, it is only in the

human form that intelligence can for us find its full

expression. The notion of a spiritual body other

than and incompatible with the natural body does

not arise. Spirit cxists in the medium of conscious

ness, not in a peculiar kind of matter. The spirituali

zation of the natural body is not to be looked for in

an astral or angel body, but in the gait and gesture .

the significance anddignity , that make the body of

the civilizcd man the outward image of his soul, and

distinguish him from the savage as from the animal.

The human soul becomes actual itsclf, and visible to

* Sce Tennyson's " Higher Pantheism ," cspecially the fine

lines

Speak to Him thou, for He hears, and Spirit with Spirit can

neet,

Closer is He than breathing and ncarer than hands and feet."
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others, only by moulding the body into its symbol

and instrument. It ought to have been an axiom of

physiology, Hcgel says, that the scrics of animated

formsmust necessarily Icad up to that of man. For

this is the only sensuous form in which mind could

attain adequate manifestation . Thus anthropomor

phism in fine art is no accident, nor an unworthy

portrayal of divinity. If the Deity is to be symbolized

to sense, it must be in the image of man . The

symbol is not indeed the reality, as the sensuous

image is not conscious thought ; but this is a dcfcct

inherent in artistic presentation, and not attributable

fo anthropomorphisın in particular. Whois a wellfor los hord

It is obvious that in the lightof such a conccption ,

a speculativc import can be attached to the doctrine

of thc Incarnation, and Hegel's reading of Christian

ideas is, in fact, to be interpreted entirely in this

scnsc . This is not the place to go deeper into such

vicis,which ,however profound,may pcrhaps continue

to secm non -natural cxpositions of Christian dogma.

I am only concerned to show how hcre, also , the

spcci:lativc idca, operating upon thc concrcte and

actual, generates a fresh and inspiring insight into

life and conduct. Few chapters of anthropology are

more thorough , profound, and suggestive than Hegel's

account of the “ actual soul ; " i.e. of the habits and

attributes which make the body distinctively human

by stamping it with the impress of mind. Nor has
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philosophic insight cver done better service to the

history of religion than in grasping the essence of

Christianity as the unity (not merely thc union ) of the

divine and human nature. . Jsal human disis .(xt as eas.3 of

Among the things which arc spiritually discerned , Artist hats

an important placc belongs to beauty. As a boun

dary and transition between asćnse and thouglit, i

is peculiarly fitted to illustrate the reality which we

claim , in contradistinction to mcrc sensuous appear

ancc, for what is best in liſc . Many who distrust

Hegclian formula arc convinced that beauty at least

is real. They will admit that fine art and the recog

nition of bcauty are not triſlcs, not amusements, but

rank high among the interests that give life its valuc.

All such will find themsclvcs in sympathy with the

purpose of a great philosopher who has bent all the

power of his genius and his industry to vindicating

a place for art as an embodimentof the divine,naturc.

The Introduction to Hegel's " disthetic," which is all

thatitwas possible to reproduce in the present volume,

lacks, of course , the solidity and detailed claboration

of the trcatisc . Yct to all who care for thorough and

noble thought on a great subject, and for a dcfcncc

of their faith in the true spiritual rcalitics, I have

hope that the ensuing pages, however marred by

imperfect translation , will be welcome.

-
-

-
-
-
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HEGEL'S ÆSTHETIC .

INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER 1.

THE RANGE OF ASTHETIC DEFINED, AND SOME

OBJECTIONS REFUTED.

THE prcscnt course of lccturcs deals with “ Æsthctic."

Their subject is thc wide rcalm of the beautiful, and,

more particularly , their province is Art- wc may

restrict it, indeed,to Fine Art.

The name “ ÆEsthetic " in its natural sense is

not quite appropriate to this subject. “ Estlctic '

means more preciscly the science of sensation or

feeling. Thus understood, it arosc as a new science,

or rather as something that was to become a branch

of philosophy for the first time,* in the school of

* In Baumgarten's “ Esthetica," 1750. Sec Lotzc 's “ Esthetik

in Deutschland," p . 4 , and Scherer's “ Hist. of German Litcra

ture,” Engl. Transl., ii. 25.
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Wolff, at the epoch when works of art were being

considered in Germany in the light of the feelings

which they were supposed to evoke - feelings of

pleasure, admiration , fear, pity, etc. The name was

so inappropriate, or, strictly speaking, so superficial,

that for this reason it was attempted to form other

names, e.g . “ Kallistic .” But this name, again , is

unsatisfactory , for the science to be designated does

not treat of beauty in general, but merely of artistic

beauty. We shall, therefore, permit the name

Æsthetic to stand, because it is nothing but a name,

and so is indifferent to us, and, moreover, has up to

a certain point passed into common language. As

a name, therefore, it may be retained. The proper

expression,however, for our science isthe “ Philosophy of

Art,” or,more definitely , the “ Philosophy of Fine Art.”

: a . By the above expression we at once exclude

the bcauty of Nature. Such a limitation of our

subjcct may appcar to be an arbitrary dcmarcation ,

resting on the principle that every science has the

prerogative of marking out its boundaries at pleasure.

But this is not the scnse in which we are to under

stand the limitation of Æsthetic to the beauty of art.

It is true that in common life we are in the habit of

speaking of beautiful colour, a beautiful sky, a beautiful

river, and, moreover, of beautiful flowers, beautiful

animals, and, above all, of beautiful human beings.

Wewill not just now enter into the controversy how
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CHAP. I.] ART HIGHER THAN NATURE 3

far such objects can justly have the attribute of

beauty ascribed to them , or how far, speaking

generally, natural beauty ought to be recognized as

existing besides artistic beauty. Wc may , however,

vtt skal.:

begin at once by asserting that artistic beauty stands

higher than nature . For thc bcauty of art is thic

beauty that is born - born again , that is of the

mind ; * and by as much as the mind and its products

are higher than nature and its appearanccs, by so

much the beauty of art is higher than the beauty of

nature. Indeed, if we look at it formally - i.c. only

considering in what way it exists, not what there is

in it,-even a silly fancy such as may pass throug!

a man's head is higher than any product of nature ;

for such a fancy must at least be characterized by

intellectual being and by freedom.f In respect of

its content, on the other hand, the sun, for instance,

appears to us to be an absolutely necessary factor in

the universe, while a blundering notion passes away

as accidental and transient ; but yet, in its own being,

a natural existence such as the sun is indifferent,f is

not free or self - conscious, while if we consider it in

Aus dem Geiste -- allusion to “ born of water and of the

Spirit.”

† Not in the sense of fancying what you plcase, but in the

technical sense of having separate existence ; detached, so to

speak, from the general background of things, not a mere

concurrence of other elements.

# Has no power of distinguishing itself from other things.
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its necessary connection with other things we are not

regarding it by itself or for its own sake, and, there

fore, not as beautiful.

To say, as we have said , in general terms, that

mind and its artistic beauty stand higher than natural

beauty, is no doubt to determine almost nothing. For

“ higher " is an utterly indefinite expression , which

designates the beauty of nature and that of art as

if merely standing side by side in the space of the

imagination, and states the difference between them

as purely quantitative, and, therefore, purely external.

But the mind and its artistic beauty, in being " higher "

as compared with nature, have a distinction which is

not simply relative. Mind, and mind only, is capable

of truth, and comprehends in itself all that is, so that

whatever is beautiful can only be really and truly

beautiful as partaking in this higher element and as

created thereby. In this sense the bcauty of nature

reveals itself as but a reflection of the beauty which

belongs to the mind, as an imperfect, incomplete

mode of being, as a mode whosc rcally substantial

element is contained in the mind itself.

Moreover, we shall find the restriction to fine art :

very natural, for however much has been and is said

-though less by the ancients than by ourselves

of the beauties of nature, yet no one has taken it

into his head to emphasize the point of view of the

beauty of natural objects, and to attempt to make a
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science, a systematic account of these beauties. The

aspect of Utility, indeed , has been accentuated , and

a science, e.g ; of natural things uscful against discases

a materia medica , has been compilcd, consisting in in

description ofminerals, chemical products , plants; and

animals that are of use for curative purposes. But

the realm of nature has not been arrayed and

estimated under the aspect of bcauty. In dcąling

with natural bçauty we find oursclves too open to

vagueness, and too destitute of a criterion ; for which

reason such a review would have little interest.

The above prefatory remarks upon beauty in

nature and in art, upon the relation between the

two, and the exclusion of the former from the region.

of the subject proper, are mcant to remove any idea

that the limitation of our science is owing mcrcly to

choice and to caprice . But this is not the place to

demonstrate the above rclation, for the consideration

of it falls within our science itself, and therefore it

cannot be discussed and demonstrated till later.

Supposing tlat for the present we have limited

ourselves to the beauty of art, this first step brings

us at once into contact with fresh difficultics.

B . The first thing that may suggest itself to

us is the difficulty whether fine art shows itself to

deserve a scientific treatment. Beauty and art, no

doubt, pervade all the business of life like a kindly

genius, and form the bright adornment of all our
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surroundings, both mental and material, soothing the

sadness of our condition and the embarrassments

of real life, killing time in entertaining fashion, and

where there is nothing good to be achicvcd, occupying

the place of what is vicious, bcttcr, at any rate, than

vice . Yet although art presses in with its pleasing

shapes on every possible occasion, from the rude

adornments of the savage to the splendour of the

temple with its untold wealth of decoration, still

these shapes themselves appear to fall outside the

real purposes of life. And even if the crcations of

art do not prove detrimental to our graver purposes,

if they appear at times actually to further them by

keeping evil at a distance, still it is so far true

that art belongs rather to the relaxation and leisure

of the mind, while the substantive interests of life

demand its cxcrtion . Hence it may sccm unsuitable

and pedantic to treat with scientific scriousness what

is not in itself of a scrious nature. In any case, upon

such a view art appears as a superfluity , even if the

softening of the metal temper which pre-occupation

with beauty has power to produce, does not turn out

a detrimental, bccausc cffeminating inſucncc . In

this aspect of the matter, the fine arts bcing granted

to be a luxury, it has been thought necessary in

various ways to take up their defence with reference

to their relation towards practical necessities, and

more especially towards morality and piety ; and, as
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it is impossible to demonstrate their harmlessness ,

at least to make it credible that the mental luxury in

question afforded a larger sum of advantages than of

disadvantages. With this vicw very serious aimshave ?

bccn ascribed to art, and it has been recommended in

various ways as a mediator between reason and

sensuousness, between inclination and duty, as the

reconciler of these elements in thc obstinatc conflict

and repulsion which their collision generates. But

the opinion may be maintained that, assuming such

aims of art, morc scrious though they arc, nothing

is gained for rcason and duty by the attempt

at mediation , because these principles, as csscntially

incapable of intermixture, can be parties to no such /

compromise, but demand in their manifestation the

same purity which they have in themselves. And it o

might be said that art itself is not made any more
orous art only

worthy of scientific discussion by such trcatment, “

sceing that it is still doubly a servant- to higher so. $ 12.,"0 "

aims, no doubt, on the one hand, but none thic less

to vacuity and frivolity on the other ; and in such

service can at best only display itself as a mcans,

instcad of bcing an end pursued for its own sake.

Finally , art, considered as a mcans, sccms to labour

under this defect of form , that, supposing it to be

subordinated to scrious ends, and to producc results

of importance, still the means employed by art for

such purposes is deception. For beauty has its being
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in appcarancc.* · Now , it will rcadily be admitted that

an aim which is real and truc in itself ought not to

be attained by dcccption, and if it docs hcrc and

there achicve some success in this way, that can

only bc thc case to a limited extent, and even then

deception cannot approve itself as the right means.

· For thc mcans should correspond to the dignity of

the end, and only what is real and true, not semblance

or dcccption , has power to crcatc what is rcal and

true ; just as science, for instance, has to consider

the truc intcrcsts of the mind in accordance with

the truth of rcality and the true way of conceiving it.

In all these respects it may appear as if fine art

were unworthy of scientific consideration ; bccausc,

as is alleged, it is at best a pleasing amusement, and

even if it pursues morc scrious aims is in contradiction

with their nature, but is at best the mere servant

alike of amusement and of serious aims, and yet has

at command, whether as the element of its being or

as the vehicle of its action, nothing beyond deception

and semblance.

y . But, in the sccond place, it is a still more prob

able aspect of the question that, even if fine art were

to form a subject ofphilosophicalreſcctions in a general

way, it would be no appropriate matter for strictly

scientific treatment. The beauty of art presents itself

to sense , to feeling, to perception , to imagination ; its

. . “ Das Schönemin dem Scheine."
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sphere is not that of thought, and the apprehension

of its activity and its productions demand another

organ than that of the scicntific intelligence. Morc

over, what we enjoy in the bcauty of art is precisely

the freedom of its productive and plastic energy. In com ant le

the origination, as in the contemplation, of its crca- fut mi to systim

tions we appear to cscape wholly from the fetters of

rule and regularity. In the forms of art wc scck for

rcposc and animation in place of thc austerity of the

reign of law and the sombre self-concentration of

thought; we would exchange the shadowland of the

idea for cheerful vigorous rcality. And lastly, the

source of artistic crcations is thc frec activity of fancy,

which in her imagination is morc free than nature's

self. Not only has art at command the whole wealth

of natural forins in the brilliant variety of their ap

pearance, but also the creative imagination has power

to expatiatc incxhaustibly beyond their limit in pro

ducts of its own . It may be supposed that, in presence

of this immcasurablc abundance of inspiration and

its free creations, thought will necessarily lose the

courage to bring them completely before it, to criticize

them, and to array them under its universal formula.

Science, on the contrary, every one admits, is com

pelled by its form to busy itself with thought which

abstracts from the mass of particulars. For this reason ,

on the one hand, imagination with its contingency

and caprice — that is, the organ of artistic activity and

1
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cnjoyıncnt - is of ncccssity cxcluded from science .

And on the other hand, sccing that art is what cheers

and animates thc dull and withcrcd dryncss of the

idca, reconciles with reality its abstraction and its dis

sociation therefrom , and supplics out of the rcal world

what is lacking to the notion, it follows, we may think ,

that a purcly intellectual trcatment of art destroys

this very mcans of supplementation, annihilates it,

and reduces the idea once more to its simplicity

devoid of reality, and to its shadowy abstractncss.

And further, it is objected that science, as a matter

of content, occupies itself with what is necessary. Now ,

if Æsthetic puts aside the beauty of nature, we not

only gain nothing in respect of necessity , but to all

appcarancc have got further away from it. For the

expression Nature at once gives us the idea of Ncces

sity and Uniformity,* that is to say, of a behaviour

which may be hoped to be akin to science, and

capable of submitting thereto . But in the mind ,

gcncrally , and more particularly in the imagination ,

compared with naturc, capricc and lawlessness are

Blijspoosce to be piceuliwyn honne ; unel Ilusap willen

draw themselves as a matter of course from all scien

tific explanation .

Thus in all these aspects - in origin , in effect, and

. in range - fine art, instead of showing itself fitted for

scientific study, seems rather in its own right to resist

* “ Gesctzmässigkeit."

L
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the regulating activity of thought, and to be un

suitable for strict scicntific discussion.

Thcsc and similar objcctions against a genuinely

scientific trcatınent of finc art are drawn from com

mon idcas, points of vicw , and considerations, which

may be read ad nauscam in full claboration in the

older writers upon bcauty and the fine arts, cspecially

in the works of French authors. And in part they

contain facts which have a certain truth ; in part, too ,

the argumentation * based upon thcsc facts appears

plausible at first sight. Thus, (..., there is the fact

that the forms of beauty are as manifold as the price

nomenon of beauty is omnipresent ; and from this, if

we choose,we may proceed to conclude to a universal

impulse of Beauty in human nature , and then go on .

to the ſurther inference : that bccausc ideas of beauty

are so endlessly various, and therefore , as scems

obvious, are something particular,f it follows that

thcrc can bc no universal laws of bcauty and of tastc .

Before it is possible for us to turn from such

considcrations to our subjcct proper, it is our busi

11094 lodevole it lorier introductory discussion to the

objections and doubts which have been onbricil. In

the first place, as regards the worthiness of art to be

. * “ Raisonnement” - a disparaging terin in Hcgcl.

+ “ Particular " - different unconnectedmatters , considered as

merely thrown together in an aggregate, or occurring in a scrics;

opposed to parts or cases united by an essential principle .
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scientifically considered, it is no doubt the case that

mfans.
art can be employed as a ficcting pastime, to serve

the ends of pleasure and entertainment, to decorate

our surroundings, to impart pleasantness to the cx

ternal conditions of our life, and to emphasize other

objects by means of ornament. In this mode of

employment art is indeed not independent, not free,

but servile. But what we mean to consider, is the

art which is free in its end as in itsmeans.

That art is in the abstract capable of serving other

aims, and of being a mere pastime, is morcover a

relation which it shares with thought. For, on the

one hand, science, in the shape of the subservient

understanding, submits to be used for finite purposes,

and as an accidental means, and in that case is not

self-determined, but dctcrmined by alien objccts and

relations ; but, on the other hand, scicncc libcratcs

itself from this service to rise in free independence

to the attainment of truth , in which medium , free from

all' interference, it fulfils itself in conformity with its

proper aims.

Fine art is not rcal art till it is in this sense frce ,

Azt a móds and only achicves its highest task when it has taken

noin. . its place in the same sphere with religion and philo

sophy, and has become simply a mode of revcaling to .

consciousness and bringing to utteranıc the Divine

Nature,* the deepest interests of humanity, and the

* “ Das Göttliche."
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most comprehensive truths of the mind. It is in

works of art that nations have deposited the pro

foundest intuitions and idcas of their hearts ; and

fine art is frequently the kcy — with many nations

there is no other - to the understanding of their

wisdom and oftheir religion.

This is an attribute which art shares with religion

and philosophy, only in this peculiar mode, that it

represents even the highest idcas in sensuous forms,

thereby bringing them nearer to the character of

natural phenomena, to the senses, and to fccling.

The world, into whose depths thought penctratos, is a

supra-sensuous world, which is thus, to begin with ,

erected as a beyond over against immediate con

sciousness and present sensation ; the power which

thus rescues itself from the here, that consists in the

actuality and finitencss of sense , is the frecilom of

thought in cognition. But the mind is able to

heal this schism which its advance creates ; it gcnc

rates out of itself the works of fine art as the first

middleterm of reconciliation between pure thought

and what is external, sensuous, and transitory, be

tween nature with its finite actuality and the infinite

freedom of the reason that comprehends.

d. The element of art was said to be in its gencral

naturc an unworthy clement, as consisting in appcar

ance and deception. The censure would be not

devoid of justice, if it were possible to class appcar
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ance as something that ought not to exist. An

appearance or show, however, is essential to existence.

Truth could not be, did it not appear and reveal

itself,* were it not truth for some one or something,

for itself as also for Mind . Therefore there can be no

objection against appearance in general, but, if at all ,

against the particular mode of appearance in which

art gives actuality to what is in itself real and true.

If, in this aspect, the appearance with which art gives

its conceptions life as determinate existences is to be

termed a deception, this is a criticism which primarily

receives its meaning by comparison with the external

world of phenomena and its immediate contact with

us as matter, and in like manner by the standard of

our own world of fecling, that is, the inner world of

sense . These are the two worlds to which, in the life

of daily experience, in our own phenomenal † life , we

are accustomed to attribute the value and the title

of actuality, reality, and truth , in contrast to art,

which we set down as lacking such reality and truth.

Now, this whole sphere of the empirical inner and

outer world is just what is not the world of genuine

reality, but is to be entitled a mere appearance more

strictly than is true of art, and a crueller deception.

Genuine reality is only to be found beyond the

* " Schicne und erschiene. "

† The life in which we treat common circumstances and

sensations as, in their degree, realities.
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immediacy of feeling and of external objects.

Nothing is genuinely real but that which is actual in

its own right,* that which is the substance of nature

and of mind, fixing itself indeed in present and

definite existence, but in this existence still retaining

its essential and self-centred being, and thus and no

otherwise attaining genuine reality. The dominion

of these universal powers is exactly what art ac

centuates and reveals. The common outer and

inner world also no doubt present to us this essence

of reality,but in the shape of a chaos of accidental

matters, encumbered by the immediateness of scn

suous presentation, and by arbitrary states, events ,

: Higherthan Seuse
characters, etc. Art libcrates the real import of

appearances from the scmblance and deception of this

bad and flceting world , and imparts to phenomenal

semblances a higher reality , born of mind. The

appearances of art , therefore, far from being more

scmblanccs, have the higher reality and the inerc

genuine existence in comparison with the realitics of

common life: Trust bowie ui compt witte spürt .

Just as little can the representations of art bc

called a dcccptive semblance in comparison with the

representations of historical narrative, as if that had

the more genuine truth. For history has not even

immediate existence, but only the intellectual prc

sentation of it, for the element of its portrayals, and

* “ Das An- und Fürsichseyende."
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its content remains burdened with the whole mass of

contingent matter formed by common reality with its

occurrences, complications, and individualitics. But

the work of art brings before us the eternal powers

that hold dominion in history, without any such super

fluity in the way of immediate sensuous presentation

and its unstable scmblances.

Again, the mode of appearance of the shapes pro

duced by art may be called a deception in comparison

with philosophic thought, with religious or moral

principles. Bcyond a doubt the mode of revelation

which a content attains in the realm of thought is the

truest reality ; but in comparison with the show or

semblance of immediate sensuous existence or of

historical narrative, the artistic semblance has the

advantage that in itself it points beyonditself, and

refers us away from itself to something spiritual

which it is mcant to bring before the mind's eye.

Whereas immediate appearance does not give itself

out to be deceptive, but rather to be real and true,

though all thetime its truth is contaminated and

infected by the immediate sensuous clement. The

hard rind of nature and the common world give the

mind more trouble in breaking through to the idea

than do the products of art.

But if, on the one side, we assign this high position

to art, we must no less bear in mind, on the other

hand, that art is not, either in content or in form ,
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the supreme and absolute mode of bringing the

mind's genuine interests into consciousness. Thc

form of art is enough to limit it to a restricted con

tent . Only a certain circle and grade of truth is

capable of being represented in the mcdium of art..

Such truth must have in its own nature the capacity

to go forth into sensuous form and be adequate to

itself therein, if it is to be a genuincly artistic content,

as is the case with the gods of Greece. There is,

however, a decper form of truth , in which it is no

longer so . closcly akin and so friendly to sense as

to be adequately cmbraced and expressed by that

medium. Of such a kind is the Christian conception

of truth ; and more especially the spirit of our modern

world, or, to come closer, of our religion and our

intellectual culture, reveals itself as bcyond the stage

at which art is the highest mode assumed by man's

consciousness of the absolute. The peculiar mode

to which artistic production and works of art belong

no longer satisfies our supreme înced. We are above

the level at which works of art can bc venerated

as divine, and actually worshipped ; the impression

which they make is of a more considerate kind, and

the feelings which they stir within us require a

higher test and a further confirmation. Thought

and reflection have taken their flight above finc art.

Those who delight in grumbling and consurg, may

set down this phenomenon for a corruption , and

с
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ascribe it to the predominance of passion and selfish

interests, which scare away at once the seriousness

and the cheerfulness of art. Or we may accuse the

troubles of the present time and the complicated

condition of civil and political life as hindering the

fcclings, cntanglcd in minuto preoccupations, from

freeing themselves, and rising to the higher aims of

art, the intelligence itself being subordinate to petty

needs and interests, in sciences which only subserve

such purposes and are seduced into making this

barren region their home.

However all this may be, it certainly is the case,

that art no longer affords that satisfaction of spiritual

wants which earlier cpochs and peoples have sought

therein , and have found therein only ; a satisfaction

which , at all events on the religious side, was most

intimately and profoundly connected with art. The

beautiful days of Greek art, and the golden time

of the later middle ages arc gonc by . Thc rcflcctive

culture of our life of to -day, makes it a necessity

for us, in respect of our will no less than of our

judgment, to adhere to general points of view , and

to regulate particular matters according to them , so

that general forms, laws, dutics, rights, maxims arc

what have validity as grounds of determination and

are the chief regulative force. But what is required

for artistic interest as for artistic production is,

speaking generally , a living creation , in which the
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univcrsal is not present as law and maxim , but acts

as if one with the mood and the feelings, just as ,

in the imagination, the universal and rational is con

tained only as brought into unity with a concreto

sensuous phenoinenon. Therefore, our present in its

universal condition is not favourable to art. As

regards the artist himself, it is not mcrcly that the

reflection which finds utterance all round him , and

the universal habit of having an opinion and passing

judgment about art infect him , and mislcad him into

putting more abstract thought into his works them

selves ; but also the whole spiritual culture of the

age is of such a kind that he himself stands within

this reflective world and its conditions, and it is

impossible for him to abstract from it by will and

resolve, or to contrive for himself and bring to pass,

by means of peculiar education or removal from the

relations of life, a peculiar solitude that would replace

all that is lost.

In all these respects art is, and remains for us,

on the side of its highest destiny, a thing of thepast.

Herein it has further lost for us its genuine truth

and life, and rather is transferred into our ideas

than asserts its former ncccssity, or assumcs its

former place, in reality. What is now aroused in

us by works of art is over and above our immediate

enjoyment, and together with it , our judgment ;

inasmuch as we subject the content and thc mcans
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of representation of the work of art and the suita

bility or unsuitability of the two to our intellectual

considcration. Thercforc, the science of art is a much

more pressing need in our day, than in times in

which art, simply as art, was enough to furnish a full

satisfaction . Art invites us to consideration of it

by means of thought, not to the end of stimulating

art production , but in order to ascertain scientifically

what art is.

€. As soon aswe propose to accept this invitation

we are met by the difficulty which has alrcady been

touched upon in the suggestion that, though art is

a suitable subject for philosophical reflection in the

general sense, yet it is not so for systematic and

scientific discussion . In this objection there lies the

false idca that a philosophical consideration may ,

nevertheless, be unscientific. On this point it can

only bc remarked here with brcvity, that, whatever

ideas others may have of philosophy and philoso

phizing, I regard the pursuit of philosophy as utterly

incapable of existing apart from a scientific procedure.

Philosophy has to consider its objcct in its necessity,

not, indeed, in its subjective necessity or external

arrangement, classification, etc .,but it has to unfold

and demonstrate the object out of the necessity of its

own inner nature. Until this evolution * is brought

to pass the scientific element is lacking to the treat

: * “ Explication."
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ment. In as far, however, as the objective ncccssity

of an object lies essentially in its logical and meta

physical naturc, thc isolated trcatınent of art must

bc conducted with a certain relaxation of scientific

stringency. For art involves the most complex pre

suppositions, partly in reference to its content, partly

in respect of its medium * and element,t in which art

is constantly on the borders of the arbitrary or acci

dental . Thus it is only as regards the essential

innermost progress of its content and of its mcdia of

expression that we must call to mind the outline

prescribed by its necessity.

The objection that works of fine art clude the

treatment of scicntific thought bccause they originate

out of the unregulated fancy and out of the feelings,

are of a number and variety that defy the attempt to

gain a conspectus, and therefore take cſfect only on

feeling and imagination, raises a problem which

appears still to have importance. For the beauty of

art does in fact appear in a form which is expressly

contrasted with abstract thought, and which the latter

is forced to destroy in exerting the activity which is

its nature. This idea cohcres with the opinion that

reality as such, the life of nature and of mind, is

disfigured and slain by comprehension ; that, so far

* “ Material,” e.g. colour, sound, heavy matter, etc.

† “ Element: " perhaps more cspecially any mental function

entering into art - sense, imagination, understanding, etc.
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in to art,

from being brought close to us by the thought which

comprehends, it is by it that such life is absolutely

dissociated from us, so that, by the use of thought as

the means of grasping what has life, man rather cuts

himself off from this his purpose. We cannot speak

fully on this subject in the present passage, but only

indicate the point of vicw from which the removal of

this diſſiculty, or impossibility depending on mal

adaptation , might be effected.

f.cousch ontrais 11 will lor admitteil, to locuin will , that the mindig

capable of contemplating itsell, and of possessing a

consciousness, and that a thinking consciousness, of

itself and all that is generated by itself. Thought

to think-is precisely that in which the mind has its

innermost and essential nature. In gaining this

thinking consciousness concerning itself and its pro

ducts, the mind is behaving according to its essential

nature, however much freedom and caprice those

products may display, supposing only that in real

truth they have mind in them. Now art and its

works as generated and created by the mind (spirit),

are themselves of a spiritual nature, even if their

mode of representation admits into itself the sem

blance of sensuous being, and pervades what is

sensuous with mind. In this respect art is, to begin

re.and spürt'swith , ncarer to mind and its thinking activity than is

| activity , mcre external unintelligent nature : in works of art,

mind has to do but with its own. And even if artistic
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works are not abstract thought and notion, but are an

evolution of the notion out of itself, an alicnation from

itself towards the sensuous, still the power of the

thinking spirit (mind) lies hercin, not merely to grasp

itself only in its peculiar form of the self -conscious

spirit (mind), but just as much to recognize itself in

its alienation in the shape of fccling and the sensuous,

in its other form , by transmuting the metamorphosed

thought back into definite thoughts, and so restoring

it to itself. And in this preoccupation with the other

of lbsiell' the thinking point in ment to be hele 110tle to

itself as if forgetting or surrendering itself thercin ,

nor is it so wcak as to lack strength to comprehend

what is different from itself, but it comprchcnds both

itself and its opposite. For the notion is the uni

versal, which preserves itself in its particularizations ,

dominates alike itself and its " other," and so becomes

the power and activity that consists in undoing the

alienation which it had evolved. And thus the work dspirit kwwws
its otherness ..

of art in which thought alicnates itself belongs, like

thought itself, to the realm of comprchending thought,

and the mind, in subjecting it to scientific considcra

tion, is thereby but satisfying the want of its own

inmost nature. For becausc thought is its csscncc

and notion, it can in the last resort only be satisfied

when it has succeeded in imbuing all the products of

its activity with thought, and has thus for the first

time made them genuinely its own. But, as we
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shall sce more definitely below , art is far from being

the highest form of mind , and reccives its true rati

fication only from scicncc.*

Just as little docs art elude philosophical con

sideration by unbridled caprice. As has already been

indicated , it is its true task to bring to consciousness

the highest interests of the mind . Hence it follows

at once with respect to the content that fine art cannot

atii rove in the wildness of unfettered fancy, for these

spiritual interests determine definite bases f for its

content, how manifold and inexhaustible soever its

forms and shapes may be. The same holds true for

the forms themselves. Thcy, again , are not at the

mercy of more chance. Not every plastic shapct is

capable of being the expression and representation

of thosc spiritual interests , of absorbing and of repro

ducing them ; every definite content determines a

form suitable to it.

In this aspect too, then, we are in a position to

find our bearings according to the needs of thought

in the apparently unmanageable mass of works and

types of art.

Thus, I hope, we have begun by defining the

* “ Philosophy," “ Wissenschaft."

† " Hallpunkte : " ultimate points that the matter of art

must not leave hold of, leading ideas that must somehow

dominate it.

“ Gestaltung :” shaping,as if arrangement of shapes.
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content of our science, to which we propose to

confine ourselves, and have seen that neither is fine

art unworthy of a philosophical consideration, nor is

a philosophical consideration incompetent to arrive

at a knowledge of the essence of fine art.



CHAPTER II.

А А

METHODS OF SCIENCE APPLICABLE TO BEAUTY

AND ART.

If we now investigate the required mode of scientific

consideration , we here again meet with two opposite

ways of treating the subject, each of which appears

to exclude the other, and so to hinder us from

arriving at any true result.

On one sidewe see the science of art merely , so to

speak,busying itself about the actual productions of

art from the outside, arranging them in series as a

history of art, initiating discussions about cxtant

works, or sketching out theories intended to provide

the gcncral points of vicw that are to govern both

criticism and artistic production.

On the other side we see science abandoning

itself independently to reflection upon the beautiful,

and producing mere generalitics which do not touch

an abstract philosophy of the beautiful.
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MERE

1. As regards the former mode of treatment, which PARTICULAR .

starts from the cmpirical side, it is the indispensable

road for anyone who means to become a student of art. Hustong or aast:

And just as in the present day every onc, even though
9,9cm

he is not busicd with natural science, yet pretends to

be equipped with the essentials of physical know

ledge, so it has become morc or less obligatory for

a cultivated man to possess some acquaintance with

art,* and the pretension to display one's -self as a

dilettante and connoisscur is pretty universal .

(a) If such information is really to be recognized

as art-scholarship,t it must be of various kinds and

of wide range. The first ncccssity is an cxact

acquaintance with the immcasurable region of

individual works of art of ancicnt and modern times,

works which in part have actualiy perished, in part

belong to distant countries or portions of the world ,

or which adverse fortune has withdrawn from one's

own observation . Moreover, every work belongs to

its age, to its nation, and to its environment, and

depends upon particular historical and other idcas

and aims. For this reason art-scholarship further

requires a vast wealth of historical information of a

very special kind, seeing that the individualized

nature of the work of art is related to individual

detail and demands special matter to aid in its com

prehension and elucidation. And lastly, this kind

• " Kunstkenntniss. " t "“ Gelchrsamkeit.”
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of scholarship not only needs, like every other, a

memory for information, but a vivid imagination in

order to retain distinctly the images of artistic forms

in all thcir different features, and cspccially in order

to have them present to the mind for purposes of

comparison with other works.

(6 ) Within this kind of consideration, which is

primarily historical, there soon cmcrge various points

of vicw which cannot be lost sight of in contemplating

a work of art, inasmuch as our judgments must be

derived from them . Now these points of view , as

in other sciences which have an empirical starting

point,when extracted and put together form universal

criteria and rules,and, in a still further stage of formal

generalization, Thicorics of the arts. This is not the

place to go into detail about literature of this kind,

and it may, therefore, suffice to mention a few

writings is the most general way. For instance,

there is Aristotlc 's “ Poctics," the theory of tragedy

contained in which is still of interest ; and to speak

more particularly , among the ancients, Horace's “ Ars

Poetica " and Longinus's “ Treatise on the Sublime ”

suffice to give a general idea of the way in which this

kind of theorizing has been carried on . The general

formulæ which were abstracted by such writers were

meant to stand especially as precepts and rules,

according to which, particularly in times of degenera

tion of poetry and art, works of art were meant to

inic ?

(rules oc)
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be produced. The prescriptions, however, compiled

by these physicians of art had even less assured

success than those of physicians whose aim was the

restoration of health.

Respecting theories of this kind, I propose merely

to mention that, though in dctail thcy contain much

that is instructive, yet their remarks were abstracted

from a very limited circle of artistic productions,

which passed for the genuincly beautiful oncs, but

yet always belonged to a but narrow range of art.

And again, such formulæ are in part very trivial

reflections which in their generality proceed to no

establishment of particulars, although this is the

matter of chicf concern.

The above -mentioned Horatian cpistlc is full of

these reflections, and, therefore, is a book for all men ,

but onc which for this very reason contains much that

amounts to nothing, e.g :

Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci

Lectorem delectando paritcrque monendo

“ He carries all votes, who has mingled thc picasant

and the uscful, by at'once charming and instructing his

reader. ” This is just like so many copybook headings,

of Hegel's eg. “ Stay at home and carn an honest livelihood,"

Itthies. which are right cnough as generalities, but lack the

concrcte determinations on which action depends.

Another kind of interest was found, not in the

" Paränetischen Lehren. "

4

*

i
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of scholarship not only needs, like every other, a

memory for information, but a vivid imagination in

order to retain distinctly the images of artistic forms

in all their different features, and especially in order

to have them present to the mind for purposes of

comparison with other works.

(6 ) Within this kind of consideration , which is

primarily historical, there soon emerge various points

· of view which cannot be lost sight of in contemplating

a work of art, inasmuch as our judgments must be

derived from them . Now these points of view , as

in other sciences which have an empirical starting

point,when extracted and put together form universal

criteria and rules , and, in a still further stage of formal

generalization , Theories of the arts. This is not the

place to go into detail about literature of this kind,

and it may, therefore, suffice to mention a few .

writings in the most general way . For instance,

there is Aristotle's “ Poctics,” the theory of tragedy

contained in which is still of interest ; and to speak

more particularly , among the ancients, Horace's “ Ars

Poctica " and Longinus's “ Treatise on the Sublime”

suffice to give a gencral idea of the way in which this

kind of theorizing has been carried on . The general

formulæ which were abstracted by such writers were

meant to stand especially as precepts and rules ,

according to which, particularly in times of degenera

tion of poetry and art,works of art were meant to

MEC ?

(rules te)

ere
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be produced. The prescriptions, however, compiled .

by these physicians of art had even less assured

success than those of physicians whose aim was the

restoration of health.

Respecting theories of this kind, I proposc micrcly

to mention that, though in detail they contain much

that is instructive, yet their remarks were abstracted

from a very limited circle of artistic productions,

which passed for the genuinely beautiful ones, but

yet always belonged to a but narrow range of art.

And again , such formulæ are in part very trivial

reflections which in their generality proceed to no

establishment of particulars, although this is the

matter of chicf concern .

The abovc-mentioned Horatian cpistlc is full of

these reflcctions, and, thcrcforc , is a book for all men,

but one which for this very reason contains much that

amounts to nothing, e .g.

“ Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci

Lectorem dclcctando paritcrquc moncndo "

" He carries all votes,who has mingled the pleasant

and thc uscſul,by at once charming and instructing his

reader.” This is just like so many copybook licadings,*

wel e.g . “ Stay at home and earn an honcst livelihood,"

which are right cnough as generalities, but lack the

concrete determinations on which action depends.

Another kind of interest was found, not in the

* " Paränetischen Lehren."
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express aim of directly causing the production of

genuine works of art, but in the purpose which

emerged of influencing men's judgment upon works

of art by such thcories, in short of forming taste. In

this aspect, Home's “ Elements of Criticism ,” the

writings of Battcux, and Ramler's " Introduction to

the Fine Arts," were works much read in their day.

Taste in this sense has to do with arrangement and

treatment, the harmony and finish of whatbelongs to

the external aspect of a work of art. Besides, they

brought in among the principles of taste views that

belonged to the psychology that was then in vogue,

and that had been drawn from empirical observation

of capacities and activities of the soul, of the passions

and their probable heightening, succession , etc. But

it remains invariably the case that every man judges

works of art, or characters, actions, and incidents

according to the measure of his insight and his feel

ings ; and as that formation of taste only touched

what was meagre and external, and moreover drew

its precepts only from a narrow range of works of art

and from a borné culture of intellect and feelings, its

whole sphere was inadequate,and incapable of seizing

the inmost and the true, and of sharpening the eye

for the apprehension thereof. .

Such theories proceed in general outline, as do the

remaining non -philosophic sciences. The content

which they subject to consideration is borrowed from
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our idea of it, as something found therc ; then further

questions are asked about the nature of this idea ,

inasmuch as a nced reveals itself for closer dctcrinina

tions , which are also found in our idea of the matter,

and drawn from it to be fixed in definitions. But in

so doing, we find ourselves at once on uncertain and

debatable ground . " It might indccd appear at first

as if the beautiful were a perfectly simple idea. But

it soon becomes cvident that manifold sides may be

found in it, one of which is emphasized by one writer

and another by another, or, even if the same points of

view are adopted, a dispute arises on the question which

side after all is to be regarded as thc cssential onc.

With a view to such questions it is held a point of

scientific completeness to adduce and to criticize the

various definitions of the beautiful. We will do this

neither with historical exhaustiveness, so as to lcarn

all the subtleties which have cmerged in the defining

process, nor for the sake of the historical interest ;

but we will simply produce by way of illustration ,

some of the more interesting modern vicws which

come pretty close in their purport to what in fact the

idea of the beautiful does involve. For such purpose

we have chiefly to mention Gocthc's account of the

beautiful, which Meyer embodied in his “ History of

the Formative Arts * in Greece," on which occasion he

* “ Bildenden Künste." I am not sure if I have given the

best rendering. It is wider than Plastik, because it includes

painting and architecture .

1

.
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tok: 1797

also brings forward Hirt's view, though without

mentioning him.

Hirt, one of the greatest of genuine connoisseurs

in the present day, in his brochure about artistic

beauty (Horen, " 1797, seventh number) , after speak

ing of the beautiful in the several arts, sums up his

ideas in the result that the basis of a just criticism

of beauty in art and of the formation of taste is the

conccption of the Characteristic. That is to say, he

defines the beautiful as the “perfect, which is or can

be an object of eye, ear, or imagination . ” Then he

goes on to define the perfect as " that which is

adequate to its aim, that which nature or art aimed

at producing within the given genus and specics t in

the formation of the object.” For which reason , in

order to form our judgment on a question of beauty,

we ought to direct our observation as far as possible

to the individual marks which constitute a definite

essence. For it is just these marks that form its

characteristics. And so by character as the law of

art he means " that determinate individual modifica

tion whereby forms, movement and gesture, bcaring

* Die Horcn — the monthly magazine whose establishment

by Schiller, in 1795 , first brought Schiller and Goethe into

contact. It only existed for three years. See Scherer, Eng.

Trans ., ii. 173.

+ That is, not a caprice of nature or art, but the perfection

of the object after its kind.

$ " Individualität."
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and expression, local colour, light and shade, chiaro

scuro * and attitude distinguish themselves, in con

formity, of course, with the requirements of an object

previously selected .” This formula gives us at once

something more significant than the other definitions.

If we go on to ask what " the characteristic ” is , we

scc that it involves in the first place a content, as, for

instance, a particular fccling, situation, incident,action ,

individual ; and secondly , thc inode and fashion in

which this content is embodied in a representation.

It is to this, the mode of representation, that the

artistic law of the " characteristic ” refers, inasmuch

as it requires that every particular element in the

mode of expression shall subscrve the definite indica

tion of its content and be a member in the expression

of that content. The abstract formula of the charac

teristic thus has reference to the degree of appro

priateness with which the particular detail of the

artistic form sets in relief the content which it

is intended to represent. If we desire to illustrate

this conception in a quite popular way, we may

cxplain the limitation which it involves as follows.

In a dramatic work, for instance, an action forms

the content ; the dramať is to represent how this

action takes place. Now, men and women do all

sorts of things ; thcy speak to each other from time

* “ Helldunkel."

" Drama," Gr. Spaua - Handlung, " action ."

D
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to time, at intervals they cat, slccp, put on their

clothes, say one thing and another, and so forth .

But in all this, whatcvcr docs not stand in immediate

connection with that particular action considered as

the content proper, is to be cxcluded, so that in

reference to it nothing may be without import. So,

too, a picture, that only represented a single phase of

that action, might yet include in it --so wide are the

ramifications of the external world-a multitude of

circumstances, persons, positions, and other matters

which at that moment have no reference to the

action in question, and are not subservient to its

distinctive character.

But, according to the rule of the characteristic,

only so much ought to enter into the work of art as

belongs to the display * and, essentially, to the

expression of that content and no other ; for nothing

must announce itself as otiose and superfluous.

This is a very important rule, which may be justi

fied in a certain aspect. Meyer, however, in his

above-mentioned work, gives it as his opinion that

this view has vanished and left no trace, and , in his

judgment, to the benefit of art. For he thinks that

the conception in question would probably have led

to caricature. This judgment at once contains the

perversity of implying that such a determination of

the beautiful had to do with leading. The Philosophy

* “ Erscheinung."
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of art does not trouble itself about prcccpts for artists ,

but it has to ascertain what beauty in general is, and

how it has displayed itself in actual productions, in

works of art, without meaning to give rules for guil

ance. Apart from this, if we examine the criticism ,

we find it to be true, no doubt, that Hirt's definition

includes caricature , for even a caricature may be

characteristic ; but, on the other hand, it must be

answered at once that in caricature the definite

character is intensified to exaggeration, and is, so to

spcak, a superfluity of the characteristic. But a X

superfluity ceases to be what is properly required in

order to be characteristic, and becomes an offensive

iteration, whereby the characteristic itself may be

made unnatural. Moreover, what is of the nature of

caricature shows itself in the light of the charac

teristic representation of what is ugly, which ugliness

is, of course, a distortion . Uglincss, for its part, is

closely connected with the content, so that it may be

said that the principle of the characteristic involves as

a fundamental property both ugliness and the rcprc

sentation of what is ugly. Hirt's definition , of course ,

gives no more precise information as to what is to be

characterized and what isnot in thc artistically bcauti

ful, or about the content of the beautiful, but it furnishes

in this respect a mere formal rule, which nevertheless

contains some truth, although stated in abstract shape.

Then follows the further question—what Meyer
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_ _

opposcs to Hirt's artistic principle , i.e . what he him

self prcfers. He is trcating, in the first placc, cx

clusively of the principle shown in the artistic works

of the ancients, which principle, however, must in

clude the essential attribute * of beauty. In dealing

with this subject he is led to speak of Mongs

and Winckelmann's principle * of the Ideal, and

pronounces himself to the effect that he desires

neither to reject nor wholly to accept this law of

beauty, but, on the other hand, has no hesitation in

attaching himself to the opinion of an enlightened

judge of art (Gocthc), as it is definitc,t and secms to

solve thc cnigmamore precisely .

Goethe says : “ The highest principle of the

ancients was the significant, but the highest result of

successful treatment, the beautiful." .

If we look closer at what this opinion implies, we

find in it again two clements ; the content or matter

in hand, and themode and fashion of representation .

In looking at a work of art we begin with what pre

sents itself immediately to us, and after that go on to

consider what is its significance or content.

The former, the external element, has no value for

us simply as it stands ; we assume soincthing further

behind it, something inward , a significance, by which

the external semblance has a soul breathed into it.$

* “ Bestimmung." t " Bestimmend.”

“ Begeistet wird ” _ " Is spiritualized .”
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THE SIGNIFICANT.

Junon signing

It is this, its soul , that the external appearance indi

catcs. For an appearance which mcans something,

does not present to the mind's cyc itself and that

which it is qua external, but something else ; as does

the symbol for instance, and still more obviously the

fable, whose moral and prcccpt constitutes its mcan

ing. Indeed everyword points to a meaning and has sortti :

no value in itself. Just so the human cyc, a man's Outen form

face, flesh, skin , his wholc figure , arc a revelation of

mind and soul, and in this case the meaning is always

something other than what shows itself within the

inicdiatc appcarance. This is the way in which a

work of art should have its meaning, and not appear

as exhausted in thcsc mcrc particular lines, curves,

surfaces, borings, relicfs in the stonc, in thcsc colours,

toncs, sounds, of words, or whatever other medium is

employed ; but it should rcvcal life, fccling, soul,

import and mind, which is just what we mcan by the

significance of a work of art.

Thus this requirement of significance in a work of

art amounts to hardly anything beyond or different

from Hirt's principle of the characteristic.

According to this notion , then, we find distin

guished as thc clcmcnts of the beautiful something

inward, a content,and somcthing outcr which has that

contentas its significance ; the inner shows itself in the

outer and gives itself to be known by its mcans, inas

much as the outer points away from itself to the inner.
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We cannot go into detail on this head.

(c) But the earlier fashion alike of rules and of

theories has already been violently thrown aside in

Germany - especially owing to the appearance of

genuine living poetry, — and the rights of genius, its

works and their effects,havehad their value asserted

against the encroachmentof such legalities and against

the wide watery streams of theory. From this

foundation both of an art which is itself genuinely

spiritual, and of a gencral sympathy and communion

with it, have arisen the receptivity and freedom which

enabled us to enjoy and to recognize the great works

of ari v ? ich have long been in existence, whether

those on the modern world ,* of the middle ages, or

cven of pcoplcs of antiquity quite alien to us (e.g. the

Indian productions) ; works which by reason of their

antiquity or of their alien nationality have, no doubt

a foreign element in them , yet in view of their

content - common to all humanity and dominating

thcir forcign character — could not have been branded .

as products of bad and barbarous taste, except by

the prejudiccs of thcory . This recognition , to speak

generally , of works of art which depart from the

sphere and form of those upon which more especially

the abstractions of theory were based , led , in the

first instance, to the recognition of a peculiar kind

* I haveno doubthemeans Shakespeare,who was unpopular

in Germany before Goethe's time. Vide “ Wilhelm Meister.”
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RIGHTS OF GENIUS.

of art — that is, of romantic art, and it therefore

became necessary to apprchcnd the idca and the

nature of the beautiful in a decper way than was

possible for those theories. With this influence there

co-operated another, viz, that the idea in its self-con

scious form , the thinking mind, attained at this time,

on its side, a deeper self-knowledge in philosophy,

and was thereby directly impelled to understand the

essence of art, too, in a profounder fashion.

Thus, then, even judging by the phases of this

more general evolution of ideas, the thcorctical mode

of reflcction upon art which we were considering

has become antiquated alike in its principles and

in its particulars. Only the scholarship of the his

tory of art has retained its permanent valuc, and

cannot but retain it, all the more that the advance

of intellectual receptivity, of which we spokc, has

extended its range of vision on every side. Its

business and vocation consists in thc æsthetic apprc

ciation of individual works of art, and in acquaintance

with the historical circumstances that cxternally

condition such works ; an appreciation which , if

made with sense and mind , supported by the

requisite historical information, is the only power

that can penctrate the entire individuality of a work

of art. Thus Gocthe, for instance, wrotc much about

art and particular works of art. Thcorizing proper

is not the purpose of this mode of consideration ,
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although no doubt it frequently busies itself with

abstract principles and categories , and may give way

to this tendency without being aware of it. But for

a reader who does not let this hinder him , but keeps

before him the concrete accounts of works of art,

which we spoke of just now, it at all events furnishes

the philosophy of art with the perceptible illustrations

and instances, into the particular historical details of

which philosophy cannot enter.

This, then , may be taken to be the first mode of

the study of art, starting from particular and extant

works.

2 .
2. There is an essential distinction between this

MERE

UNIVERSAL and the opposite aspect, the wholly theoretical reflec

tion , which made an effort to understand beauty as

such out of itself alone, and to get to the bottom of

its idea.

It is well known that Plato was the first to require

of philosophical study, in a really profound sense, that

its objects should be apprchcndcd, not in thcir par

ticularity, but in their universality, in their genius,

in their own nature and its realization : inasmuch as

he affirmed that the truth of things * did not consist

in individual good actions, true opinions, beautiful

human beings or works of art, but in goodness, beauty,

truth thcmsclvcs. Now, if the beautiful is in fact

to be known according to its essence and conception ,

* “ Dus Wahre seyen nicht die einzelnen ," etc.
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this is only possible by help of the thinking idca, by

means of which the logico-metaphysical nature of the

Idea as such, as also that of the particular Idea of the

beautiful enters into the thinking consciousness. But

the study of the beautiful in its separate nature and :

in its own idca may itself turn into an abstract Meta

physic, and even though Plato is accepted in such an

inquiry as foundation and as guide, still thc Platonic

abstraction must not satisfy us , even for the logical

idea of beauty. We must understand this idea more

profoundly and more in the concrctc , for the emptiness

of content which characterizes thc Platonic idea is

no longer satisfactory to the fuller philosophical

wants of the mind of to-day. Thus it is, no doubt,

the case that we, too, in modern times, must in our

philosophy of art start from the idca of the beautiful,

but we ought not to abide by the fashion of Platonic

ideas,which was purcly abstract, and was the more

beginning of the philosophic study of beauty.
3 .

3. The philosophic conception of the beautiful, to UNITY IN

INDIVIDUAL
indicate its truc nature at lcast by anticipation, must

contain , reconciled within it, the two extremnes which

have been mentioned, by combining mctaphysical

universality with the determinateness of rcal particu

larity . Only thus is it apprchcndcd in its truth, in its

rcal and explicit nature. It is then fcrtile out of its

own resources, in contrast to the barrcnncss of one

sided reflection . For it has in accordance with its
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own conception to develop into a totality of attributes,

while the conception itself as well as its detailed

exposition contains the necessity of its particulars, as

also of their progress and transition one into another..

On the other hand, again , these particulars, to which

the transition is madc, carry in themselves the univer

sality and essentiality of the conception as the par

ticulars of which they appear. The modes of .

consideration of which we have so far been treating,

lack both these qualities ,* and for this reason it is

only the complete conception of which we have just

spoken that can lead to substantive, necessary, and

self- complete determinations.

* The exhibition of particulars as contained in the principle,

and of the principle as contained in particulars.



CHAPTER III.

THE CONCEPTION OF ARTISTIC BEAUTY .

Part I. - THE WORK OF ART AS MADE AND AS SENSUOUS.

AFTER the above prefatory remarks, wc approach

closer to our subject, the philosophy of artistic beauty .

Inasmuch as we are undertaking to treat it scicn

tifically we must begin with its Conception . Not 4

till we have established this conception can we map

out the division , and with it thic plan of the entircty

of the science ; for a division , if it is not, as is the case

with unphilosophical inquiries, taken in hand in a

purely externalmanner, must find its principle in the

conception of the object itself.

In presence of such a demand we are at once met

by the question , "Whcncc do we get this conception ? ”

If we begin with the given conception of artistic

bcauty itself, that is cnough to make it a pre -supposia

tion and more assumption ; now , mcrc assumptions

are not admitted by the philosophical method, but
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whatever it allows to pass must have its truth de

monstrated, i.e. displayed as necessary.

. We will devote a few words to coming to an

understanding upon this difficulty,which concerns the

introduction to every philosophical branch of study

when taken in hand by itself.

The object of every science presents prima facie

two aspects : in the first place, that such an object is ;

in the second place, what it is .

In ordinary science little difficulty attaches to the

first of these points. It might even, at first sight, look

ridiculous, if the requirement were presented that in

astronomy and physics' it should be demonstrated

that there was a sun , heavenly bodics,magnetic phe

nomena, etc . In these sciences, which have to do

with what is given to sense, the objects are taken

from external experience, and instead of demonstrat

ing them (“ beweisen ") it is thought sufficient to show

them (“ weisen "). Yet even within the non -philoso

phical sciences,doubtsmay arise about the existence of

their objects,as e.g . in psychology, thescience ofmind,

it may be doubted if there is a soul, a mind, i.e. some

thing subjective, separate, and independent, distinct

from what is inaterial; or in theology, whether a God

is. If, moreover, the objects are of subjective kind,

i.e. are given only in the mind, and not as external

sensuous objects,weare confronted by our conviction

that there is nothing in the mind butwhat its own
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activity has produced. This brings up the accidental

question whcther men have produced this inner idea

or perception in their minds or not, and even if the

former is actually the case, whether they have not

made the idea in question vanish again , or at any

rate degraded it to a merely subjective idea, whose

content has no natural and independent being. So ,

for instance, the bcautiful has often bccn regarded as

not naturally and independently necessary in our

ideas, but as a mere subjective pleasure or accidental

sense. Our external intuitions, observations, and

perceptions are often deceptive and crroncous, but

still more is this the case with the inner idcas, even if

they have in themselves the greatest vividness, and

are forcible enough to transport us irresistibly into

passion .

This doubt whether an object of inward ideas and

inward perception as such is or is not, as also the

accidental qucstion whether the subjective conscious

ness has produced it in itself, and whether the act or

mode in which it brought it before itself was in its

turn adequate to the object in its essential and inde

pcndcnt naturc - all this is just what aroused in men

the higher scientific need, which demands that, even

if we have an idea that an objcct is, or that there is

such an object, the object must yet be displayed or

demonstrated in terms of its necessity.

. . This proof, if it is developed in a really scientific
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way, must also satisfy the further question What an

objcct is. But to expound this relation would carry

us too far in this place, and we can only make the

following remarks on the point.

If we are to display the necessity of our object,

the beautiful in art, we should have to prove that art

or bcauty was a result of antcccdcnts such as, when

considered in their true conception , to lead us on with

scientific ncccssity to the idea of fine art. But in as

far as we begin with art, and propose to treat of the

essence of its idea and of the realization of that idea,

not of antecedents which go before it as demanded by

its idca, so far art, as a peculiar scientific object,has,

for us, a pre -supposition which lies beyond our con

sideration, and which, being a different content, be

longs in scientific treatment to a different branch of

philosophical study. For it is nothing short of the

whole of philosophy that is the knowledge of the

universc as in itself one single organic totality which

develops itself out of its own conception ,and which ,

returning into itself so as to form a whole in virtue of

the necessity in which it is placed towards itself,

binds itself together with itself into one single world

of truth . In the coronal of this scientific necessity ,

cach individual part is just as much a circle that

returns into itself, as it has, at the same time, a

necessary connection with other parts. This conncc

tion is a backward out ofwhich it derives itself,as well
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as a forward,to which in itsown nature it impels itself

on and on , in as far as it is fertilc by crcating fresh

matter out of itself, and issuing it into the further

range of scientific knowledge. Therefore , it is not

our present aim to demonstrate the idca of beauty

from which we set out, that is, to derive it according

to its necessity from the prc -suppositions which are

its antecedents in science. This task belongs to an

cncyclopædic development of philosophy as a whole

and of its particular branches. For us, thc idca of

beauty and of art. is a pre-supposition given in the

system of philosophy. But as we cannot in this place

discuss this system , and the connection of art with it,

we have not yet the idca of the bcautiful before us in

a scientific form ; what we have at command are

merely the elements and aspects of it, as thcy arc

or have at former periods been presented, in the

diverse ideas of the bcautiful and of art in themere

common consciousness. Having started from this

point, we shall subsequently pass to themorc profound

consideration of the vicws in question , in order

thereby to gain the advantage of, in the first place,

obtaining a general idea of our object, and further, by

a brief criticism effecting a preliminary acquaintance

with its higher principles, with which we shall have to

do in the sequel. By this mode of trcatment our

final introduction will act, so to spcak , as the overture

to the account of the subject itself, and will serve the
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purpose of a general collection and direction of our

thoughts towards the proper object-matter of our

discussion.

What we know, to begin with, as a current idea

of the work of art, comes under the three following

general predicates :

( 1 ) We suppose the work of art to be no natural

product, but brought to pass by means of human

activity.

( 2 ) To be essentially made for man, and , indeed,

to be more or less borrowed from the sensuous and

addressed to man's sense.

( 3) To contain an end.

1. As regards the first point, that a work of art

Astrit longte. is taken to be a product of human activity, this view

special ni aliliasohas given rise (a) to the vicw that this activity,being

rfssking aswill the conscious production of an external object, can

dextérity ). also be known,and expounded ,and learnt, and prose

cuted by others. For, what one can do, it might

scem, another can do," or imitatc ,f as soon as he

is acquainted with the mode of procedure ; so that,

supposing universal familiarity with the rules of

artistic production, it would only be a matter of any

one's will and pleasure to carry out the process in

a uniform way, and so to produce works of art. It

is thus that the above-mentioned rule- providing

theories and their precepts, calculated for practical

* “ Machen ." + " Nach -machen ."
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observance, have arisen . But that which can be

exccuted according to such instruction, can only be

something formally rcgular and mechanical. For

only what is mechanical is of such an external kind

that no more than a purely cmpty cxcrcise of will

and dexterity is required to receive it among our

ideas and put it in act ; such an exercise not nccding

to be supplemented by anything concrete, or any

thing that goes beyond thc prcccpts conveyed in

general rules. This is most vividly displayed when

precepts of the kind in question do not limit them

selves to what is purely external and mechanical,

but extend to the meaning-laden spiritual activity

of true art. In this region tlic rules contain nothing

but indefinite generalities ; c.. . “ The theme ought to

be interesting, and each individual ought to be made

to speak according to his rank,age,sex, and position ."

But if rules are meant to be adequate on this subject,

thcir prcccpts ought to have been drawn up with

such determinateness that they could be carried out

just as they are expressed, without further and

original activity of mind. Being abstract, however,

in their content, such rules revcal themselves, in

respect of their pretension of being adequate to fill

the consciousness of the artist, as wholly inadequatc ,

inasmuch as artistic production is not formal activity

in accordance with given determinations. For it is

bound as spiritual activity to work by drawing on
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its own resources, and to bring before the mind's eye

a quite other and richer content and ampler individual

creations than any abstract formulæ can dictate.

Such rules may furnish guidance in case of need, if

they contain anything really definite, and therefore

of practical utility ; but their directions can only

apply to purcly external circumstances.

(6) The tendency which we have just indicated

has therefore been abandoned, and, in place of it, the.

opposite principle has been pursued to no less lengths.

For the work of art came to be regarded no longer

as the product of an activity general in mankind , but

arterit ve dirt as the work of a mind cndowed with wholly peculiar

mikid howeva gifts. This mind, it is thought, has then nothing to

do but simply to give free play to its particular gift,

as though it were a specific force of nature, and is

to be entirely released from attention to laws of

universal validity , as also from the interference of

reflection in its instinctively creative operation. And ,

indeed, it is to be guarded therefrom , inasmuch as

its productions could only be infected and tainted

by such a consciousness. In this aspect the work

of art was pronounced to be the product of talent

and genius, and stress was laid on the natural element

which talent and genius contain. The vicw was

partly right. Talcnt is specific ,and genius universal

capability , with which a man has not the power to

endow himself simply by his own self-conscious

.
.
.

_
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activity. We shall treat this point more fully in

the sequel.

In this place we have only to mention the aspect & Flisée

of falsity in the view before uș, in that all conscious

ness respecting the man's own activity was held , in

the case of artistic production, not mcrcly superfluous,

but even injurious. Production on the part of talent

and genius then appcars, in general terms, as a state,

and, in particular, as a state of inspiration. To such

a state, it is said , genius is in part excited by a given

object, and in part it has the power of its own free

will to place itself thercin, in which process, morcover,

the good service of the champagne bottle is not

forgotten. This notion became prominent in Germany

in the so-called epoch of genius, which was introduced

by the early poctical productions of Gocthc, and sub

sequently sustained by those of Schiller.** In their

earliest works thcsc poets began everything ancw,

in scorn of all the rules which had then been fabri

cated, transgressed these rules of set purpose, and ,

while doing so, distanced all rivals by a long interval.

I will not enter more closely into thc confusions

which have prevailed respecting the conception of

inspiration and genius, and which prevail even at the

present day respecting thc omnipotence of inspiration

* See Appendix to Eng. Trans. of Scherer, ii . 347. Goethe's

" Götz von Berlichingen " appeared in 1773 ; Schiller's " Raüber "

in 1781 .
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as such. We necd only lay down as essential the

view that, though the artist's talent and genius con

tains a natural clemcnt, yet it is cssentially in need

py of cultivation by thought, and of reflection on the

practics. mode in which it produces, as well as of practice and

skill in producing. A main feature of such produc

tion is unquestionably external workmanship, inas

much as the work of art has a purely technical side,

which extends into the region of handicraft ; most

especially in architecture and sculpture, less so in

painting and music, lcast of all in poctry . Skill in

this comes not by inspiration , but solely by reflection ,

industry, and practice ; and such skill is indispensable

to the artist, in order thathemay master his external

material, and not be thwarted by its stubbornness.

Moreover, the higher an artist ranks, the more

profoundly ought hc to represent the depths of heart

and mind ; and these arc not known without Icarning

them , but are only to bc fathomed by the direction

of a man 's own mind to the inner and outer world .

So here, too, study is the means whereby the artist

brings this content into his consciousness, and wins

the matter and burden of his conceptions.

· In this respect one art may need the conscious

ness and cognition of such matter more than others.

Music, for instance, which concerns itself only with

the undefined movementofthe inward spiritual nature,

and deals with musical sounds as, so to speak, feeling
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without thought, nccds little or no spiritual content

to be present in consciousness. It is for this reason

thatmusical talent generally announces itself in very

early youth , while the hcad is still cmpty and the

hcart has been but little moved , and is capable of

attaining to a very considerable height in carly ycars ,

before mind and life have experience of themselves.

And again, as a matter of fact wc often cnough see

very great expertness in musical composition, as also

in execution, subsist along with remarkablc barrenness

of mind and character. The reverse is thecasewithThc reverseis the case with Pocting
poetry. In poctry all depends on the representation ,

--which must be full of matter and thought - of man ,

of his profounder interests, and of the powers that move

and therefore inind and hcart theinsclvcs must

be richly and profoundly educated by life, experience,

and rcflcction , bcforc gcnius can bring to pass any .

thing maturc,substantial, and self-complctc. Gocthc's

and Schiller's first productions are of an immaturity ,

and even of a rudcncss and barbarism , that are abso

lutely terrifying. This phenomenon, that the grcater

part of those attempts display a predominant mass of

thoroughly prosaic and in part of frigid and common

place elements, furnishes the chicf objcction to the

common opinion, that inspiration is inseparable from

youth and youthful fire. Those two men of genius,

it may be said, were the first to give our nation works

of true poetry, and yet it was only thcir mature

him ;
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manhood * that presented us with creations profound ,

substantial, and the outcome of genuine inspiration ,

while no less thoroughly perfect in form . Thus, too,

it was not till his old age that Homer devised and

uttercd his immortal songs.

(c) A third view ,which concerns the idea of the

work of art as a product of human activity, refers to

the position of such a work towards the external

appearances of nature . It was an obvious opinion

for the common consciousness to adopt on this head ,

that the work of art made by man ranked below the

product of nature. The work of art has no feeling

in itself, and is not through and through a living

thing, but, regarded as an external objcct, is dcad .

But we are wont to prizc thc living more than the

vs . dcad. We must admit, of course , that the work of

art has not in itselfmovementand life. An animated

being in nature is within and without all organization

appropriately claborated down to all its minutest

parts, while the work of art attains the semblance of

animation on its surface only, but within is common

stonc, or wood and canvas, or, as in the case of pectry,

is idea, uttering itself in speech and letters. But this

* The “ Iphigenic " was completed in Gocthc's thirty-eighth

year, fourteen years later than “ Götz.” The bulk of his great

works are of the samedate as the “ Iphigenie," or later. See

Scherer, ii. 152, and Appendix, 1. c. Schiller's “ Wallenstein ”

was completed after his thirty- fifth year.
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aspect, viz. its external existence, is not what makes

a work into a production of fine art ; it is a work of

art only in as far as, bcing the offspring of mind, it

continues to belong to the realm of mind,has received

thc baptism of the spiritual, and only represents that

which has been moulded in harmony with mind. A

human interest, the spiritual valuc which attaches to

an incident, to an individual character, to an action in

its plot and in its din ht, is apprehended in the

work of art, and exhibited more purcly * and trans

parently than is possible on the soil of common

unartistic rcality. This gives thework of art a higher

rank than anything produced by nature, which has

not sustained this passage through the mind. So, for

instance, by reason of thic fecling and insight of which

a landscape as depicted by an artist is a manifestation ,

such a work of mind assumes a higher rank than

tlic incrc natural landscape. For everything spiritual

is better than anything natural. At any mr, inn

existencc in nature is ablc, like art, to represent

divinc idcals.( only divine power . Rorno. )

Upon that which, in works ofart,the mind borrows

from its own inncr life it is able, even on the side of

external existence, to confer permanence ; whereas the pers

individual living thing of nature is transicnt, vanish .

ing, and mutable in its aspect,while the work of art

persists. Though , indeed , it is notmere permanence,

* Free from irrelevancies.
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but the accentuation of the character which animation

by mind confers, that constitutes its genuine pre

eminence as compared with natural reality.

Nevertheless, this higher rank assigned to the work

of art is in turn disputed by another idea of the

common consciousness. It is said that nature and its

an tam in products are a work of God, created by his goodness

Notimi. and wisdom , whereas the work of art is merely_it

human production, made after man's devising by

man's hands, In this antithesis between natural pro

duction as a divine creation and human activity as a

merely finite crcation , we at once come upon the mis

conception, that God does not work in man_and

through man, but limits the range of his activity_to

nature along. This ſalse opinion is to be entirely

abandoned if we mean to penetrate the truc conccp

tion of art. Indeed, in opposition to such an idca, we

must adhere to the very reverse, believing that God

is more honoured by what mind docs or makes than

by the productions or formations of nature. For not

only is there a divinity in man , but in him it is opera

tive under a form that is appropriate to the essencc

of God, in a mode quite other and higher than in

nature. God is a Spirit, and it is only in man that

the medium through which the divine element passes

has the form of conscious spirit, that actively realizes

itself. In nature the corresponding medium is the

unconscious, sensible, and external,which is far below
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consciousness in valuc. In the products of art God

is operative ncithcr more nor less than in the plcno

mena of nature; but the divine element, as it makes

itself known in the work of art, has attained , as being

generated out of the mind, an adequate thoroughfare

for its existence ; while existence in the unconscious

sensuousness of nature is not a mode of appc.france

adequate to the Divine Being ,

(d) Granting, then , that the work of art is made

by man as a crcation of mind, we come to the last

question, which will enable us to draw a dccper result

from what has been said . What is man's need to

produce works of art ? On the one hand the pro

duction may be regarded as a mere toy of chance and

of man's fancics, that might just as well be let alone

as pursued. For, it may be said , there are other and

better means for cffecting that which is the aim of art ,

and man bcars in him interests that are yet higher

and of more import than art has power to satisfy.

But, on the other hand, art appears to arise from the

higher impulse and to satisfy the higher needs, at

times, indeed, cven the highest, the absolute need of

man , being wedded to the religious interests of whole

cpochs and peoples, and to thcir most universal intu

itions respecting the world . This inquiry concerning

the not contingent but absolute need of art we cannot

as yet answer completely, seeing that it is more con

crete than any shape which could here be given to
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the answer.* We must, therefore, content ourselves

for the present with mcrcly cstablishing the following

points.

The universal and absolute need out of which art,

w w on its formal sidcfariscs has its source in the fact that

isto Art.
man is a thinking consciousness, i.e. that he draws out

of himsclf, and makes explicit for himself, that which

he is, and, gencrally, whatever is. The things of

nature are only immediate and single,but man as mind

reduplicates himself, inasmuch as prima facie he is

like the things of nature, but in the second place just

as really is for himself, perccives himself, has ideas of

himself, thinks himself, and only thus is active self

realizedness. This consciousness of himself man

obtains in a twofold way : in the first place theoretically,

in as far as he has inwardly to bring himself into his

own consciousness, with all that moves in the human

breast, all that stirs and works therein , and, genc

rally, to observe and form an idea of himself, to fix

before himself what thought ascertains to be his rcal

being, and, in what is summoned out of his inner self

as in what is received from without, to recognizc only

himself. Secondly , man is rcalized for himsclf by

Kite

SH
OE

* i.e. it requires a definite or determinate answer, depend

ing on a number of ideas which cannot be explained in an

introduction .

ti.e. considered generally , apart from the wishes and, per

haps, selfish aims of individual artists.

* “ Fursichsein ."
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practical activity, inasmuch as he has the inpulse, in cele

the mediuin which is directly given to him , and twee ** 2

externally presented before him , to produce himself,
uni .

and therein at the same time to recognize himself.

This purpose hc achicves by the modification of

external things upon which he impresses the scal of

his inner being, and then finds rcpcated in thcm his

own characteristics. Man does this in order as a free

subject to strip the outer world of its stubborn

foreignness, and to enjoy in the shape and fashion of

things a mere external reality of himself." Even the

child's first impulse involves this practical modific or
4

cation of external things. A boy throws stoncs into

the river, and then stands admiring the circles that
f

trace themselves on the water, as an effect in which

he attains the sight of somcthing that is his own doing.

This need traverses the most manifold phenomena, up

to the mode of self-production in the mediumof Art-- highbal

external_things as it is known to us in the work of practical wk .

art. And it is not only external things that man

treats in this way, but himself no lcss, i.e. his own

natural form , which he docs not Icavc as he finds it ,

but altcrs of sct purpose.This is the cause of all

ornament and decoration , though it may be as bar

barous, as tasteless, as utterly disfiguringor cvcn

destructive as crushing Chinese ladies' fect, or_as

slitting the cars and lips. It is only among cultivated

Reality derivative from his own reality.

* Beauty is mind in its self-production reaching its
highost Romitoutwardly as Lone w the

Bilete haiit niche
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men that change of the figure,* of behaviour, and

of every kind and mode of self-utterance emanates

from spiritual cducation. t

1 The universal need for expression in art | lies,

therefore, in man 's rational impulse to exalt the inner

and outer world into a spiritual consciousness forhim

self, as an object in which he recognizes his own self.

He satisfies the need of this spiritual freedom when

he makes all that exists explicit for himself within,

and in a corresponding way realizes this his explicit

self without, evoking thereby , in this reduplication of

himself, what is in him into vision and into know

ledge for his own mind and for that of others. This is

the frecʻrationality of man, in which , as all action and

knowledge, so also art has its ground and necessary

origin . The specific need of art, however, in con

tradistinction to other action, political or moral, to

religious imagination and to scientific cognition, we

shall consider later.

2. Wehave so far been considering that aspect of

the work of art in which it is made by man . We

have now to pass on to its second characteristic , that

it is made for man 's sense, and for this reason is more

or less borrowed from the sensuous.

(a ) This reflection has furnished occasion for the

consideration to be advanced that fine art is intended

* Hemeans as in attitude, bearing, gentle movement, etc.

† “ Bildung .” & “ Bedurfniss zur Kunst."
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to arouse feeling, and indeed more particularly the

fecling which we find suits us -- that, is, pleasant fcel

ing. Looking at the question thus, men have treated ' .

the investigation of fine art as an investigation of the

feelings, and asked what feelings it must be held that

art ought to evoke,-fear, for example, and compas

sion ; and then, how these could be pleasant - how ,

for example, the contemplation of misfortune could

produce satisfaction. This tendency of reſicction is

traceable particularly to Moscs Mendelssohn's times,

and many such discussions are to be found in his

writings. Yet such an investigation did not lead

men far, for fccling is the indefinite dull region of

the mind ; what is felt remains wrapped in the form

of the most abstract individual subjectivity,* and

therefore the distinctions of fccling are also quito

abstract, and are not distinctions of the actual object

matter itself. For instance , fcar, anxicty, alarm ,

terror, are no doubt of one and the same sort of

feeling variously modified, but in part are

quantitative heightenings, in part are forms which

in themselves have nothing to do with their content

itself, but are indifferent to it . In thc casc of fcar,

for instance, an existence is givenexistence is given in which the

subject ( i.e. a person) has an interest, but at the same

time sees approaching the negative that threatens to

* i.e. you cannot describe it or picture it definitely, like a

thing with attributes, although you feel it in yourself.

mcrc
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seforlaning mitt the most divo

annihilate this existence, and so finds immediately in

himself, as a contradictory affection of his subjectivity,

the two at once,this interest and that negative. Now ,

such fear considered in itself is not enough to condi

tion any content, but is capable of receiving into itself

in the most diverse and opposite matters. Feeling, as

. such, is a thoroughly empty form of subjective
miss sulysctively

no standard)
Laffection . No doubt this form may in some cases

be manifold in itself, as is hope, grief, joy,or pleasure ;

and, again , may in such diversity comprchcnd

varicd contents, as there is a fccling of justice,moral

feeling, sublime religious feeling, and so forth . But

the fact that such content is forthcoming in different

forms of fccling is not cnough to bring to light its

essential and definite nature ; they remain purely

subjective affcctions of myself, in which the concrete

matter vanishes, as though narrowed into a circle of

the utmost abstraction. Therefore, the inquiry into

the feelings which art arouses, or ought to arouse,

a mode of study which precisely abstracts from the

content proper and from its concrete essence and

notion . For reflection upon feeling contents itself

with the observation of the subjective affcction in

* i.e. you may be afraid of anything ; the fact that you are uit. inmas ,

afraid does not in itself indicate what you are afraid of, working to

† My private feeling is compared to a small circle, in which another .

morality, justice, etc.,may be, but have not room to show their !?.1 ,

nature. Feeling allows of no definition In Neweller )
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its isolation, instead of diving into and fathoming the

matter in question itsclf, the work of art, and, while

engaged with it, simply letting go the incre sub

jectivity and its states. In feeling it is just this

vacant subjectivity that is-not merely retained, but

-given the first place , and that is why men are so

fond of having emotions. And for the same reason

such a study becomes tedious from its indefinitencss

and vacancy, and repulsive from its attentiveness to

little subjcctivc peculiaritics.

(6) Now, as a work of art is not merely to do in

general something of the nature of arousing cmotion

--for this is a purpose which it would have in common ,

without specific difference, with cloqucncc, historical

composition, religious edification, and so forth—but

is to do so only in as far as it is bcautiful, rcflcction
s/iscial Seuse

hit upon the idea, seeing that beauty was the object, for Temulg ?

of searching out a peculiar focling of beauty to

correspond to it, and of discoveringa particular sense

of beauty . In this search it soon appeared that such

a sense is no blind instinct made rigidly definitc by

nature, and capable from the beginning in its own

independent essence of discerning beauty. Hence

it followed that education came to be demanded for

this sense, and the educated sense of bcauty came to

be called taste, which, although an educated apprecia

tion and apprehension of the beautiful, was yet

supposed to retain the nature of immcdiatc feeling.

JIs there a
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Jusufficient: cat

We have already mentioned how abstract theorics

undertook to cducate such a sense of taste, and how

external and one-sided that sense remaincd . The

criticism of the timewhen those vicws prevailed , was

not only defective in universal principles, but also, in

its particular references to individual works of art,

was less dirccted to justifying a definite judgment

the power to make one not having at that time been

acquired than to advancing thic gencral cducation

of tastc . For this rcason such cducation in its turn

: came to a standstill in thc indefinite, and mcrcly

endcavoured so to equip feeling as sense of beauty

by help of reflection , that there might thenceforth be

capacity to find out beauty whenever and wherever

it should exist. Yet the depths of the matter

remained a scaled book to incrc taste, for these .

depths demand not only sensibility and abstract

reflection, but the undivided rcason and the inind

in its solid vigour ; while taste was only directed to

the external surface about which the feelings play,

and on which onc-sided maxims may pass for valid.

But, for this very reason , what is called good taste

takes fright at all more profound effects of art, and is

silent where the reality comes in question , and where

externalities and trivialitics vanish . For when grcat

passions and the movements of a profound soul are

unveiled, we are no longer concerned with the finer

distinctions of taste and its pettifogging particularities.

C
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It feels that genius strides contemptuously over such

ground as this, and, shrinking before its power,

becomes uncasy , and knows not which way to turn.

( c) And thus, as we should cxpcct, men have

abandoned the tendency to consider works of art

solely with an eye to the education of taste , and with

thc purpose of mcrcly displaying taste. The con

noisseur, or scholar of art, has replaced the art-judge,

or man of tastc. The positive side of art-scholarship,

so far as it concerns a thorough acquaintance with

the entire circumference of the individual character

in a given work of art, we have alrcady pronounced Attschularshja

to be essential to the study of art . For a work of
nach Git infif.

art , owing to its nature as at oncc material and

individual , is essentially originated by particular con

ditions of the most various kinds, ' to which belong

especially the time and place of its production, then

2. the peculiar individuality of the artist,and in parti

3. cular the grade of technical devclopment attaincd

by his art. Attention to all these aspects is indis

pensable to distinct and thorough insight and cogni

ticn , and even to the cnjoyment of a work of art ;

it is with them that connoisscurship, or art -scholar

ship, is chiefly occupied ; and all that it can do for

us in its own way is to be accepted with gratitudc.

Yet, though such scholarship is entitled to rank as

* All its positive aspects or relations, age, phase, artist's

history, etc.

F

1.
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something essential , still it ought not to be taken

for the sole or supremc element in the relation which

the mind adopts towards a work of art, and towards

art in general. For art-scholarship (and this is its

dcfective side) is capablc of resting in an acquaintance

withpurely externalaspects, such as technical or

hoitooriral slotsila, ripe : 10111 of giraning tung lililo , to

even knowing absolutely nothing, of the true and

real nature of a work of art. It may cvcn form a

disparaging estimate of the value of more profound

considerations in comparison with purcly positive,

technical, and historical information . Still , even so ,

art-scholarship, if only it is of a genuinc kind , at

least strives after definite grounds and information,

and an intelligent judgment, with which is closely

conjoined the more precise distinction of the different,

even if partly external, aspects in a work of art, and

the estimation of their importance.

( d ) After these remarks upon the modes of study

which have arisen out of that aspect of a work of

art in which, being a sensuous object, it is invested

with a relation to man as a sensuous being, we will

now consider this aspect in its more essential rela

tion to art as such , and so (a) partly as regards the

work of art as object, ( ) partly with respect to the

subjectivity of the artist, his genius, talent, and so

on ; but without entering into matter rclative to

these points that can only proceed from the know
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lcdge of art in its universal idca. For we are not

yet on genuinely scientific ground, but have only

reached the province of cxtcrnal reflection .
uchot mouchy

(a ) The work of art tlen , of course , presents itsell

1 Sensuous
to scnsuous apprchcnsion. It is addressed to sensuous

fccling, outer or inner, to sensuous perception and

imagination, just as is the nation that staround als

without, or our own sensitive nature within . Even

a spccch , for instance, may be addressed to sensuous

imagination and feeling. Notwithstanding , the work

of art is not only for the SCISnous apprehension as

sensuous object, but its position is of such a kind

that as sensuous it is at the same timc csscntially

addressed to the mind, that the mind is meant to

be affected by it, and to find some sort of satisfaction

in it.

This intention of the work of art cxplains how

it is in no way meant to be a natural product and

to possess natural life , whether a natural product

is to be ranked higher or lower than a mere work

of art, as it is often called in a dcprcciatory scnsc .

For the sensuous aspect of the work of art has

a right to existence only in as far as it cxists for

man's mind, but not in as far as qua sensuous thing

it has separate existence by itself.* If we examinc

* Its sensuous aspect has no independent warrant or justifi

cation , as that, for example ,of an animal has in its own separate

life. So it must simply be such as is enough to appeal to man 's

mind, e.g .mere surface painting.

0

RE
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more closely in what way the sensuous is presented

to man, we find that what is sensuous may bear

various relations to the mind .

(aa) The lowest mode of apprehension, and that

least appropriate to the mind, is purely sensuous

apprehension. It consists naturally in mere looking,

listening, fccling, just as in scasons of mental fatigue

it may often be entertaining to go about without

thought, and just to hear and look around us.
Thc

mind, however, docs not rest in thc mcrc apprchen

sion of cxternal things by sight and hearing, it makes

them objects for its own inner nature, which then

is itself impelled in a correspondingly sensuous form

to rcalize itself in the things, and relates itself to

Disirs ..
them as desire. In this appetitive relation to the

outer world, the man stands as a scnsuous particular

Juara parte )

does not open his mind to them with general idcas

as a thinking being, but has relations dictated by

particular impulses and interests to the objects as

themselves particulars, and preserves himself in them ,

inasmuch as he uses them, consumes them , and puts

in act his self -satisfaction by sacrificing them to it.

In this negative relation desire requires for itself not

merely the superficial appearance of external things,

but themselves in their concrete sensuous existence.

Mere pictures of the wood that it wants to use, or

of the animals that it wants to cat, would be of no

p . Hle
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service to desire. Just as little is it possible for

desire to let the object subsist in its freedom . For

its impulse urgcs it just preciscly to destroy this

independence and freedom of external things, and

to show that they are only there to be destroyed

and consumncd . But, at the same time, the subject

himself, as entangled in the particular limited and

valucless interests of his desires, is neither free in

hiinsclf, for he does not dctcrininc himself out of

thc cssential universality and rationality of his will,

nor free in relation to the outer world , for his desire

remains essentially determined by things, and related

· to them . This relation of desire is not that in which hore called

man stands to the work of art. He allows it to worry a

subsist as an object, free and independent, and enters

into relation with it apart from desirc , as with an

object which only appeals to the thcorctic side of

themind . For this rcason the work of art, although

it has sensuous existence, yet, in this point of view ,

docs not require concrete sensuous existence and

natural life ; indeed, it cven ought not to remain

on such a level, sccing that it has to satisfy only

the interests of mind, and is bound to exclude from

itself all desire . Hence it is, indeed, that practical

desire rates individual things in nature , organic and

inorganic,which are serviceable to it, higher than works

of art, which reveal themsclves to be useless for its

purpose, and enjoyable only for other modcs of inind.
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(PB) A second mode in which the externally

present may be related to the mind is, in contrast

E .purely theoretical relation to the Intelligence. The

hure Terr.) thcoretic contemplation of things has no interest in

consuming them as particulars, in satisfying itself

sensuously , and in preserving itself by their means,

but rather in becoming acquainted with them in their

universality , in finding their inner being and law , and

in conceiving them in terms of their notion . Therc

forc thc thcorctical intcrcst lcts thc single things bc,

and holds aloof from them as sensuous particulars,

because this sensuous particularity is not what the

contemplation exercised by the intelligence looks for.

For the rational intelligence docs not belong,as do the

desires, to the individual subject * as such , but only to

the individual as at the same time in his nature uni.

versal. In as farasman hasrelation to things in respect

of this universality, it is his universal reason which

attempts to find himself in nature, and thereby to

reproduce the inner essence of things,which sensuous

existence, though having its ground thercin , cannot

immcdiatcly display. Butagain , this thcorctic interest,

the satisfaction of which is the work of science, is in

I called
the scientific forin no more shared by art, than the

art

latter makes common causc with the impulse of the

purely practical desires. Science may, no doubt, start

* i.e. person.
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from the sensuous thing in its individuality, and may

possess a sensuous idea of the way in which such an

individual presents itself in its individual colour, shape,

size, etc. Still , this isolated sensuous thing, as such ,

has no further relation to the mind, inasmuch as

the intelligence aims at the universal , the law , the

thought and notion of the objcct. Not only, therefore,

does it abandon all intercourse with the thing as a

given individual, but transforms it within the mind ,

making a concrete objcct of scnsc into an abstract

matter of thought, and so into somcthing quite other

than the samc objcct qua scnsuous plicnomenon. The

artistic interest, as distinguished from scicncc, docs not

act thus. Artistic contemplation accepts the workof

art just as it displays itself qua external object, in

immediate dctcrminateness and sensuous individuality

clothed in colour, figure, and sound, or as a single

isolated perception, ctc., and docs not go so far

beyond the immediate appcarance of objectivity which

is presented before it, as to aim, like science, at appre

hending the notion of such an objective appcarance

as a universal notion.

Thus, the interest of art distinguishes itself from ( d )

the practical interest of desire by the fact that it pcr

mits its object to subsist frccly and in indepen

dence, while desire utilizes it in its own scrvicc by its

destruction . On the other hand, artistic contemplation( s)

differs from theoretical consideration by the scientific

w
i
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intelligence, in cherishing interest for the object as an

individual existence, and not setting to work to trans

mute it into its universal thought and notion .

( y ) It follows, then , from the above, that though

the sensuous must be present in a work of art, yet it

must only appear as surface and semblance of the

sensuous. For, in the sensuous aspect of a work of

art, the mind secks neither the concretc framework of

matter, that cmpirically thorough completeness and

development of the organisin which desirc demands,

nor the universal and mcrcly idcal thought. What it

Mion bet. requires is sensuous presence,which,while not ceasing

Inal tot.to be sensuous, is to be liberated from the apparatus

of its merely matcrial nature. And thus the sensuous

in works of art is exalted to the rank of a mere

semblance in comparison with the immediate existence

of things in nature, and thc work of art occupics the

mcan between what is imıncdiately sensuous and idcal

thought. This semblance of the sensuous presents

itself to themind externally as the shape, the visible

look, and the sonorous vibration of things — supposing

Inwonke bathat the mind leaves the objects uninterfered with

casso (physically ), but yet docs not descend into their inner

is essence (by abstract thought), for if it did so, it would

entirely destroy their external existence as separate

individuals for it. For this reason the sensuous aspect

of art only refers to the two theoretical senses of sight

and hearing, while smell, taste, and feeling remain
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excluded from being sources of artistic enjoyment. Y'Niciel
For smell, taste , and fccling have to do with matter

as such , and with its immediatc sensuous qualities ;

smell with material volatilization in air, tastc with

the material dissolution of substance,* and recling with

warmth, coldness, smoothness, ctc. On this account

these senses cannot have to do with the objects ofart,

which are destined to maintain themselves in their

actual independent cxistence, and admit of no purely

scnsuous rclation . The pleasant for thcsc latter senses

is not the beautiful in art . Thus art on its scnsuous

side purposely produces no more than a shadow

world of shapes, sounds, and imaginablc idcas ; t and

it is absolutely out of the question to maintain that

it is owing to simple powerlessness and to the limita

tions on his actions that man , when cvoking worlds

of art into existencc, fails to present more than the Roxes,cache

mcrc surface of the sensuous, than merc schemata.I 7

In art, these sensuous shapes and sounds present thcm

selves, not simply for their own sake and for that of

their immediate structure, but with the purpose of

affording in that shape satisfaction to higher spiritual

interests, sccing that thcy are powerful to call forth

a response and echo in the mind from all the depths

Nothing can be tasted which is not dissolved in a liquid.

t " Anschauungen ."

# Abstract forms, which are to reality as a diagram to a

picture .

ỹ Lit. " figure," Gestalt.

U
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of consciousness. It is thus that, in art , the sensuous

is spiritualised , i.e.the spiritual appears in sensuous

shape.

(1) But for this very reason we have a product

of art only in so far as it has found a passage through

the mind, and has been generated by spiritually pro

ductive activity. This leads us to the other question

which we have to answer - how , that is, the sensuous

Spirit &
Samasei Artist side, which is indispensable to art, is operative in the

unity
artist as a productive state of the subject or person .

This, the method and fashion of production, contains

in itself as a subjective activity just the same pro

perties which we found objectively present in the

· work of art ; it must be a spiritual activity which,

nevertheless, at the same time has in itself the clement

of sensuousness and immediateness. It is neither,

on the one hand, purely mechanicalwork, as mere

unconscious skill in sensuous sleight of hand," or

a formal activity according to fixed rules learnt by

rotc ; nor is it, on the other hand , a scientific pro

ductive process,which passes from sousc.to.abstract

ideas and thoughts, or cxcrcises itsclf cxclusively in

the element of pure thinking ; rather the spiritual and

the sensuous side must in artistic production be as

one. For instance, it would be possible in poetical

creation to try and proceed by first apprehending

the theme to be treated as a prosaic thought, and by

* “ Handgriffen ."
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then putting it into pictorial idcas, and into rhymc,

and so forth ; so that the pictorial element would

simply be hung upon the abstract reflections as an

ornament or decoration . Such a process could only

produce bad poetry , for in it there would be operative

as two scparate activities that which in artistic pro

duction has its right place only as undivided unity.

This genuinc mode of production constitutes the

activity of artistic fancy . It isthe rational element

which, qua spirit, only exists in as far as it actively

Jextrudes itself into consciousness, but yet docs not

array before it what it bcars within itself till it does

$o in sensuous form . This activity has, therefore,

a spiritual import, which, however, it cmbodics in

sensuous shape. Such a process may be compared

with the habit even of a man with grcat experience

of the world, or, again, with that of a man of esprit *

or wit , who, although he has completc knowledge of

the main stakes of life, of the substantive interests

that hold men together, of what moves them , and

of what is the power that thcy recognize, yet ncither

has himself apprehended this content in the form

of general rules , nor is able to explain it to others

in general reflections, but makes plain to himself and

to others what occupics his consciousness always in

particular cases, whether rcal or invented, in adequate

instances, and the like. For in his ideas, everything

• " Eines geistreichen ."
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shapes itself into concrctc imagcs, determinate in time

and place, to which, therefore, names and other

cxtcrnal circumstances of all kinds must not be

wanting. Yet such a kind of imagination rather rests

on the recollection of states that he has gone through,

and of experiences that have befallen him, than is

creative in its own strength . His recollection preserves

and reproduces the individuality and external fashion

of occurrcnccs that had such and such results with all

their external circumstances, and prevents the universal

from emerging in its own shape. But the productive

fancy of the artist is the fancy of a grcat inind and

hcart, the apprehension and crcation of ideas and of

shapes, and, indeed, the exhibition of the profoundest

and most universal human interests in the definite

sensuous mould of pictorial representation. From

this it follows at once, that in onc aspect Fancy

unquestionably rests natural gifts - speaking

gencrally, on talent - because its mode of production

requires a sensuous mcdium. It is true that we speak

in the same way of scientific “ talent,” but the sciences

only presuppose the universal capacity of thought,

which has not, like Fancy, a natural mode (as well as

an intellectual one), but abstracts just precisely from

all that is natural (or native) in an activity ; and thus

it would be more correct to say that there is no

specifically scientific talent in the sense of a merc

natural endowment. Now, Fancy has in it a mode

on
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of instinct-like productiveness, inasmuch as the

essential plasticity and sensuousness of the work of

art must be subjectively present in the artist as

natural disposition and natural impulsc, and, con

sidering that it is unconscious opcration , must belong

to the natural element ini inan , as well as to the

rational . Of course, natural capacity Icaves room

for other elements in talent and genius, for artistic

production is just as much of a spiritual and self

conscious naturc ; we can but say that its spirituality

must, somchow , have an clcmcnt of natural, plastic,

and formative tendency. For this reason, though

nearly cvcry one can reach a certain point in an art,

yet, in order to go beyond this point, with which the

art in the strict scnsc hcgins, it is impossible to dis

pense with native artistic talent of thc highest order.

Considered as a natural cndowment, morcover,

such talent reveals itself for the most part in carly

youth , and is manifested in the impelling restlessness

that busies itself, with vivacity and industry, in

crcating shapes in some particular sensuous mcdium ,

and in seizing on this species of utterance and com

munication as the only one, or as the chicf and the

most suitable one. And thus, too, a precocious

technical facility, that up to a certain grade of attain

ment is without effort, is a sign of natural talent .

A sculptor finds everything transmute itself into

shapes, and he soon begins to tako up the clay and
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model it. And, speaking generally, whatever men

of such talents have in their imagination, whatever

rouses and moves thcir inner nature, turns at once

into shape, drawing, melody, or poem.

G ) . Thirdly, and to conclude : the content of art

is also in some respects borrowed from the sensuous,

from nature ; or, in any case, even if ihe content

is of a spiritual kind, it can only be seized and fixed

by representing the spiritual fact, such as human

relations, in the shape of phenomena with external

reality
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CHAPTER III. (Continued ).

THE CONCEPTION OF ARTISTIC BEAUTY.
BEAUT

Part II.- THE END OF ART.

a

3 . The question then arises, what the interest

or the End is which man proposes to himself when

he reproduces such a content in the form of works

of art. This was the third point of view which we

set before us with reference to the work of art, and

the closer discussion of which will finally make the

transition to the actual and true conception of art.

If in this aspect we glance at the common con

sciousness, a current idea which may occur to us is

(a ) The principle of the imitation of nature. Ac- IMITATIVE

cording to this view the essential purpose of art

consists in imitation, in the sense of a facility in copy

ing natural formsas they exist in a way that corrc

sponds precisely to them ; and the success of such

a representation, exactly corresponding to naturc,

is supposed to be what affords complete satisfaction .

(a ) This definition contains, prima facie, nothing
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Mere .

beyond the purely formal * aim that whatever already

exists in the external world, just as it is therein, is

now to be made a second time by man as a copy

of the former, as well as he can do it with the means

at his command . But we may at once regard this

Imitato com repetition as–

1. unnec .
(aa) A superfluous labour, sccing that the things

which pictures, thcatrical representations, etc. , imitate

and represent-animals, natural scenes, incidents in

human lifc - are before us in other cases already, in

our own gardens or our own houses, or in cases

within our closer or more remote circle of acquaint

ance. And, looking more closely, we may regard

this superfluous labour as a presumptuous sport

which

(BB) Comes far. short of nature. For art is

restricted in its means of representation ; and can

produce only one- sided deceptions, i.e. for instance,

a scmblance of reality addressed to one sense only ;

and , in fact, it invariably gives risc, if it rests in the

formal purpose of mere imitation, to a mere parody ť

of life, instead of a gcnuinc vitality. Just so the

Turks, being Mohammedans, tolerate, as is well

known, no pictures copied from mcn or the like ; and

when James Bruce, on his journey to Abyssinia,

a. Wrakนี้

* General, abstract, as much applicable to one thing as

to another.

“ Heuchelei, ” lit. " hypocrisy."

1
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showed paintings of fish to a Turk, the man was

amazed at first, but soon cnough madc answer : “ If

this fish shall rise up against you on the last day, and

say, ' You have created for me a body, but no living

soul,' how will you dcfcnd yoursclf against such an

accusation ? ” The prophct,morcover, it is recorded in

the Sunna, said to the two women, OmmiHabiba

and Ommi Selma, who told him of pictures in

Æthiopian churches — “ Thcsc pictures will accuse

their authors on the day of judgment! ” .

There arc, no doubt, as well, examples of com

pletely deceptive imitation . Zeuxis' painted grapcs

have from antiquity downward been taken to be

the triumph of this principle of the imitation of

nature, because the story is that living dovcs pocked

at them . We might add to this ancient cxample

the modern one of Büttner's monkcy, which bit

in pieces a painted cockchafer in Rösel's “ Diver

sions of the Insect World ,” and was pardoned by

his master, in spite of his having thereby spoilt

a beautiful copy of this valuable work , because

of this proof of the excellence of the pictures. But

when we reflect on these and similar instances, it

must at once occur to us that, in place of com

mending works of art because they have actually

deceived even pigeons and monkeys,we ought simply

to censure the people who mean to exalt a work

of art by predicating, as its highest and ultimate
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quality, so poor an effect as this. In general, we

may sum up by saying that, as a matter of mere

imitation , art cannot maintain a rivalry with nature,

and, if it trics , mustlook like a worm trying to crawl

after an clcphant.

(7) Considering the unvarying failure - compara

tive failure, at lcast-of imitation when contrasted

with the original in nature, there remains as end

3.only amusing. nothing beyond our pleasure in the slcight of hand *
which can produce something so like nature. And

it is doubtless open to man to be pleased at producing

over again what is already present in its own right,

by his labour, skill, and industry. But enjoyment

and admiration , even of this kind, naturally grow

frigid or chilled precisely in proportion to the resem

blance of the copy to the natural type, or are even

converted into tedium and repugnance. There are

portraits which, as has been wittily said, are sicken

ingly like ; and Kant adduces another instance

relative to this pleasure in imitation as such, viz. that

we soon grow tired of a man -- and there are such

men—who is able to mimic the nightingale's strain

but poor
quite perfectly ; and as soon as it is discovered that

a man is producing the notes, we are at once weary

of the song. We then recognize in it nothing but

a conjuring trick, neither the free production of

nature, nor a work of art ; for we expect from the

* “ Kunststück .'
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free productive capacity of human beings something

quite other than such music as this, which only

interests us when , as is the case with the nightingale's

note, it gushes forth from the crcaturc 's own vitality

without special purpose , and yet recalls the utterance

of human feeling. In general, such delight at our

skill in mimicking can be but limited , and it becomes

man better to take delight in what he produces out

of himself. In this sense the invention of any un

important and technical product has the higher value,

and man may be prouder of having invented the

hammer, the nail, and so forth, than of achieving

fcats of mimicry . For this fcrvour of abstract * copy

ing is to be evened with the fcat of the man who had

taught himself to throw lentils through a small

opening without missing. He displayed this skill

of his before Alexander, and Alexander presented

him with a bushel of lentils as a reward for his

frivolous and meaningless art.

Moreover, sccing that the principle of imitation

is purely formal, to make it the end has the result that

objective beauty itself disappcars . For the question is 4 . is

beç. all can
in that case no longer of what nature that is which is

to be copied , but only whether it is correctly copicd . Installina

The object and content of the bcautiful comes then to birut five

* i.e. mere copying, devoting one's-self to the one-sided

purpose of making a thing over again , without putting any life

ormeaning into it.
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be regarded as matter of cntirc indifference. That is

to say, if we go outside the principle and speak of a

difference of beauty and ugliness in considering beasts,

men , landscapes, actions, or characters, this must

nevertheless, in presence of the maxim in question ,*

be set down as a distinction that does not belong

particularly to art , for which nothing is left but ab

stract imitation . In this case the above-mentioned

lack of a criterion in dealing with the endless forms

of nature reduces us, as regards the selection of objects

and their distinction in beauty and ugliness, to sub

jective taste as an ultimate fact, which accepts no rule

and admits of no discussion . And, in fact, if in select

ing objects for representation we start from what men

Sils al set mamahink beautiful or ugly,and therefore deservingartistic
trunk beautiful

brautiful imitation — that is,from their taste,—then all circles of
natural objects open to us, and not one of them will

be likely to fail of a patron . Among men , for in

stance, it is the casc that at any rate every bridegroom

thinks his bridcbcautiful, and indeed, perhaps, he

alonc ; though not, it may be, every husband his wife ;

and that subjective taste for such beauty has no fixed

rule onc may hold to be the good fortune of both

partics. If we, moreover, look quite beyond indi

viduals and their accidental taste, to the taste of

nations, this again is full of cxtrcmcdiversity and

contrast. How often we hear it said that a European

* Which says that the business of art is to imitate.
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beauty would not plcasc a Chinesc or even a llotten

tot , in as far as the Chinaman has quite a different

conception of beauty from the negro, and the negro

in turn from the Europcan, and so forth. Indeed, if

we look at the works of art of thosc cxtra -European

peoples-their images of the gods, for instance — which

their fancy has originated as venerablc and sublime,

they may appear to us as the most gruesome idols,

and their music may sound to our cars as the most

horrible noise ; while they, on their side, will regard our

sculptures, paintings, and musical productions as trivial

or ugly .

(y) But even if we abstract from an objective

principle of art, and if beauty is to be based on sub

jective and individual taste, we shall still soon find on

the side of art itself that the imitation of nature,

which certainly appeared to be a universal principle

and one guaranteed by high authority , is at any rato

not to be accepted in this universal and mcrcly abstract

form . For if we look at the different arts it will at

once be admitted that even if painting and sculpture

represent objectswhich appear like those of nature, or

the type of which is essentially borrowed from nature,

yet works of architecture on the other hand and

architecture belongs to the fine arts -- and thc pro- 6. Archit.

ductions of poetry, in as far as they do not confine a poeting

themselves to mere description , are by no means to winnitatus

be called imitations of nature . At least, if we desired
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to maintain the principle as valid in the case of these

latter arts, we should have to make a long circuit by

conditioning the proposition in various ways, and

reducing the so -called truth * at any rate to proba

bility. But if we admitted probability we should

again be met by a great difficulty in determining

what is probable and what is not ; and still,moreover, :

one would neither conscnt nor find it possible to cx

clude from poetry all wholly arbitrary and completely

original f imaginations.

The end of art must, therefore, lie in something

different from thc purely formal † imitation of what

wat we find given ,which in any casc can bring to the birth

only tricks and not works of art. It is, indeed, an

of element essential to the work of art to have natural

shapes for its foundation ; sceing that its represcnta

tion is in the medium of cxternal and therefore of

natural phenomena. In painting, for instance, it is an

important study to know how to copy with precision

the colours in their relations to one another, the cffects

of light, rcllcctions, ctc., and , no less, the forms and

figures of objects down to their subtlest characteristics.

It is in this respcct chicfly that the principle of natural

I hea

* Ofimitation . .

f " Phantastischen ." ' “ Fantastic ” means " odd or wild .”

Hegel only means “ original," " creative."

Mcchanical, without origination.

$ “ Nuancen .” Contextseems to forbid referring it to colour.

I suspect it ofmcaning character of outline.
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ism in general and of copying nature has recovered its

influcncc in modern times. Its aim is to recall an art

which has grown fecble and indistinct to the vigour

and crispness of nature ; or, again , to invoke against

the purcly arbitrary and artificial conventionalism , as

unnatural as it was inartistic, into which art had strayed ,

the uniform , direct, and solidly coherent sequences of

naturc. But however truc it is that there is something

right in this cndcavour from one point of view , yet still

the naturalism at which it aims is not as such the sub

stantive and primary concern that underlics fine art .

And, therefore, although external appearance in the

shape of natural reality constitutes an essential con

dition of art, yet, nevertheless, ncither is the given

natural world its rule, nor is the incrc imitation of

external appearance as external its end.

(6) Thc further question then arises - What is the

true content of art, and with what aim is this content

to be presented. On this subject our consciousness

supplics us with the common opinion that it is the

task and aim of art to bring in contact with our sense,

7. All
our fecling, our inspiration, all that finds a place in

Human
the mind of man. Art, it is thought, should rcalize

in us that familiar saying, “Homo suin : humanilife shown ?

nihil a mcalicnum puto." Its aim is therefore placed
i Wall

in arousing and animating the slumbering emo

tions, inclinations, and passions ; in filling the heart,

in forcing the human being, whether cultured or

Whitman )
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t

sut , in

oth
er

the

uncultured, to feel the whole range of what man's

soul in its inmost and secret corners has power

to experience and to create, and all that is ableto

move and to stir the human breast in its depthsand

in its manifold aspects and possibilities ; to present

as a delight to emotion and to perception all that

the mind possesses of real and lofty in its thought

and in the Idca - all the splendour of the noble, the

eternal, and the true; and no less to make intelligible

misfortune and miscry, wickedness and crime ; to

makemen realize the inmost nature of all that is

shocking and horrible, as also of all pleasure and

dclight ; and, finally, to set imagination roving in

word , idle toyings of fancy, and luxuriating in the seductive

spells of sense-stimulating visions. This endlessly

varicd content, it is held , art is bound to cmbrace,

partly in order to complete the natural experience

in which our external existence consists, and partly

with the general aim of provoking the passions of

our nature, both in order that the experiences of life

may not leave us unmoved, and because we desire to

attain to a rcccptivity that welcomes all phenomena.

Now, such a stimulus is not given in this sphere

by actual experience itself, but can only come by

the semblance thereof, by art, that is, dcccptively

substituting its creations for reality. The possibility

of this deception by means of artistic semblance rests

on the fact that all reality must, for man, traverse

hun
n

sit ,
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the medium of perception andideas, and cannot

otherwise penetrate the feelings and the will . In

this process it is quite indifferent whether his atten

tion is claimed by immediate external reality, or

whether this effect is produced by another means

that is, by images, symbols, and ideas, containing or

representing the content of rcality. Man can frame

to himself ideas of things that are not actual as

though thcy were actual. Hence it is all the same

to our feelings whether external reality or only the

semblance of it is the means of bringing in contact

with us a situation , a relation, or the import of a life.

Either mode suflices to awaken our response to its

burden , in grief and in rejoicing, in pathos and

in horror,* and in traversing the cmotions and the

passions of wrath , hatred, compassion, of anxiety,

fcar, love, reverence, and admiration, or of the desire

of honour and of fame.

This awakening of all feelings in us,the dragging

of the hcart through the whole significanceof life, the

realization of all such inner movements by mcans of

a presented exterior consisting merely in dcccption

all this was what, from the point of view which we

have been considering, constituted the peculiar and

pre- eminent power of art.

Now, as this mode of treatment credits art with

the vocation of impressing on the heart and on the formal bec.

not solactur
the “ Erschüttern ."

Linda
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imagination good and bad alike, and of strengthening

man to the noblest, as of enervating him to the most

sensuous and selfish cmotions, it follows that thc task

sct before art is still purely formal, and so it would

have no certain purpose, but would merely furnish

the empty form for cvery possible kind of significance

and content.

foy It is a fact that art does include this formal

side, in that it has power to present every possible

subject-matter in artistic dress, before perception and

feeling, just exactly as argumentative * reflection has

the power of manipulating all possible objects and

modes of action, and of furnishing them with reasons

and justifications. But when wc adnit so grcat a

variety of content we are at once met by the remark

that the manifold feelings and ideas, which art aims

at provoking or reinforcing, intersect and contradict,

and by mutual interference cancel one another.

12сп . с.
Indeed, in this aspect, in so far as art inspires men

to directly opposite emotions, it only magnifies the

contradiction of our feelings and passions, and either

scts them staggering like Bacchantcs, or passes into

sophistry and sccpticism , in the same way as argu

mcntation. This diversity of the material of art itself

* “ Raisonnirende; " a term of disparagement in Hegel,

applied to proofs, pro and con , which do not rest on a thorough

conception of the fundamental nature of what is being discussed .

† “ Raisonnement."
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Sime

compels us, thercfore, not to be contentwith so formal *

an aim for it, sccing that rationality forces its way into

this wild diversity, and demands to scc thc cinergence

of a higher and more universal purpose from these

elements in spite of their sclf-contradiction , and to

be assured of its being attained . Just in the same

way the State and the social life ofmen are, of course ,

credited with the purpose that in them all human

capacities and all individual powers are to be

developed and to find utterance in all directions and

with all tendencies. But in opposition to so formal

a view there at once arises the question in what unity

those manifold formatyons must be comprchcnded ,

and what single cild they must have for their

fundamental idca and ultimate purpose .

© ). As such an end , reflection soon suggests the notion

that art has the capacity and the function of miti- MORAL

gating the fierceness of the desires.

(a ) In respect to this first idca, we have only to

ascertain in what feature peculiar to art it is that the

capacity lics of eliminating brutality and taming and

cducating thc impulsos, desires, and passions. Bru - il

tality in general has its rcason in a direct selfishness
Desire

of the impulscs, which go to work right away, and

exclusively for the satisfaction of their concupiscence.

* “ Formal” means here as usual, empty , or general ; i.e.

not taking account of varieties in the matter to which it is

applied .
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Now, desire is most savage and imperious in pro

portion as, being isolated and narrow, it occupies the

whole man, so that he does not retain the power

of separating himself as a universal being from this

dcterminateness, and becoming aware of himself as

universal. Even if the man in such a case says, “ The

passion is stronger than I,” it is true that the abstract

I is then separated for consciousness from the parti

cular passion ; but still only in a formal way, inasmuch

as this separation is only made in order to pronounce

that, against the power of the passion , the I as such

is of no account whatever. The savageness of passion

consists, therefore, in the oneness of the I as universal

with the limited content of its desires , so that the

man has no will outside this particular passion. Now,

such brutality and untamed violence of passion is

softened through art, to begin with , by the mere fact

that it brings before the man as an idea what in such

a state he feels and does. And even if art restricts

itself to merely setting up pictures of the passions

before the mind's cye, or even if it were actually to

flatter them, still this is by itself enough to have a

softening power, inasmuch as the man is thereby at

lcast made aware, of what, apart from such presenta

tion, he simply is. For then the man observes his

impulses and inclinations, and whereas before they

bore him on without power of reflection, he now sees

them outside himself, and begins already to be free

checkedby
air for
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lessens

on I

from them , in so far as thcy forın an object which

he contrasts with himself. Hence it may frcquently

be the case with the artist that when attacked by

grief he softens and weakens the intensity of his

own feelings in its effect on his own mind by reprc

senting it in art. Tears, even , arc cnough to bring

comfort ;' the man , who to begin with is utterly sunk

and concentrated in grief, is able thus, at any rate,

to utter in a direct fashion this his inner statc.

Still more of a relicf, however, is the utterance of

what is within in words, images, pictures, sounds,and

shapes. For this reason it was a good old custoin 1

at dcaths and funcrals to appoint wailing women, in

order to bring the gricf before the mind in its utter

ancc . Maniſcstations of sympathy, too, hold up the

content of a man 's misfortunc to his view ; when it is

much talked about he is forced to rcficct upon it, and

is thereby relicved. And so it has alwaysbeen held

that to weep or to speak one's fill is a means to

obtain freedom from the oppressive weight of care,

or at least to find momentary relief for the hcart.

Hence the mitigation of the violence of passion has

for its universal reason that man is released from his

imıncdiatc sunkcnncss * in a fccling, and becomes

conscious of it as of something external to him ,

towards which he must now enter into an ideal .

relation. Art, by means of its representations,while

* “ Befangensein."

NCS
NIC
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remaining within the sensuous sphere, delivers man

at the same time from the power of sensuousness.

Of course we may often hear those favourite phrases

about man 's duty being to remain in immediate

oneness with nature, but such oneness in its abstrac

tion is simply and solely coarseness and savagery ;

- and art, in the very process of dissolving this oneness

for man, is raising him with gentle hand above and

away from mcre sunkcnness in nature. Man 's mode

of occupying himself with works of art is always

purely contemplative * and cducatcs thcrcby, in the

first place , no doubt, merely attention to the repre

sentations thcmsclvcs, but then , going beyond this,

it cultivates attention to thcir significance , the power

of comparison with other contents, and receptivity for

the general consideration of them , and for the points

of view which it involves.

1 (B ) To the above there attaches itself in natural

connection the second characteristic which has bcen

ascribed to art as its essential purpose, viz. the purifi

cation of the passions, instruction and moral perfect

ing. For the characteristic that art ' was to bridle

savageness and educate the passions remained quite

abstract and general, so that a question must again

arise about a determinate kind and an essential end of

this education.

* " Theoretisch." I have no doubt that it has here the mean

ing of Dewpeiv without a trace of allusion to " theory." It is

opposed to " destructive,” or “ appetitive."
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(aa ) The doctrine of the purification of passion

suffers indeed under the same defect as the above

doctrine of the mitigation of the desires ; yet, when

more closely looked at, it at any rate arrives at the

point of accentuating the fact that the representations

of art may be held to lack a standard by which

their worth or unworthiness could be measured. This

standard simply means thcir cffectiveness in separating

pure from impure in the passions. It thercfore requires writting

a content thathas capacity to exercise this_purifying
couttutul

power , and, in as far as the production of such an

effect is taken to constitute the substantive end of

art, it must follow that thc purifying content must be

brought before consciousness in its universality and

essentiality.
but not

(BB ) In this latter aspect the end of art has been desactie.

pronounced to be that it should teach . Thus, on the

one side, the peculiar character of art would consist in

the movement of the cmotions and in the satisfaction

which lies in this movement, even in fear, compassion,

in painful pathos and shock — that is to say, in the

satisfying engagement of the emotions and passions,

and to that extent in a complacency, entertainment,

and delight in the objects of art , in thcir representa

tion and effect; but, on the other side, this purpose (of

art) is held to find its higher standard only in its

instructiveness, in the fabula docet,* and thus in the

* The moral.
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useful influence which the work of art succeeds in

exerting on the subject.* In this respect the Hora

tian saw ,t. " Et prodesse volunt et delectare poetæ ,”

(“ Pocts aim at utility and cntertainment alike " ) con

tains, concentrated in a few words, all that has subse

quently been claborated in infinite degrees, and diluted

into the uttcrinost extremo of insipidity as a doctrinc

of art. As regards such instruction we have, then , to

ask , whcther it is mcant to be directly or indirectly ,

explicitly or implicitly contained in the work of

art.

If, speaking generally ,we are concerned about a

purpose which is universal and not contingent, it

follows that this purpose, considering the essentially

spiritual nature of art, cannot but be itself spiritual,

and indeed, moreover, one which is not contingent,I

but actual in its nature and for its own sake. Such a

purpose in relation to teaching could only consist in

bringing before consciousness, by help of the work of

art, a really and explicitly significant spiritual content.

From this point of view it is to be asserted that the

higher art ranks itself, themore it is bound to admit

into itself such a content as this, and that only in the

essence of such a content can it find the standard

* Person, i.e., here, audience or spectator.

. " Kernspruch ."

# “ Contingent " means, not so inuch “ what may or may not

exist," as the trivial, which makes no difference whether it

exists or not.
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THE DIDACTIC PURPOSE .

which determines whether what is expressed is appro .

priate or inappropriate. Art was, in fact, the first

instructress of peoples.

But the purpose of instruction may be treated as

purpose, to such a degree that the universal nature of

the represented content is doomed to be cxhibited

and expounded directly and obviously as abstract

proposition, prosaic rellcction, or gencral theorem ,

and not mcrcly in an indirect way in the concrete

form of a work of art. By such a scvcrance the

wh. reduces

sensuous plastic form ,which is just what makes the
art to met

work of art a work of art, becomes a mere otiose
hrana.

accessory, a husk which is expressly pronounced to

be more husk, a scmblance expressly pronounced to be

mere semblance. But thereby the very nature of the

work of art is distorted. For the work of art ought

to bring a content before the mind's cyc, not in its

gencrality as such, but with this gencrality made abso

lutely individual, and sensuously particularized. If

the work of art does not proceed from this principlc,

but sets in relief its gencralized aspect with the pur

pose of abstract instruction , then the imaginative and

sensuous aspect is only an external and superfluous

adornment, and the work of art is a thing divided

against itself ,* in which form and content no longer

appear as grown into one. In that casc the sensuously

* "In ihm selbst gebrochenes." I do not suppose there is

an allusion to the words I use.

H
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individual and the spiritually gencral are become ex

ternal to one another.

And further, if the purpose of art is limited to this

didactic utility , then its other aspect, that of pleasure ,

entertainment, and delight, is pronounced to be in

itself uncssential, and ought to have its substance

merely in thc utility of the tcaching on which it is

attendant. But this amounts to pronouncing that art

docs not bear its vocation and purpose in itself, but

that its conccption is rooted in something clse , to

which it is a means. Art is, in this case, only one

among the several means which prove useful and are

applied for the purposc of instruction. This brings

us to the boundary at which art is made no longer to

be an end on its own merits, sceing that it is degraded

into a mere toy of entertainment or a mere means of

instruction.

(yy) This boundary becomes most sharply marked

when a question is raised, in its turn , about a supreme

end and aiin for the sake of which the passions are to

be purificd and men are to be instructed. This aim

has oftcn , in modern times, been declared to be moral

improvement, and the aim of art has bcen placed in

the function of prcparing the inclinations and impulses

for moral perfcction, and of leading them to this goal.

This idea combines purification with instruction, inas

much as art is, by communicating an insight into

genuine moral goodness — that is, by instruction , - at
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the same time to incitc to purification , and in this way

alone to bring about the improvement of mankind as

its useful purpose and suprcmc goal.

Rcgarding art in reference to moral improvement,

thc same has prima facie to be said as about the

didactic purpose: We may rcadily grant that art

must not as a principlc take for its aim thic immoral

and its furthcrancc. But it is one thing to take im

morality for the express aimof representation , and

another to abstain from taking_morality. Every

genuine work of art may have a good moral drawn

from it, but, of course, in doing so much dcpends on

intcrprctation and on him who draws the moral.

Thus onc may hcar the most immoral representations

defended by saying that we must know cvil, or sin , in

order to act morally ; and, converscly ,it has been said

that the portrayal of Mary Magdalenc, the beautiful

sinner who afterwards rcpcntcd, has seduced many

into sin , because art makes it look so beautiful to

repent, and you must sin bcforc you can rcpcnt. But

the doctrine of moral improvement, if consistently

carricd out, gocs in general yet further. It would not

be satisfied with the possibility of extracting a moral

from a work of art by interpretation, but it would, on

the contrary, display the moral instruction as the sub

stantive purpose of the work of art, and, indeed, would

actually admit to portrayal nonc but moral subjects,

moral characters, actions, and incidents. For art has
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the choice among its subjects, in contradistinction to

history or the sciences which have their matter fixed

for them .

In order thatwemay be able to form a thoroughly

adequate estimate of the idea that the aim of art is.

moral from this point of vicw ,we must inquirc first of

all for the definite standpoint of themorality on which

this doctrine is based . If we look closely atthe stand

point of morality aswe have to understand it in the

best sense at the present day, we soon find that its

conception does not immediately coincide with what

apart from itwe are in the habit of calling in a general

way virtue, respectability,* uprightness, etc. ( To be .

respectable and virtuous is not enough to make a

man moral.t . Morality involves reflection and the evening

definite consciousness of that which duty prescribes,

and acting out of such a prior consciousness. Duty

itself is the law of the will, which man neverthelessI bepossible

lays down freely out of his own self, and then is

supposed to determine himself to this duty for duty's

and its fulfilment's sake, by doing good solely from older

the conviction which he has attaincd that it is the reúayd

good. Now this law , the duty which is chosen for

W mir

• “ Sittlichkeit" almost = morality in the English sense.

It means the habit of virtue, without the reflective aspiration

after goodness as an ideal.

+ “ Moralität ” almost = conscientiousness or scrupulosity.

The above sentence is hardly true with the English word

“ moral."
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duty's sake to be the guide of action , out of free

Storerlly will,and is the direct antithesis of nature , the sensuous
Roman

Lecture
impulses, the self-seeking interests, thc passions,and

falsund ,and the heart. In this antagonism the one side is

mitolo fegarded as negativing the other ; and, sccing that

both are present as antagonists within the subject

(person ), he has, as determining himself out of himself,

the choice of following the one or the other. But,

according to the view under discussion, a moral aspect

is acquired by such a decision ,and by the actperformed

in accordance with it,only through the free conviction

ofduty on the onehand, and ,on the other hand ,through visus

the conquest,not only of the particular or separate will, noble

of the natural motives, inclinations, passions, etc ., but fundo

also through that of the nobler cmotions and the

higher impulscs. For the modern moralistic view

แนน
at starts from the fixed antithesis of thc will in its

Di antiitsispiritual universality to its sensuous natural particu

batzutelarity and consists not in the completed reconciliation

arreconcil .
and * “ Für sich," is often used where there is no notion of de

UF

velopment, and seems very like " an sich."

+ “ Gemüth ."

# As e. g . if we suppose that an act done at the bidding of

natural affection cannot also be a fulfilment of the command of

duty. The “ reconciliation " would be in supposing the natural

affection, e. g . for parents, to operate as a moral motivc, being

transformed by a recognition of its sacred or spiritual character.
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OTC

of these contrasted sides, but in their conflict with

one another,which involves the requirement that the

impulscs which conflict with duty ought to yield to it .

This antithesis does not merely display itself for

our consciousness, in the limited region of moral

action ; but also emerges as a fundamental distinc

tion and antagonism between that which is real

essentially and in its own right,* and that which

is external reality and existence. Formulated in the

abstract, it is the contrast of the universal and parti

cular, when the former is explicitly fixed over against

the latter, just as the latter is over against the former ;

morc concrctcly, it appears in nature as the opposition

of the abstract law against the abundance of individual

phenomena, cach having its own character ; in the

inind, as thc sensuous and spiritual in man, as the

battle of the spirit against thc ficsh , of duty for duty's

sake, the cold command, with the individual interest,

the warm fcclings, the sensuous inclinations and

impulses, the individual disposition as such ; as the

hard conflict of inward freedom _ and of natural

ncccssity ; further, as the contradiction of the dcad

conception — empty in itself - compared with full

concrete vitality, or of theory and subjective thought

contrasted with objective cxistcncc and experience.

These are antitheses which have not been in

vented, either by the subtlcty of reflection or by the

* " An und für sich ."
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pedantry of philosophy, but which have from all time

and in manifold forms preoccupicd and disquicted

the human consciousness, although it was modern

culture that claborated them most distinctly, and

forced them up to the point of most unbending con

tradiction. Intellectual culture and the modern play

of understanding creato in man this contrast, which

makes him an amphibious animal, inasmuch as it

sets him to live in two contradictory worlds at once ;

so that cvcn consciousness wanders back and forward

in this contradiction , and , shuttic -cocked from side

to side, is unable to satisfy itself as itself on the one

side as on the other. For, on the one side, we see

man a prisoner in common reality and carthly tem

porality, oppressed by want and poverty, hard driven

by nature, entangled in matter, in sensuous aimsand

thcir cnjoyments ; on the other side, he cxalts himself

to cternal ideas , to a rcalm of thought and freedom ,

inposcs on himself as a will universal laws and

attributions, strips the world of its living and nourish

ing reality and dissolves it into abstractions, inasiuch

as the mind is put upon vindicating its rights and its

dignity simply by denying the rights of nature and

maltreating it, thereby retaliating the oppression and

violence which itself has experienced from nature .

Such a discrepancy in life and consciousness involves

for modern culture and its understanding the demand

that the contradiction should be resolved. Yet the
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understanding cannot release itself from the fixity of

these antitheses. The solution , therefore,remains for sin moralela

consciousness a mere ought, and the present and
is leftan

reality only stir themselves in the unrest of a per own

pctual to and fro , which sccks a reconciliation with partii

out finding it. Then the question ariscs, whcther is realeses

such a many -sided and fundamental opposition which ( 105)

never gets beyond a mere ought and a postulated ;
also in

solution , can be thc genuine and complete * truth,

and, in general, the supreme purpose. If the culture that time

of the world † has fallen into such a contradiction , allthe

it becomes the task of philosophy to undo or cancel govs touto

it, i.c . to show that neither the one alternative in its

abstraction nor the other in similar one-sideness .

possesses truth , but that they are essentially self

dissolving ; that truth only lies in the conciliation and

mediation of the two, and that this mcdiation is no

mere postulate, but is in its nature and in reality

accomplished and always self -accomplishing. This

intuition agrecs directly with the natural faith and

will, which always has present to the mind 's eye pre

cisely this resolved antithesis, and in action makes it

its purpose and achieves it. All that philosophy

does is to furnish a reflective insight into the essence

of the antithesis in as far as it shows that what con

stitutes truth is merely the resolution of this antithesis ,

and that not in the sense that the conflict and its

* “ An und für sich Wahre.” † “ Allgemeine Bildung."

TRUTH

* xkani Stoly Sp. - Encuery Goorrand of particular

back into unorrisal & deal . In the Son

this brebotini arall thonele will
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aspects in any way are not, but in the sense that they

are, in reconciliation.

(d) Now , as an ultimate aim implied a higher stand

point in the case of moral improvement, we shall

have to vindicate this higher standpoint for art no

less than for morals. Thereby we at once lay aside

the false position, which has already been remarked

upon , that art has to serve as a means for moral cnds,

and to conduce to the moral end of the world, as

such, by instruction and moral improvement, and

thereby has its substantive aim, not in itself, but in

something else. If, therefore, we now continue to

speak of an aim or purpose, we must, in the first

instance, get rid of the perverse idea, which , in asking

“ What is the aim ? ” retains the accessory meaning

of the question, " What is the use ? ” . The perverse

ness of this lies in the point that the work of art would

then be regarded as aspiring to something clsc which

is set before consciousness as the cssential and as

what ought to bc ; so that then the work of art would

only have value as a useful instrument in the realiza

tion of an end having substantivc importance outside

the sphere of art. Against this it is necessary to tetcombinar

maintain that art has the vocation of rcvcaling the museovil.com

truth in the form of sensuous artistic shape, of repre alamat
harhracera

senting the reconciled antithesis just_described, and ,

therefore, has its purpose in itself, in this representa-_

tion and revelation. For other objects, such as

w
a mathematical

>

Trith

Art & bec, it has rechala

115, 113,19.

Relativt

2 * Athing

an end in itself bec.
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instruction , purification , improvement, pecuniary gain ,

endeavour after fame and honour, have nothing to do

with the work of art as such, and do not determine

its conception , to lose miay
teattached to it .

It is from this point of view, into which reflective

consideration of the matter resolves itself, that we

have to apprehend the idea of art in its inner

necessity, as indeed it was from this point of view,

historically spcaking, that the true appreciation and

understanding of art took its origin. For that anti

thesis, of which we spoke, made itself felt, not only

within gencral reflective culture, but no less in

philosophy as such, and it was not till philosophy

discovered how to overcome this antithesis absolutely,

that it grasped its own conception and, just in as

far as it did so, the conception of nature and of art.

Hence this point of view , as it is the re -awakening

of philosophy in general, so also is the re -awakening of

the science of art ; and, indeed, it is this re-awakening

to which alone æsthetic as a science owes its true

origin, and art its higher estimation.



CHAPTER IV .

HISTORICAL DEDUCTION OF THE TRUE IDEA OF

ART IN MODERN PHILOSOPIIY .

I SHALL touch bricſly upon the historical side of

transition above alluded to, partly for its his

torical interest, partly because, in doing so, we shall

more closcly indicate the critical points which are

important, and on the foundation of which wc mcan

to continue our structure . In its most general formu

lation ,this basis consists in recognizing artistic bcauty

as one ofthe meanswhich resolve and reduce to unity

the above antithesis and contradiction betwecii the

abstract self-concentrated mind and actual nature,

whcther that of external phenomena, or thc inner

subjectivc fcclings and emotions.( rassions).

1. The Kantian philosophy, lcd the way by not

mcrcly feeling the lack of this point of union , but

attaining dcfinitc knowledge ofit,and bringing it within

the range of our ideas.* In gencral, Kant treated

as his foundation for the intelligence as for thc will,

* “ Vorstellung."
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Inadequacy

아

the self -related rationality or frecdom , the self-con

sciousness that finds and knows itself in itself as in

finite . * This knowledge of the absoluteness of reason

in itself which has brought philosophy to its turning

point in modern times, this absolute beginning,deserves

recognition even if we pronounce Kant's philosophy

inadequate, and is an clcmcnt in it which cannot be

refuted. But, in as far as Kant fell back again into

the fixed antithesis of subjective thought and objective
of Kant .

things, of the abstract universality and the sensuous

individuality of the will, it was he more especially who

strained to the highest possible pitch the above

mentioned contradiction called morality,f sccing that

he morcover exalted the practical side of the mind

abovc thc thcoretical . In presence of this fixed

antithesis, with its fixity acknowledged by the under

standing, he had no course open but to propound the

unity mercly in the form of subjective ideas of the

reason to which no adequate reality could be shown

to correspond, or again, to treat it as consisting in

postulates which might indeed be deduced from the

practical reason , but whose essential nature I was not

for him knowable by thought, and whose practical

accomplishment remained a mere ought deferred to

infinity. Thus, then , Kant no doubt brought the

* See Pref. Essay, p . xix .

† Or conscientiousness — what was above described as the

moralistic view . I " An sich . "
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reconciled contradiction within the range of our idcas ,

but he succeeded neither in scientifically unfold

ing its genuine cssence nor in presenting it as the

true and sole reality.. Kant indeed pressed on still

further, inasmuch as he recognized the required unity

in what he called the intuitive understanding ; but

hcre, again, he comes to a standstill in the contradic

tion of subjectivity and objectivity, so that although he

suggests in the abstract a solution of the contradiction

of concept and reality, universality and particularity,

understanding and sense, and thereby points to the

Idea, yet, on the other hand, he inakes this solution

and reconciliation itself a purely subjective onc, not

one which is true and actual in its nature and on it

own merits. In this respect the Critique of the

power of judgment, in which he treats of the æsthetic

and teleological powers of judgment, is instructive

and remarkable. The beautiful objects of nature and

art, the rightly adapted products of nature, by con

necting , which Kant is led to a closer treatment of

organic and animated beings, are regarded by him

only from the point of view of the reflcction which

subjectively judges of them. Indeed Kant defines the

power of judgment generally asgenerally as " the power of think.

ing the particular as contained under the universal ;

and he calls the power of judgment reflective “ when

it has only the particular given to it, and has to find

* “ An und für sich wahrem und wirklichem ."
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the universal under which it comes.” To this end it

requires a law , a principle, which it has to impose

upon itself ; and Kant suggests as this law that of

Telcology. In the idea of freedom that belongs to the

practical reason, the accomplishment of the cnd is

left as a mere " ought,” but in thc teleologicaljudg

ment dealing with animated beings, Kant hits on the

notion of regarding the living organism in the light

that in it the idea, the universal,contains the particulars

as well. Thus in its capacity as end, it determines

the particular and external, the structure of the limbs,

not from without, but from within , and in the sense

that the particular conforms to the end spontaneously.

Yet even in such a judgment, again , wc arc supposed

not to know the objective nature of the thing, but

only to be enunciating a subjectivemode of reflection .

Similarly , Kant understands the æsthetic judgment as

neither proceeding from the understanding as such

qua the faculty of idcas, nor from scnsuous perception

as such with its manifold variety , but from the frec

play of the understanding and of the imagination . It

is in this free agreement of the faculties ofknowledge,

that the thing is related to the subject or person , and

to his feeling of pleasure and complacency .

( n ) Now this complacency is, in the first place, to

be devoid of any interest, i.c ., devoiit of relation to our

appetitive faculty . If we have an interest, by way of

curiosity for instance, or a sensuous interest on behalf
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of our sensuous want, a desire of possession and use ,

then the objects are not important to us for their own

sake, but for the sake of our want. In that case,

what exists has a valuc only with reference to such a

want, and the rclation is of such a kind that thic object

is on the one sidc, and on the other stands an attribu

tion which is distinct from the object, but to which

, I
artistic

order to nourish myself by it, this interest lies only in

me, and remains forcign to the object itselflow ,
appreciation

what Kant asserts is , that the relation to the beautiful

is not of this kind. The æsthetic judgment allows the

cxtcrnal cxistence to subsist frec and independent,

giving licence to the objcct to have its cnd in itselfl

This is , as we saw above, an important considera

tion .*

(6) Thc bcautiful, in the second place, says Kant,

is definable as that which , without a conception, i.e.

without a category of the understanding, is perceived

as the object of a universal delight. To estimate Umw.afifeed

the bcautifulrequires a cultivated mind ; the natural wich .

man f has no judgment about the beautiſul, sccing

that this judgment claims universal validity. The

universal is, indeed to begin with, as such an abstrac

tion ; but that which in itself and on its own merils

* Scc p . 68, supra .

† “ Der mensch wie ergeht und steht. ”

1 “ An und für sich . "
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Firsinlos

is true, bears in itself the attribution and the claim to

be valid even universally. In this sense the beautiful,

too, ought to be universally recognized, although the

mere conceptions of the understanding are competent

to no judgment thereupon. The good, that, for instance,

which is right in particular actions , is subsumed under

universal conceptions, and the act passes for good

when it succeeds in corresponding to these concep

tions. Beauty, on the other hand, according to the

theory, should awaken a universal delight directly,

without any such relation. This amounts to nothing

clsc than that, in contemplating bcauty, we are not

conscious of the conception and of the subsumption

under it, and do not permit to take place the severance

of the individual objcct and of the universal concep

tion which in all other cascs is present in the judg

mcnt.

( c) In the third place, the beautiful (Kant says)has

the form of telcology, * in as far as a telcological

character is perceived in the object without the idea

of an cnd. At bottom this only repeats the view

which we have just discussed . Any natural pro

duction, i.e. a plant or an animal , is organized telco

logically, and is so immediately a datum to us in this

its telcology that we have no separate abstract idea of

the end, distinct from its given reality. It is in this

way that even the beautiful is to be displayed to us

• " Zweck -mässigkeit. "
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as teleological. In finite teleology * end and means

remain external to one another, inasmuch as the end

stands in no essential inner relation to the matcrial

medium of its accomplishment. In this case, the idea

of the end in its abstraction † distinguishes itself from

the object in which the end appears as realized . The

beautiful, on the other hand, cxists as tclcological in

itself, without mcans and cnd rcvcaling themselves

in it as distinct aspects . For instance , the purpose of

the limbs of an organism is the vitality which cxists

as actual in thc limbs themsclvcs ; separatcly they

ccasc to be limbs. For in the living thing tlic cnd

and the material mcdium of the end arc so directly

united, that the existing being only cxists so long as

its purposc dwells in it . The beautiful , Kant main

tains, when considered from this point of vicw, docs

not wear its telcology as an external form attached to

but the telcological correspondence of the inner

and outer is the immanent nature of the beautiful

object.

( d) Lastly, Kant's trcatment dctermines the bcauti.

ful, in the fourth place, as being recognized, without a

conception, as object of a necessary delight. Ncccssity

mic. in any mcans which we adopt in order to clicct an

end which we have distinctly before us as an idea. A knife

does not include cutting, nor a spade digging, although their

construction is relative to thcsc ends. But a man docs include

living, i.e. he is not a man if he ccascs to live.

+ " für sich , "

I

it ;
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is an abstract category, and indicates an inner essen

tial relation of two aspects ; if the one is, and

because the one is, then (and therefore) the other is.

The one in its nature involves the other as well as

itself, just as cause, c.g., has no mcaning without cffect.

The delight which the beautiful involves is such a

nccessary conscquence, wholly without relation to

conceptions, i.e. to categories of the understanding.

Thus, for instance, wc arc plcascd no doubt by what

is symmetrical , and this is constructed in accordance

with a conception of the understanding. But Kant

requires, to give us pleasure, even more than the unity

and cquality that belong to such a conception of the

understanding

Now , what we find in all these Kantian laws is

a non - severance of that which in all other cases is prc

supposed in our consciousness to be distinct. In the

bcautifulthis scvcrance finds itself cancelled, inasmuch

as universal and particular, cnd and mcans, conception

and object thoroughly intcrpcnctrate one another.

And thus, again, Kant regards the beautiful in art as

an agreement in which the particular itself is in

accordance with the conception. Particulars, as such ,

are primafacie contingent, both as regards one another

and as regards the universal, and this very contingent

element, sense, feeling, temper, inclination , is now in

the beauty of art not merely subsumed under universal

categories of the understanding and controlled by the

}
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conccption of fecling in its abstract universality , but

so united with the universal that it revcals itself as

inwardly and in its nature and rcalization * adequate

thcrcto. By this means the bcauty of art becomes

embodiincnt of a thought, and the material is not

externally determined by this thought, but cxists

itsclf in its freedom . For in this case the natural,

sensuous, the feelings and so forth have in themsilcs

proportion, purposc, and agreement ; while perception

and feeling arc cxalted into spiritual universality , and

thought itself,not content with renouncing its hostility

to nature, finds chccrfulness therein . Thus feeling,

pleasure, and cnjoyment are justificd and sanctified ,

so that nature and freedom , sensuousness and the

idca , find their warrant and thcir satisfaction all in

one. Yet cven this apparently complete reconciliation

is ultimately inferred t to bc, nevertheless, mcrcly

subjective in respect of our appreciation as in respect

of our production , and not to be the naturally and

I completely true and real.

Thcsc wc may take as the main results of the

Kantian Criticism , so far as they have interest for us

in our present inquiry. This criticism forms the

starting -point for the true , conception of artistic

bcauty. : Yct this conception had to overcome thic

Kantian defects before it could assert itself as

the higher grasp of the truc unity of ncccssity and

" An und für sich .” † By Kant.
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freedom , of the particular and the universal, of the

sensuous and the rational .

2. And so it must be admitted that the artistic

sense of a profound, and, at the same time, philosophic

mind was beforehand with philosophy as such, in

demanding and enunciating the principle of totality

and reconciliation as against that abstract endlessness

of reflective thought, that duty for duty's sake, that

intelligence devoid of plastic shape, which apprehend

nature and reality, sensation and feeling as a mere

limit, and as an absolutely hostile clemcnt. For

Soniker . ' Schiller must be credited with the great merit of

having broken through the Kantian subjectivity and

abstractness of thought, and having dared the attempt

to transcend thesc limits by intcllcctually grasping

the principles of unity and reconciliation as the truth ,

and realizing them in art. Schiller, in his æsthetic

discussions, did not simply adhere to art and its

interest without concerning himself about its relation

to philosophy proper, but compared his interest in

artistic beauty with the principles of philosophy ; and

it was only by starting from the latter, and by their

help that he penetrated the profounder nature and

notion of the bcautiful. Thus we feel it to be a

fcature in one period of his works that he has busicd

himself with thought - more perhaps than was con

ducive to their unsophisticated beauty as works of

art. The intentional character of abstract reflection

)
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and cven the interest of the philosophical idca are

noticeable in many of his poems. This has been

made a ground of censure against him , especially by

way of blaming and depreciating him in comparison

with Gocthc's agrecable straightforwardness and

objectivity. But in this respect Schiller, as poct, did

but pay the debt of his time ; and the reason lay in

a perplexity which turned out only to the honour

of that sublime soul and profound character, and to

the profit of science and cognition.

At the same cpoch the same scientific stimulus

withdrew Goethe, too, from poctry, his proper sphere.

Yct just as Schiller immersed himself in the study of

the inner depths of the mind, so Gocthc's idiosyncrasy

led him to the physical side of art, to external nature,

to animal and vegetable organisms, to crystals, to

cloud formation , and to colour. To such scientific

rescarch Goethe brought the power of his great mind,

which in these regions put to rout f the science of

mere understanding with its errors , just as Schiller,

on the other side, succeeded in asserting the idca of

the free totality of beauty against the understanding's

science of volition and thought. A wholc set of

Schiller's productions is devoted to this insight of his

* " Unbefangenheit.”

† On Goethe's discoveries in morphology and crrors in

optics, see Helmholtz's “ Popular Lectures, " series i. , lecture ii . ;

but compare Schopenhauer, “ Werke," vol. i ., “ Veber das Schn

und die Farben .”
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3 .3

(naturel

Soc" (statay

united in

into the nature of art, especially the " Letters upon

Esthetic Education .” In thcsc Ictters the central

point from which Schiller starts is that cvery indi. .

vidual human being has within him the capacity of.

an ideal humanity. This genuine human being, he

says, is represented by the State,* which he takes to

be the objective, universal, or, so to spcak ,normal form .

in which the diversity of particular subjects or persons

aimsat aggrcgating and combining itself into a unity.

There were, then , he considered, two imaginable ways

in which the human being in time (in the actual

course of events) might coincide with the human

being in the Idea : on the one hand, by the State, qua

genus or class -idca of morality, f law , and intelligence,

destroying individuality ; on the other hand, by the

individual rạising himsclf to the level of his genus,

i.e. by the human being that lives in time cnnobling

himself into the human being of the Idea: Now

reason ,he thinks, demands unity as such , the generic

character, but nature demands diversity and indi

viduality ; and both these legislative authorities have

simultancous claims on man. In presence of the

conflict between these antagonistic elements, æsthetic

education simply consists in realizing the requirement

art (seSchila

* Compare Browning's “ Luria :” —

“ A people is but the attenipt of many

To rise to the completer life of one."

† Or “ Ofthe moral, etc.,man."

Unity (organic in process ) of

1. Unir . hartic that i sense

Soch rindum . Rason & dessię

I

ļ is the
&is quanin

SArt .

Reliqua
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ofmediation and reconciliation between them . For the

aim of this cducation is, according to Schiller, to give

such form to inclination , sensuousness, impulse, and

hcart, that they may become rational in themsclvcs,

and by the samc process rcason, freedom , and

spirituality may come forward outof their abstrac

tion , and uniting with the natural clemcnt, now

rationalized throughout, may in it be invested with

ficsh and blood . Bcauty is thus pronounced to be

the unification of the rational and the sensuous, and

this unification to be the genuincly rcal .

This notion of Schiller's may bc rcadily recognized

in the general vicws of " Anmuth und Würde," * and in

his poemsmore particularly from the fact that he makes

the praise of women his subjectmatter ;because it was

in their character that he recognized and held up to

notice the spontancously present combination of the

spiritual and natural,

Now this Yrity of the universal and particular,of friam

fr&cdom and necessity, of the spiritual and the natural, mulier

which Schiller grasped from a scientific point of view ß. Sono

as the principle and essence of art, and laboured

indefatigably to evoke into actual cxistence by help

of art and asthetic culture, was considcrcd, by a further

advance, as the Idea itsclf, and was thus constituted

the principle of knowledge and of cxistcncc,while the

* “ Ueber Anmuth und Würde," " Of Grace and Dignity," a

work of Schiller that appeared in 1793.
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Idca in this sense was recognized as the sole truth

and reality .) By means of this recognition, science , in
Schelling's philosophy, attained its absolute standpoint,

and although art had previously begun to assert its

peculiar nature and dignity in relation to the highest

interests of humanity, yet it was now that the actual

notion of art and its place in scicntiſic theory were

discovered. Art was now acccptcd, cven if crroncously

in one respect, which this is not the place to discuss,

yet in its higher and genuine vocation. No doubt

bcforc this time so carly a writer as Winckelmann

had been inspired by his observation of the ideals

of the ancients in a way that led him to develop

a new scnse for the contemplation of art, to rescue

it from the notions of commonplace aims and of

mere mimicry of nature, and to exert an immense

influence in favour of searching out the idea of art in

the works of art and in its history. For Winckelmann

should be regarded as one of the men who have suc

ceeded in furnishing the mind with a new organ and

new methods of study in the field of art. On the

theory, however, and the scientific knowledge of art

his view has had less influence.

3. To touch bricfly on the further course of the

subject, A. W. and Friedrich von Schlegel, in

proximity to the renaissance of philosophy, being

covetous of novelty and with a thirst for what was

striking and extraordinary, appropriated as much
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of the philosophical idea as their naturcs, which were

anything but philosophical, and cssentially of the

critical stamp, were capable of absorbing. Neither

of them can claim the reputation of a speculative

thinker. But it was thcy who, armed with their

critical understanding, sct themselves somewhere

near the standpoint of thc Idca , and with great

plainncss of speech and audacity of innovation ,

though with but a poor admixture of philosophy,

directed a clever polemic against the traditional views.

And thus they undoubtedly introduced in several

branches of art a new standard of judyment in con

formity with notions which were higher than those

that they attacked. As, however, their criticism was

not accompanied by the thorough philosophical com .

prchension of their standard , this standard retained

a character of indefiniteness and vacillation , with the

result that they sometimes did too much and some

times too little. No doubt thcy are to bc crcditcd

with the merit of bringing afresh to light and cxtolling

in a loving spirit much that was held obsolete and

was inadequately estcemcd by their age, c.g . the

work of the older painters of Italy and the Nether

lands, the “ Nibelungen Lied,” etc. ; and, again , they

endeavoured with zeal to Icarn and to tcach subjects

thatwere little known, such as the Indian poctry and

mythology. Nevertheless, they attributed too high

a value to the productions of such epochs, and somc

was
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times themselves fell into the blunder of admiring

what was but mediocre, e.g. Holberg's comedies, and

attaching a universal importance to what had only

relative valuc, or cven boldly showing themselves

enthusiasts for a perverse tendency and subordinate

standpoint as if it were something supreme.

Out of this tendency, and especially out of the

sentiments * and doctrines of Fried. von Schlegel, there

further grow in all its manifold shapes the so-called

Irony. This idca had its dccper root, if we take it

in one of its aspects, in Fichte's philosophy, in so

far as the principles of his philosophy were applicd

to art. Fricd. von Schlegel, as also Schelling, started

from Fichte's point of view ; Schelling, to pass wholly

beyond it, Fried. von Schlegel to develop it in a

peculiar fashion , and to tcar himself loosc from it.

As regards the intimate connection of Fichte's prin

MERE PARTIC ciples with one tendency (among others) of the irony,

1 :422-131. we need only lay stress on the following point , that

IRON Y :- Fichte establishes the I as the absolute principle of

vse . I canensate all knowledge, of all rcason and cognition ; and that

or not at will in the sense of the I which is, and is no morc than ,

uttcrly abstract and formal. For this rcason, in the

second place , this Iis in itself absolutely simple, and,

on the one hand, every characteristic, cvcry attribute,

every content is negated therein - for every positive

matter is annihilated by absorption into this abstract

. " Gesinnungen ."
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Sra .

freedom and unity ; on the other side, every content

which is to be of valuc for the I, is given position and

rccognition only by favour of the I. Whatever is,

is only by favour of the I,* and what is bymy favour

I am in turn able to annihilate.

Now , if we abide by thcsc utterly cmpty forms

which have their origin in the absoluteness of the

abstract I, then nothing has value in its rcal and

actual nature, and regarded f in itself, but only as

produced by the subjectivity of the I. But if so, it

follows that the I is able to remain lord and master erkun

of cverything, and in no sphere of morality or legality ,

of things human or divinc, profanc or sacred, is there
poruke o

anything that would not havc to begin by being given

position by the I, and that might not, therefore , just

as well be in turn annihilated thereby. This amounts

to making all that is actual in its own right $ a mere

scmblance, not true and rcal for its own sakc and by

its own means, but a more appearance due to the

I, within whose power and caprice _ it _ remains, and

at its free disposal. To admit it or to annihilato it

stands purely in the plcasure of the I which has

attained absoluteness in itself and simply as I.

* The Baccalaureus' speech in Faust (Part 2 ) “ Dic Welt,

sie war nicht, eh ' ich sie erschuf," etc., appears to be a parody

of Fichte's ideas in this aspect.

f I think the order of the German must be a misprint. “ So

ist nichts an und für sich und in sich selbst worthvoll betrachtet."

“ An und für sich seyonde."
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In the third place, * then, thc I is a living, active

individual , and its life consists in bringing its indi

viduality to its own consciousness as to that of others,

in uttering itself and taking shape in phenomena.

For every human being while he lives, sccks to realize

himself, and docs rcalize himself. With respect to

bcauty and art this rcccives the meaning of living as

artist and forming one's life artistically. But, accord

ing to the principle before us, I live as artist when all

my action and utterance in general , whenever it has

to do with any content, is for me on the level of merc

semblance, and assumes a shape which is wholly in rny

Carmestuess power. So I am not really in earnest, cither about

is trivial this content, or generally, about its utterance and

rcalization. For genuinc carncst comes into being

only by means of a substantial interest, a matter that

has something in it, truth ,morality, andsoforth ; by

mcans of a content which , as such (without my hclp)

is enough to have value for me as something csscntial ,

so that I myself only become essential in my own

cyes inas far as I have immersed myself in such a

matter and have come to be in conformity with it in

my whole knowlcdge and action. At the standpoint

according to which the artist is the I that binds and

loosest of its own power, for whom no content of

* The three points are, (i. ) The I is abstract. ( ii .) Every

thing is a semblance for it. (iii.) Its own acts, eyen , are a

semblance.Such is the Snowy sufferedtobe at basti
† Not literal. “Das alles an sich setsende undauflösende Ich."

of tófe .
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consciousness counts as absolute and as cssentially

rcal, but only as itself an artificial and dissoluble

semblance, such carncst can never come into being,

as nothing has validity ascribed to it but the formalism i

of thc I. By others, indccd,my self-display in which

' I presentmyself to thcm may be taken seriously , in .

asmuch as thcy intcrprct me as though I were really

concerncd about the matter in hand ; but thercin thcy

are simply deceived , poor borni crcatures, without

talent and capacity to apprchcnd and to attain my

standpoint. And this showsme that not every one is

so free ( formally * frce, that is) as to scc in all that

usually has value, dignity , and sanctity for mankind,

simply a product of his own power of caprice, wherc

by he is able to sct his scal on the valuc of such

matters, and to dctcrminc himsclf and obtain a con

tent by thcir mcans, or not. And then this skill in

living an ironical artist liſc apprehends itsclf as a

God -like geniality,t for which cvcry possiblc thing is a

mere dcad crcature, to which the frcc crcator,knowing

himself to bc wholly unattached, fccls in no way

bound, seeing thathe can annihilato as well as create

it. He who has attained such a standpoint of God

* Formal freedom is detachment from everything, or the UK .

(apparent) capacity of alternatives; it is opposed to real freedom ,

which is identification of one's-selfwith somcthing that is capable

of satisfying one.

- † " Genialität:" the character or state ofmind in which genius .

is dominant - here, themere self-enjoyment of genius.
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like geniality looks down in superiority on allmankind

besides, for they are pronounced borné and dull in

as far as law , morality, and so forth retain for them

their fixed , obligatory, and cssential validity . And

the individual who thus lives his artist life assigns

himself indced relation to others, lives with friends,

mistresses, etc., but as genius he sets no value on

this relation to his dctcrininate rcality and par

ticular actions, or to what is universal in its

own right ; that is, he assumes an ironical attitude

towards it.

- This is the univcrsal import of the genial God -like

irony, as that concentration of the I into itself for

which all bonds are broken , and which will only

endure to live in the bliss of self-enjoyment.* This

irony was the invention of Herr Fricd . von Schlegel,

and many followed him in prating about it then , or

arc prating of it afresh just now .

The proximate form of this niciuntivity which dise

plays itself as irony is, then , on the one hand the

futility † of all that is matter of fact, or moral and of

substantive import in itself ; thc nothingness of all

that is objcctive , and that has essential and actual

value. If the I remains at this point of view , all

* “ Selbstgenuss.” I do not think itmeans self-indulgence,

but the above-described enjoyment of reposing in the superiority

of the ego .

+ “ Eitelkeit,” also = “ conceit ; ” which is the other side of

this attitude. Hegel uses it on purpose.
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appears to it as nothing worth and as futilc, excepting

its own subjectivity, which thereby becomes hollow

and empty, and itself mcrc conceit. * But on the

other hand, the reverse may happen, and the I may

also find itself unsatisfied in its enjoyment of itself,

and may prove insufficient to itself, so as in conse

quence to feel a craving for the solid and substantial, for

determinate and csscntial interests. Outof this there

ariscs misfortune and antinomy, in that the subject

desires to penctrate into truth and hasa craving for

objectivity, but yet is unable to abandon its isolation

and retirement into itself, and to strip itself free of
exiifeute..

this unsatisficd abstract inwardness (of mind), and so

has a scizurc of sickly yearning† which we have also
Falss saint

scen cmanate from Fichte's school. The discon- / -avis al

tent of this quicscence and fccbleness;--which does puns umi .
not like to act or to touch anything for fear of

surrendering its inward harmony, and, for all its

craving after the absolute, remains on the len

unreal and empty, even though pure in itsell, - is the

source of morbid saintliness † and ycarning. For a

true saintly soul acts and is a reality. But all that

craving is the feeling of the nullity of thc cmpty

* " Eitle.”

+ “ Sehnsuchtigkeit."

“ Krankhafte Schönscligkeit.” Schönscligkeit seems to

be really a word formed like Redselig, etc. , but to be given an

equivocating reference to " Schöne Seele," which I have rendered

in the next sentence by " saintly soul.”
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futilc * subjcctor person, which lacks the strength to

escape this its futility ," and to fill f itself with some

thing of substantial value.

In so far, however, as the Irony was treated as a

form of art, it did not content itself with conferring

artistic shape upon the life and particular individuality

of the artist. In addition to the works of art pre

sented by his own actions, ctc. , the artist was bound

to produce external works of art as crcations of his

fancy. The principle of these productions, which for

the most part can only come to the birth in poetical

form , is, in duc course, the representation of the

Divinc as thc Ironical. The ironical, as " genial"

individuality, consists in the self-annihilation of what

is noble, grcat, and excellent ; and thus even the

objective shapes of art will have to represent the mere

principle of absolute subjectivity, by displaying what

1. true
has valuc and noblcncss for man as null in its self

annihilation . This implies, not merely that we are

er ,

true, but that the highest and best of all has nothing

In sich in it,inasmuchas in its exhibition through individuals,
characters, and actions, it refutes and annihilates

feany itself, and so is irony at its own expense. This mode,

Utaken in the abstract, borders closely on the principle

ragedy

peable

fui
y

yit

li
a asif

• " Eillen , " " Eitelkeit."

+ This recurring phrase may be used etyinologically, as a

reminiscence of the Platonic rainpovolai,

La aces
t
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ount

erpa
unt
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.o
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Crisa

of coincdy ; but yet within this allinity thc comic

must be essentially distinguished from the ironical.

For the comic must be limited to bringing to nothing

what is in itself null, a false and self-contradictory

phenomenon ; for instance, a whim , a perversity, oro

particular caprice, set over against a mighty passion ;

or even a supposed reliable principle or rigid maxim

may be shown to be null. But it is quite another

thing when what is in reality moral and truc, any

substantial content as such , exhibits itself as null in

an individual and by his means. Such an individual

is then null and despicablc in character, and weakness

and want of character arc thus introduced into the

representation . In this distinction bctween the ironi.

cal and the comic it is thereforc an csscntial question

what import that has which is brought to nothing.

In the casc supposed they are wretched worthless

subjccts, persons destitute of the power to abide by

their fixed and essential purpose, but rcady to

surrender it and let it be destroyed in them . The

“ Irony ” loves this irony of the characterless. For truc

character involves on the one hand an essential import

in its purpose ; on the other hand, adherence to that

purpose, such that the individuality would bc robbed

of its whole existence if forced to desist from and to

abandon it. This stability and substance constitute

the keynote of character. Cato can live only as

Roman and as republican . Now , if Irony is taken

K - -
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*

as the keynote of the representation , this mcans that

the supremely inartistic is taken as the true principle

of the work of art. For the result is in part insipid

figures ; in part shapes void of import and of conduct,

seeing that their substantive nature turns out to be

a nullity ; and in part, finally, those yearning moods

and unresolved contradictions of the heart that attach

themselves to such conceptions. Representations of

this kind can awake no gcnuinc intcrcst. And for

this rcason it is from the Irony that we have cternal

lamentations over the lack of profound feeling, artistic

insight, and genius in the public, inasmuch as it does

not understand these heights of Irony. That is to

say, the public does not like all this mediocrity, half

grotesque and half characterless. And it is well that

these unsubstantial languishing natures afford no

pleasure ; it is a comfort that such insincerity and

hypocrisy are not approved, and that, on the contrary,

man has a desire no less for full and genuine interests

than for characters which remain true to the weighty

purposes of their lives.

It may be added as an historical remark that thosc

who more particularly adopted irony as the supreme

principle of art were Solger and Ludwig Tieck.

This is not the place to speak of Solger at the

length which is due to him, and I must content myself

• Haltung : " bearing " in general, and more especially the

bearing of one who bears himself nobly by reason of a principle.
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no mucro .

with a few obscrvations. Solger was not like the

others, satisfied with superficial philosophical culture,

but the genuine speculative need of his innermost

nature impelled him to descend into the depths of the

philosophic idea. And thercin hc hit upon the dialec

tical element of the Idca, the point to which I give Idsa .

the name of “ infinite absolute negativity,” the activity ng

of the idea in that it ncgates itself as the infinite and

universal, so as to becomc finiteness and particularity,

and just as really cancels this ncgation in turn,

establishing thereby the universal and infinite in the

finite and particular. Solger got no further than this

negativity, and it is no doubt an clement in the

speculative idea,but yet when conceived as this mere ao

dialectic unrest and dissolution both of infinite and of

finite no more than an clcmcnt; not, as Solger main

tains, the entire Idea . Unhappily Solgcr's life was too

soon interrupted for him to have achicved the concrete

development of the philosophical Idca. And so he

never got beyond this aspect of negativity, which has

affinity with the dissolution that Irony cffccts of what

is determinate and of what has substantive value in

itself, a negativity in which he saw thic principle of

artistic activity. Yet in his actual liſc , considering

the solidity, scriousness, and strength of his character,

he neither was himself, in the sense abovc depicted,

an ironical artist, nor was his profound recling for

genuine works of art, developed in protracted art
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studies, in this respect of an ironical nature. So much

in vindication of Solger,whose life, philosophy, and

art merit to be distinguished from the previously

mentioned apostles of irony.

· As regards Ludwig Tieck, his culture, too, dates

from that period in which for some time Jena was the

literary centre.* Tieck and others of these dis

tinguished people display great familiarity with the

phrases in question, but without telling us what they

mean by them . Thus, Tieck no doubt always says

there ought to be Irony ; but when he himself ap

proaches the criticism of great works of art, though

his recognition and portrayal of their greatness is

excellent, yet, if we fancy that now is the best oppor

tunity to explain where the Irony is, e.g . in such a

work as “ Romeo and Juliet,” we are taken in - for

wehear no more about the Irony.

* See Scherer, Eng. Transl., ii. 248.



CHAPTER V

DIVISION OF THE SUBJECT.

1. AFTER the above introductory remarks, it is now

time to pass to the study of our object-matter. But ,

we are still in the introduction , and an introduction

cannot do more than lay down, for the sake of ex

planation , the general skctch of the entire course

which will be followed by our subscquent scientific

considerations. As, however,we have spoken of art

as proceeding from the absolute Idca, and have

even assigned as its end the sensuous representation

of the absolute itself, we shall have to conduct this

review in a way to show , at least in general, how the

particular divisions of the subject spring from the

conception of artistic beauty as the representation of

the absolute. Therefore we must attempt to awaken

a very general idea of this conception itsclf.

It has already been said that the content of art

is the Idea, and that its form lics in the plastic use of
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images accessiblc to scnsc. These two sides art has

to reconcilc into a full and unitedtotality. The first

attribution which this involves is the requirement

that the content, which is to be offered to artistic

representation , shall show itself to be in its nature

worthy of such representation . Otherwise we only

obtain a bad combination, whereby a content that

will not submit to plasticity and to external presenta

tion, is forced into that form, and a matter which is

in its nature prosaic is expected to find an appropriate

mode of manifestation in the form antagonistic to its

nature.

The second requirement, which is derivablc from

this first, demands of the content of art that it should

not be anything abstract in itself. This docs not

mcan that it must bc concrctc as thc sensuous is

concrctc in contrast to cverything spiritual and in

tellectual , these being taken as in themselves simple

and abstract. For everything that has genuine truth

in the mind as well as in nature is concrcte in itsclf,

and has, in spite of its universality, nevertheless, both

subjectivity and particularity within it. If we say,

Salyc ., of God that he is simply One, the supreme Being
le tehissantesas such,we have only enunciated a lifeless abstraction

a

himself is not apprchended in his concrete truth, can

afford no material for art, lcast of all for plasticart.

Hence the Jews and the Turks have not been able to

God can»
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represent their God, who does not cvcn amount to

such an abstraction of the understanding, in the

positive way in which Christians have donc so. For

God in Christianity is conceived in Ilis truth , and

therefore, as in Himself thoroughly concrctc,,as a

person ,as a subjcct,* and more closcly dctcrmincd , as

mind or spirit. What He is as spirit unfolds itself to

the religious apprehension as the Trinity of Persony,

which at the same time in relation with itself is One.

Here is essentiality, universality, and particularity,

together with their reconciled unity ; and it is only

such unity that constitutes the concrctc. Now, as

a content in order to possess truth at all must be of

this concrete nature, art demands the samc concrctc

ness , bccausc a more abstract universal has not in

itsclf thc vocation to advance to particularity and

phenomenal manifestation and to unity with itself

therein.

* It is natural for a rcader to ask in what person or subject

God is conceived to have reality. On this scc below , p. 165. It

appcars certain to me that Hegel, when lic write's thus, is

referring to the self-consciousness of individual human beings

as constituting, and reflecting on, an ideal unity bc:ween them .

This may seem to put a non-natural meaning on the term

“ person ” or “ subject," as if the common clement of a number

of intelligences could be a single person . It is obvious that

the question hinges on the degree in which a unity that is

not sensuous but ideal can be effective and actual. I can

only say here, that the more we consider the nature of idcal

unity the higher we shall rate its capabilities. See Prefatory

Essay, p . xiv.
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If a truc and therefore concrete content is to have

corresponding to it a sensuous form and modelling,

this sensuous form must, in the third place, be no less

emphatically something individual, wholly concrete in

itself, and one. The character of concretencss as

belonging to both clcmcnts of art, to thc content as

to the representation, is preciscly the point in which

both may coincide and correspond to one another ;

as, for instance, the natural shape of the human body

is such a sensuous concrete as is capable of represent

ing spirit, which is concrete in itself, and of displaying

itself in conformity therewith. Therefore we ought

to abandon the idea that it is a mere matter of

accident that an actual phenomenon of the external

world is chosen to furnish a shape thus conformable

to truth. Art does not appropriate this form either

because it simply finds it existing or because there is

no other. The concrete content itself involves the

element of external and actual, we may say indeed of

sensible manifestation . But in compensation this

sensuous concrete, in which a content essentially

belonging to mind expresses itself, is in its own

nature addressed to the inward being ; its external

element of shape, whereby the content is made

perceptible and imaginable, has the aim of existing

purely for the heart and mind. This is the only

reason for which content and artistic shape are

fashioned in conformity with each other. The mere
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sensuous concrctc, cxtcrnal nature as such , has not

this purpose for its exclusive ground of origin. The

birds' variegated plumage shines unseen, and their

song dics away unhcard, the Cercus * which blossoms

only for a night withers without having been admired

in the wilds of southern forests, and thcsc forests,

jungles of the most beautiful and luxuriant vegeta

tion , with the most odorous and aromatic perfuines,

perish and decay no less uncnjoyed. The work of

art has not such a naïve self -centred being, but is

essentially a question, an address to the responsive

heart, an appeal to affections and to minds.

Although the artistic bestowal of sensuous form

is in this respect not accidental, yet on the other

hand it is not the highest mode of apprchcnding the

spiritually concrete. Thought is a higher mode than

representation by means of the sensuous concrete.

Although in a relative sense abstract, yet it must not

be one-sided but concrete thinking, in order to be true

and rational . Whether a given content has sensuous

artistic representation for its adequate form , or in

virtue of its nature essentially demands a higher and

more spiritual embodiment, is a distinction that dis

plays itself at once, if, for instance, we compare the

Greck gods with God as conceived according to

Christian ideas. The Greek god is not abstract but

* Fackeldistel = " Torch thistle, " a plant of the genus Cereus,

Nat. Order Cactacea .
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individual, and is closcly akin to the natural human

shape ; the Christian God is equally a concrctc pcr

sonality,but in themode of purc spiritual cxistence,

and is to be known as mind and in mind. Ilis

medium of existence is therefore cssentially inward

knowledge and not external natural form , by mcans

ofwhich He can only be rcprcscntcd impcrfcctly, and

not in the whole depth of His idca.

But inasmuch as the task of art is to represent the

idea to direct perception in sensuous shape, and not

in thc form of thought or of pure spirituality as such ,

and seeing that this work of representation has its

value and dignity in the correspondence and the unity

of the two sides, i.e. of thc Idca and its plastic cm

bodiment, it follows that the level and excellency of

art in attaining a realization adequate to its ideat

must depend upon the grade of inwardness and unity

with which Idca and Shape display thcmsclvcs as.

fuscd into onc.

Thus the higher truth is spiritual being that has

attained a shape adequate to the conception of spirit.

This is what furnishes the principle of division for the

science of art. For before the mind can attain the

true notion of its absolute essence, it has to traverse

a course of stages whose ground is in this idea itself ;

and to this evolution of the content with which it

supplies itself, there corresponds an evolution , imme

* Or" as spirit and in spirit.” † The idea of art.

DE
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diately connected thcrcwith , of the plastic forms of

art, under the shape of which the mind as artist

prcscnts to itself thc consciousness of itself. .
ISICSS 01 itself,

This evolution within the all-spirit has again in

its own nature two sides. In the first place the dc

vclopment itself is a spiritual * and universal onc, in

so far as the graduated scrics of dcfinite conceptions of

the world as the definite but comprchensivc conscious- .

ness of nature, man and God , gives itself artistic

shapc ; and, in the sccond place, this universal dlc

velopment of art is obliged to provide itself with

external existence and sensuous form , and the dcfinite

modes of the scnsuous art-cxistence arc thcmsclvcs a

totality of ncccssary distinctions in thc rcalm of art

which are the several arts. It is truc, indeed , that the

necessary kinds of artistic representation arc on the

one hand qua spiritual of a very gencral nature, and

not restricted to any onc matcrial ; t whilc scnsuous

* The two evolutions are, speaking roughly, (i.) that of the

subject-matter ; (ii.) that of the particularmode of art : (i.) 6. 8 .

you have Egyptian, Greck, Christian religion, etc., with the cor

responding views and sentiments, each in its own relation to

art; (ii.) you have, as a cross division to the former, the several

arts - sculpture,music, poetry, etc., each having its specialground

and warrant.

+ He is asking himself why sound or paint, etc ., should

correspond to one type of art as theoretically defined -- this

being intellectual, not sensuous, at root - and answers that these

media qua natural objects have, though more latent than in

works of art, an import and purpose of their own, which reveals

itself in their suitability to particular forms of art.
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individual, and is closely akin to the natural human

shape ; the Christian God is cqually a concrctc per

sonality, but in the mode of pure spiritual cxistcncc,

and is to be known as mind * and in mind. His

medium of existence is therefore essentially inward

knowledge and not external natural form , by means

of which He can only be represented imperfcctly, and

not in thc wholc dcpth of His idca.

But inasmuch as the task of art is to represent the

idea to direct perception in sensuous shape, and not

in the form of thought or of pure spirituality as such,

and secing that this work of representation has its

value and dignity in the correspondence and the unity

of the two sides, i.e. of the Idca and its plastic em

bodiment, it follows that the level and excellency of

art in attaining a rcalization adequate to its idcat.

must dcpend upon the grade of inwardness and unity

with which Idca and Shape display themselves as

fused into one.

Thus the higher truth is spiritual being that has

attained a shape adequate to the conception of spirit.

This is what furnishes thc principle of division for the

science of art. For before the mind can attain the

true notion of its absolute essence, it has to traverse

a course of stages whose ground is in this idea itself ;

and to this cvolution of the content with which it

supplies itself, there corresponds an evolution, imme

* Or" as spirit and in spirit.” † The idea of art.

_
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diately connected therewith , of the plastic forms of

art, under the shape of which the mind as artist

presents to itself the consciousness of itself.

This evolution within the art- spirit has again in

its own nature two sides. In the first place the dc

velopment itself is a spiritual * and universal onc, in

so far as the graduated scrics of dcfinite conceptions of

theworld as the definitc but comprehensive conscious

ness of naturc, man and God , gives itself artistic

shape ; and , in the second place , this unicrsal le

velopment of art is obliged to provide itself with

external existence and sensuous form , and the definite

modes of the sensuous art-existence are themsclvcs a

totality of necessary distinctions in the realm ofart

which are the several arts. It is truc, indccd, that the

necessary kinds of artistic representation arc on the

one hand qua spiritual of a very general nature,and

not restricted to any one matcrial ; † while sensuous

* The two evolutions are , speaking roughly, (i.) that of the

subject-matter ; (ii.) that of the particular mode of art : (i.) e. .

you have Egyptian , Grock, Christian religion, etc .,with the cor

responding vicws and sentiments, each in its own relation to

art ; (ii .) you have, as a cross division to the former, thç several

arts - sculpture,music , poetry, etc., each having its special ground

and warrant.

+ He is asking himself why sound or paint, ctc., should

correspond to one type of art as thcorctically defined — this

being intellectual, not sensuous, at root- and answers that these

media qua natural objects have, though more latent than in

works ofart, an import and purposc of their own, which reveals

itself in their suitability to particular forms of art.

:
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existence contains manifold varieties of matter. But

as this latter, like the mind, has the Idca potentially

for its inner soul, it follows from this that particular

sensuous materials have a close affinity and secret

accord with the spiritual distinctions and types of art

presentation .

In its completeness, however, our science divides

itself into three principal portions.

First, we obtain a general part. It has for its con

tent and object the universal Idea of artistic beauty

—this beauty being conceived as the Ideal-together

with the ncarer relation of the latter both to nature

and to subjective artistic production.

Secondly, there develops itself out of the idea of

artistic beauty a particular part, in as far as the essen

tial differences which this idea contains in itself evolve

themselves into a scale ofparticular plastic * forms.

In the third place there results afinalpart, which

has for its subjcct the individualization of artistic

beauty; that consists in the advance of art to the

sensuous realization of its shapes and its self-comple

tion as a system of the several arts † and their genera

and spccics.

• " Gestaltungsformen ." I use " plastic " all through in a preg

nant sense, as one speaks of plastic fancy, etc.; meaning ideally

determinate, and fit for translating into pictures, poetry, etc.

These " plastic forms" are the various modifications of the

subject-matter of art. See note, p. 139, above.

† See note, p . 139, above.
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beautiful in art is , I sea in An

2. With respect to the first part, we must begin

by recalling to mind, in order to make the scqucl

intelligible, that the Idea qua the beautiful in art is

not the Idea as such , in the mode in which a meta

physical logic apprehends it as the absolute, but the

Idea as developed into concrete form fit for rcality ,

and as having entered into immcdiate and adequate

unity with this reality . For the Idca as such, although

it is the essentially and actually truc, is yet the truth

only in its gencrality which has not yet taken objcc

tive shape ; but the Idea as the beautiful in art isi boca

at once the Idea when specially determined as in its

essence individual reality, and also an individual.

shape of reality essentially destined to cmbody and

rcvcal thc Idca . This amounts to cnunciating the

requirement that the Idca, and its plastic mould as

concrete reality , are to be made completely adequate

to one another. When reduced to such form thel

Idca, as a reality moulded in conformity with the

conccption of the Idea, is thc Ideal. The problem

of this conformity might, to begin with, be under

stood in the sense that any Idca would scrve , so

long as the actual shape, it did not matter what

shape, represented this particular Idca and no other:

But if so, the required truth of the Ideal is confounded

with more correctness,which consists in the expression

of any meaning whatever in appropriate fashion so

that its importmay be readily recognized in the shape
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to poor

created . The Idcal is not to be thus understood .

Any content whatever may attain to being repre

sented quite adequately, judged by the standard of

its own nature, but it docs not therefore gain the right

to claim the artistic beauty of the Ideal . Compared

indeed with idcal beauty, cven the presentation will

in such a casc appcar defective. From this point of

vicw we must remark to begin with, what cannot be

proved till later, that the defects of a work of art are

not to be regarded simply as always duc, for instance,

to individual unskilfulness. Defectiveness of forin

Poovitias liad arises from defectiveness of content. So, for example,

art. the Chinese, Indians, and Egyptians in their artistic

shapes, their forms of dcitics, and their idols, never

got beyond a formless phasc, or one of a vicious and

false definiteness of form , and were unable to attain

genuine beauty ; bccausc thcir mythological idcas, the

content and thought of their works of art, wcrc as

yet indeterminate in themselves, or of a vicious deter

minateness, and did not consist in the content that is

absolute in itself. The more that works of art excel

in truc bcauty of presentation, thc inorc profound is

the inner truth of their content and thought... And in

dealing with this point, we have not to think merely

perhaps of the greater or lesser skill with which the

natural forms as given in cxternal reality arc apprc

hended and imitated. For in certain stages of art

consciousness and of representation, the distortion
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and disfigurcincnt of natural structures is not unin

tentional technical inexpertness and want of skill, but

intentional alteration ,which emanates from thecontent

that is in consciousness, and is required thereby .

Thus, from this point of vicw , there is such a thing as

imperfect art,which may be quite perfect,both techni

cally and in other respects, in its detcriitinate sphere ,

yet rcvcals itself to be defective when compared with

the conception of art as such , and with the Ideal.

Only in the highest art are the Idca and the repre

sentation genuinely adequate to one another, in the

sense that the outward shape given to the Idca is in

itself essentially and actually the true shape, because

the content of the Idca, which that shape expresses,

is itself the true and real content. It is a corollary.

from this, as we indicated abovc,* that the Idca must

be defined in and through itself as concrete totality,

and thereby possess in itself the principle and standard .

of its particularization and determination in external.

appearance. For example, the Christian imagination

will be able to represent God only in luman form

and with man 's intellectual espression , because it .

is herein that God Himself is completely known in

Himself as mind . Determinatcncss is, as it werc, thic

bridge to phenomenal existence. Where this dctcrmi

nateness is not totality derived from the Idea itself,

where the Idea is not conccived as self-determining

* See p..134, above.
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and self-particularizing, the Idea remains abstract and

has its determinateness, and therefore the principle

that dictates its particular and exclusively appropriate

mode of presentation, not in itself but external to it.

Therefore, the Idea when still abstract has even its

shape external , and not dictated by itself. The Idea,

however, which is concrete in itself bears the principle

of its mode of manifestation within itself, and is by

that means the free process of giving shape to itself.

Thus it is only the truly concrete Idea that can

generate the true shape, and this correspondence of

the two is the Idcal .

3. Now bccausc thc Idca is in this fashion concrete

unity, it follows that this unity can enter into the art

consciousness only by the expansion and re-concilia

tion of the particularities of the Idea, and it is through

this evolution that artistic bcauty comes to possess

a totality of particular stages and forins. Therefore,

after we have studied the beauty of art in itself and

on its own merits, we must see how bcauty as a whole

breaks up into its particular determinations. This

gives, as our secondpart, the doctrine of the types of art.

These forms find their genesis in the different modes

of grasping the Idca as artistic content, whereby is

conditioned a difference of the form in which it mani

fests itself. Hence the types of art are nothing but

the different relations of content and shape, relations

which emanate from the Idea itself, and furnish thereby
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the true basis of division for this spherc. For the prin

ciple of division must always becontained in tilatconcep

tion whose particularization and division is in question .

We have here to consider thrce relations of the

Idea to its outward shaping.

SYMBOLI
a. First, the Idca gives rise to the beginning of

CAorkin.ri ?

Art when, being itself still in its indistinctness and

obscurity, or in vicious untruc determinateness, it is

made the import of artistic crcations. As indeter

minate it docs not yet possess in itself that individu

ality which the Idcal demands; its abstractness and

onc-sidedness Icave its shape to be outwardly bizarre

and defective. The first form of art is therefore

rather a mere scarch after plastic portrayal than a

capacity of genuine representation. The Idca has not

yet found the true form even within itself, and there

fore continues to be mcrcly the struggle and aspiration

thereafter. In general terms we may call this form

the Symbolic form of art. In it the abstract Idca

has its outward shape cxternal to itselfLin natural

sensuous matter, with which the process of shaping

Symbolism .

* " Gestaltung ." I do not think this means the process of

shaping, but the shapes taken collectively.

| i.e. not in a separate ideal shape devoted to it . He means

that man takes a stock or stone as representation or symbol of

the divine, and as there is no real connection between divinity

and the stone, it may eitherbe left untouched and unshaped,

or be hewn into any bizarreorarbitrary shape that comes to

hand : see next paragraph.

L
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begins, and from which , qua outward expression , it is

inseparable.

- Natural objects are thus primarily left unaltered,

and yet at the same time invested with the substantial

Idea as their significance, so that they receive the

vocation of expressing it, and claim to be interpreted

as though the Idea itself were present in them . At

the root of this is the fact that natural objects have in

them an aspect in which they are capable of repre

senting a universal meaning. But as an adequate

Tais bing. So correspondence is not yet possible, this reference can

inf. the Idea only concern an abstract attribute, as when a lion is

Il wiries dins used to mean strength .

Ese On the other hand, this abstractness of the relation

brings to consciousness no less strongly the foreign

Hatuid ness of the Idea to natural phenomena ; and thc Idca ,

1 : ? ifudin having no other rcality to express it, cxpatiates in all

art ) .
these shapes, sceks itself in them in all their unrest

and disproportion ,but nevertheless does not find them

adequate to itself. Then it procecds to cxaggerate

the natural shapes and the phenomena of rcality into

indefiniteness and disproportion , to intoxicate itself in

them , to seethe and ferment in them , to do violence to

them , to distort and explode them into unnatural

shapes,and strives by the varicty,hugeness,and splen

dour of the forms employed * to exalt the phenomenon

* This description is probably directed, in the first place, to

the Indian representation of deities,and would apply to those of

Wow
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to the level of the Idca. For the Idca is hcrc still more

or less indeterminate and non -plastic, but the natural

objects are in their shape thoroughly determinate.

Hence, in view of the unsuitability of the two

elements to each other , thợ rclation of the Idca

to objective reality becomes a negative one, for the

Tormer, as in its naturc inward,* is unsatisfied with

such an externality ,and as being its inner universal

substance † persists in exaltation or Sublimity beyond

and above all this inadequate abundancc of shapes.

In virtue of this sublimity thc natural phenomena and

the human shapes and incidents are accepted, and left

as they were, though at the same time understood to

be inadequate to their significance, which is exalted

far above every earthly content.

These aspects may be pronounced in general terms

to constitute the character of the primitive artistic

pantheism of the East, which either charges even the

mcanest objects with the absolute import, or again

cocrces nature with violence into the expression of its

view. By this means it becomes bizarre , grotesque,

:

many barbaric religions. But its truth may be very simply

verificd in daily observation of the first attempts of the unedu

cated at plastic presentation of their ideas, where costliness,

ingenuity, labour,or size take the place of beauty. C.G.07ess house
* “ Sie als Inneres.” (fashion scat (sias & Show ).
tie. an idea or purpose which gives these partial and mountains

defective representations all the meaning they have, although ( nol -rechy blou
they are incapable of really expressing it.
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and tasteless , or turns the infinite but abstract freedom

fisssimism
of the substantive Idea disdainfully against all pheno

risults .

menal being as null and evanescent. By such means

the import cannot be completely embodied in the

expression , and in spite of all aspiration and endeavour

the reciprocal inadequacy of shape and Idea remains

insuperable. This may be taken as the first form of

art-Symbolic art with its aspiration, its disquiet,* its

mystery and its sublimity.

( 3 ) In the second form of art, which we propose

CLASSIC A L'to call « Classical,” the double defect of symbolic art

sculptures ssp.
is cancelled. The plastic shape of symbolic art is

imperfect, because, in the first place, the Idca in it only

enters into consciousness in abstract determinateness

or indeterminateness, and , in the sccond place, this

must always make the conformity of shape to import

defective, and in its turn merely abstract. The classical

form of art is the solution of this double difficulty ; it

is the free and adequate embodiment of theIdea in

the shape that, according to its conception, is pecu

liarly appropriate to the Idea itself. With it, therefore,

the Idea is capable of entering into free and complete

accord . Hence, the classical type of art is the first to

afford the production and intuition of the completed

Ideal, and to establish it as a rcalized fact.

The conformity, however, of notion and rcality in

classical art must not be takon in the purely formal

Gährung ,” lit. " fermentation .”

Ti
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sense of the agreement of a content with the external

shape given to it, any more than this could be the

case with the Ideal itself. Otherwisc evcry copy from .

nature, and every type of countenance, cvery land

scape, flower, or sccnc, etc., which forms the purport

of any representation ,would be at once made classical

by the agreementwhich it displays between forin and

content. On the contrary, in classical art the peculi

arity of the content consists in being itself concreto

idea, and, as such , the concrctc spiritual ; for only the takico stars

spiritual is the truly inner self. To suit such a con - "
I realises

tent, then , wemust scarch out that in Nature which is

on its own mcrits belongs to the essence and actuality may

of the mind .' It must be the absolute * notion that,

invented the shape appropriate to concrctc mind ,

so that the subjective notion — in this case the spirit

of art - has mcrcly found it, and brought it, as an

existence possessing natural shape, into accord

with free individual spirituality.t. This shape, with

which the Idca as spiritual - as individually deter

minate spirituality - invests itself when manifested

as a temporal phenomenon, is the human forin . Per

sonification and anthropomorphism have often bccn

decricd as a degradation of the spiritual; but art, in as

* “ Der ursprüngliche Begrill," lit. " the original notion.”

tie. God or the Universe intienter man to be theexpression

of mind ; art finds him , and adapts his shape to the artistic

embodiment of mind as concentrated in individual instances.
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far as its end is to bring before perception the spiri

tual in sensuous form ,must advance to such anthro

pomorphism , as it is only in its proper body that

mind is adequately revcaled to sense. Themigration

of souls is in this respect a false abstraction , and

physiology ought to have made it one of its axioms

that life had nccessarily in its cvolution to attain to

the human shape, as thc solc scnsuous phenomenon

that is appropriatc to mind. The human form is

employed in the classical type of art not as mere

sensuous existence, but exclusively as the exist

ence and physical form corresponding to mind, and is

therefore exempt from all the deficicncics of what is

merely scnsuous, and from the contingent finitcncss

of phenomenal existence. The outer shape must be

thus purificd in order to express in itself a content

adequate to itself ; and again , if the conformity of

import and content is to be complete, the spiritual

meaning which is the contentmust be of a particular

·kind. Itmust, that is to say, be qualified to express

itself completely in the physical form of man , without

projecting into another world beyond the scope of

such an expression in sensuous and bodily terms.

This condition has the effect that Mind is by it at

once specified as a particular case of mind, as human

me

* Because it represents the soul as independent of an

appropriate body - the human soul as capable of existing in a

beast's body.
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mind , and not as simply absolute and cternal, inas

much as mind in this latter sense is incapable of

proclaiming and expressing itself otherwise than as

intellectual being.*

Out of this latter point ariscs, in its turn, the

defect which brings about the dissolution of classical

art, and demands a transition into a third and higher

form, viz. into the romantic form of art.

(y) The romantic form of art destroys the com-ROMANTIC

pleted union of the Idea and its reality, and recurs,

though in a higher phase, to that difference and

antagonism of two aspects which was left unvan

quished by symbolic art. The classicaltype attained

the highest excellence, of which the sensuous cm

bodiment of art is capable; and if it is in any way Defect mall

defective, the defect is in art as a whole, i.e. in the Art

limitation of its sphere. This limitation consists in

the fact that art as such takes for its_objcct Mind

the conception of which is infiniteconcrete universality.

-in the shape of sensuous concrctcness, and in
the

classical phase sets up the perfect amalgamation
of

spiritual and sensuous existence as a Conformity of

the two. Now , as a matter of fact, in such an amal- vpc.mind is

gamation Mind cannot be represented according to
& unida

* “ Geistigkeit.”“ The nature ofthought,mind,orspirit.”It whileav
cannot be here rendered by mind or spirit , because these words

make us think of an isolated individual, a mind or soul , and parts
neglect the common spiritual or intellectual nature, which is outlikesach

referred to by the author.

ling_to-uf: ensaydar

has

other .
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-

its true notion . For mind is the infinite subjectivity

of the Idea, which, as absolute inwardness * is not

capable of finding free expansion in its true nature

on condition of remaining transposed into a bodily

medium as the existence appropriate to it.

As an escape from such a . condition the romantic

form of art in its turn dissolves the inseparable unity

of the classical phase, because it has won a signifi

cance which goes beyond the classical form of art and

its mode of expression .t . This significancc — ifwemay

recall familiar idcas - coincidcs with what Christianity

declares to be true of God as Spirit, in contradis

tinction to the Greck faith in gods which forins the

essential and appropriate content for classical art. In

miskoaut Xrock art the concrctc import is potentially,but not

vaiking of humanexplicitly, the unity of the human and divinc nature;

time ref a unity which, just because it is purely is

Imself- cound , and not explicit, is capable of adequate manifestation

in an immediate and sensuous modc. The Greck

god is the objcct of naivc intuition and sensuous

imagination . His shape is,therefore, the bodily shape

of man. The circle of his power and of his being is

F
%

* It is the essence of mind or thought not to have its parts

outside one another. The so -called terms of a judgment are a

good instance of parts in thought which are inward to each

other:

+ Compare Browning's “ Old Pictures in Florence.”

$ 1. e. in the form of feeling and imagination -- not reflected

upon .
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The cleva- Ammialo
d

individual and individually limited . In relation with

the subject. he is, therefore,an essence and a power

with which the subject's inner being is merely in

latent unity, not itself possessing this unity as inward

subjcctive knowledge. Now thc higher stage is the

knowledge of this latent unity, which as latent is the

import of the classical form of art, and capable of

perfect representation in bodily shape. The clera
Man

tion of the latent or potential into self-conscious
Eoclicouse.)knowledge produces an enormous difference. It is

the infinito difference which , C. & , separates man as

such from the animals . Man is animal, but even in

his animal functions hc is not confined within the

latent and potential as the animal is, but becomes

conscious of them, Icarns to know them , and raises

then - as, for instance, the process of digestion - into

self- conscious scicncc. By this mcans Man brcaks

the boundary of mcrcly potential and immediate con

sciousness, so that just for the reason that he know's

himself to be animal, hc ceases to be animal, and , as

mind, attains to self-knowledge.

If in the above fashion the unity of thc human and

divine nature,which in the former phase was potential,

is raised from an immediate to a conscious unity, it

follows that the true medium for the reality of this Xy Shows
Yowly in

content is no longer thc sensuous immediateexistence sülf - couoc.

of the spiritual, the human bodily shape ,but self-con- w hiemand

* Subject, i.e. conscious individual person.
Firene vil

d its art is

free ex foresteri

Minas
:

obeans julof
nolla
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scious inward intelligence. Now , Christianitybrings

God before our intelligence as spirit, or mind — not as

particularized individual spirit, but as absolute, in

spirit and in truth . And for this reason Christianity

retires from the sensuousness of imagination into in

tellectual inwardness, and makes this, notbodily shape,

the medium and actual cxistence of its significance.

So, too, the unity of the human and divine nature is a

conscious unity, only to be realized by spiritual know

ledge and in spirit._Thus the new content, won by

this unity, is not inseparable from scnsuous represen

tation, as if that were adequate to it, but is freed from

this immediate existence, which has to be posited t

:-Romantic as negative, absorbed, and reflected into the spiritual

and transcends unity. In this way, romantic art must be considered

Welt .
as art transcending itself, while remaining within the

artistic sphere and in artistic form .

Therefore, in short, we may abide by the state

ment that in this third stage the object (of art) is

free, concreto intellectual bcing,which has the function

of revealing itself as spiritual existence for the inward $

world of spirit. In conformity with such an objcct

matter, art cannot work for sensuous perception. It

must address itself to the inward mind ,which coalesces

* " Innerlichkcit," lit. " inwardness. ”

+ Taken , considered as or determined to be negative.

Inward," again, does not mean mcrcly inside our heads,

but having the character of spirit in that its parts are not external

to one another. A judgment is thus “ inward . "
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O
R
A

with its object simply and as though this werc itself, *

to the subjective inwardness, to the heart, the fccling,

which, being spiritual, aspires to freedom within itself,

and sceks and finds its reconciliation only in the spirit

within. It is this inner world that forms the content

of the romantic, and must therefore find its reprc

sentation as such inward feeling, and in the show or

presentation of such feeling. The world of inward

ness cclcbrates its triumph over the outer world, and

actually in the sphere of the outer and in its mcdiuin

manifcsts this its victory, owing to which the sensuous

appearance sinks into worthlessness,

But, on the other hand, this type of Art,t like

every other,needs an external vehicle of cxpression .

Now the spiritual has withdrawn into itself out of the

cxternal and its immcdiatc oneness therewith . For

Transitoriness
this reason, the sensuous externality of concrctc form

& sense as of
is accepted and represented , as in Symbolic art, as

isissqueraced
something transicnt and fugitive. And the same

mcasure is dcalt to the subjective finito mind and

will, even including the peculiarity or_capricc_of

the individual, of character, action, ctc., or of inci

dent and plot. Thc aspect of external cxistence

iscommitted to contingency, and left at the mercy of

* i.e. does not keep up a distinction between percipicnt and

object, as between things in space. Goodness, nobleness, etc.,

are not felt to be other than or outside the mind.

+ The romantic.
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freaks of imagination , whosc caprice is no more likely

to mirror what is given as it is given , than to throw

the shapes of the outer world into chance medley , or

distort them into grotesqueness. For this external

element no longer has its notion and significance, as

in classical art, in its own sphere, and in its own

medium . It has come to find them in the feelings,

the display of which is in themselves instead of being

in the external and its form of rcality , and which

have the power to preserve or to regain their state of

reconciliation with themselves, in every accident, in

every unessential circumstance that takcs independent

shape, in all misfortune and grief, and cven in crime.

Owing to this, the characteristics of symbolic art,

in difference, discrepancy, and severance of Idea and

plastic shape,arc hcre reproduced,butwith an essential

diffcrcnce. In the sphere of thic romantic, thc Idca,

whose dcfectiveness in the case of the symbol pro

duced the defect of external shape, has to reveal itself

in the medium of spirit and feelings as perfected in

itself. And it is because of this higher perfection

that it withdraws itself from any adequate union with

the external element, inasmuch as it can seek and

achicve its truc rcality and revclation nowhere but in

itself.

This wemay take as in the abstract the character

of the symbolic , classical, and romantic forms of art,

which represent the three relations of the Idea to its
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embodiment in the sphcrc of art. They consist in

the aspiration after, and the attainment and transcend

ence of the Ideal as the true Idea of beauty,

4. The third part of our subjcct, in contradistinc

tion to the two just described, presupposes the concep

tion of the Ideal , and the general types of art, inasmuch

as it simply consists of thcir rcalization in particular

sensuous media. Hence we have no longer to do

with the inner development of artistic beauty in con

formity with its general fundamental principles. - What

we have to study is how these principles pass into

actual existence, how they distinguish themselves in

their external aspect, and how they givc actuality to

every element contained in the idea of bcauty, scpa

rately and by itself as a work of art, and not mcrcly

as a general typc. Now, what art transfers into

external existence are the differences * proper to the

idca of beauty and immancnt therein . Thcrcforc, the

general types of art must reveal themselves in this

third part, as before, in the character of the funda

mental principle that determines the arrangement

and definition of the several arts ; in other words,

the species of art contain in themselves the same

csscntial modifications as those with which wc be

comc acquainted as the general types of art. External

objectivity, however, to which these forms are intro

* 1.c. species, modifications naturally arising out of a prin

ciple.
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duced through the medium of a sensuous and therefore

particular material , affects these types in the way of

making them separate into independent and so par

ticular forms embodying their realization . For each

type finds its definite character in some one definite

external material, and its adequate actuality in the

mode of portrayal which that prescribes. But, more

over, thcsc types of art, bcing for all their determinate

ness, its universal forms, break the bounds of particular

realization by a determinate form of art, and achieve

existence in other arts as well, although in subor

dinate fashion. Therefore, the particular arts belong

each of them specifically to one of the general types

of art, and constitute its adequate cxternal actuality ;

and also they represent, each of them after its own

mode of external plasticity, the totality of the types

of art.*

Then, speaking generally, we are dealing in this

third principal division with the beautiful of art, as it

unfolds itself in the several arts and in their creations

into a world of actualized beauty. The content of

this world is the beautiful, and the true beautiful, a's

we saw , is spiritual being in concrete shape, the Ideal ;

or, more closcly looked at, thc absolute mind, and

* Thus e.g. Sculpture is the art which corresponds par

cxcellence to the general type called Classical Art ; but there is a

Symbolic kind of sculpture, and I suppose a Romantic or modern

kind of sculpture, although neither of thcsc types are exactly

fitted to the capabilities of Seulpture.
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Pie

the truth itself. This region , that of divine truth

artistically represented to perception and to fccling,

forms the centre of the whole world of art. It is the

independent, free, and divine plasticity, which has

thoroughly mastered the external elements of form

and of mcdium, and wcars them simply as a mcans

to manifestation of itself. Still , as the beautiful un

folds itself in this region in the character of objective

reality, and in so doing distinguishes within itself its

individual aspects and clements, permitting them in

dependent particularity, it follows that this centre

erects its extremes, realized in their peculiar actuality,

into its own antithcscs. Thus one of thcsc cxtrcmcs

comes to consist in an objectivity as yet devoid of

mind , in the merely natural vesture of God. At this

point the external element takes plastic shape as

something that has its spiritual aim and content, not

in itsclf, but in another."

The other extreme is the divine as inward , as

something known, as the variously particularized

subjective existence of the Deity ; it is the truth as

opcrative and vital in scnsc, hcart, and mind of indi

vidual subjects, not persisting in the mould of its

external shapes, but as having returned into sub

jective, individual inwardness. In such a mode, the

Divine is at the same time distinguished from its first

* Architecture nis relative to the purposes of life and of

pollyho Poelwlow , le 10 .
huwag

Timple
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( Human ?

(Durmist

manifestation as Dcity, and passes thereby into the

diversity of particulars which belongs to all subjective

knowledge --emotion, perception, and feeling. In the

analogous province of religion , with which a.+ at its

highest stage is immcdiately connected , we conceive

this same difference as follows. First, we think of the

Symbolic
architecturs carthly natural life in its finitencss as standing on one

(Natural side ; but, then,secondly, consciousness makesGod itsClassical

soulfuturs. object, in which the distinction of objectivity and

romantic subjectivity is donc away. And at last, thirdly, we

Parinting advance froin God as such to the devotion of the
Music ? community, that is, to God as living and present in

Poetin the subjective consciousness. Just so these three

chicf modifications present themselves in the world

of art in independent developincnt.

(a) The first of the particular arts with which,

according to their fundamental principle, we have to

ItsARCHITECTur begin, is architccture consideredas a fine art.*

task lics in so manipulating external inorganic nature

that it becomes cognatc to mind, as an artistic outer

world . The material of architecture is matter itself

in its immediate externality as a heavy mass subject

Parishesnations to mechanical laws, and its forms do not depart fromén:

ini to row lay the forms of inorganic nature, but aremerelyset intf
orms.

order in conformity with relations of the abstract

understanding, i.e. with relations of symmetry. In

this material and in such forms, the idcal as concrete

“ Die schöne Architectur."

b
y

(
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1 rcman1
CON .

spirituality does not adınit of being rcalized . Hence

the reality which is represented in them remains con

trasted with thc Idca, as somcthing cxternalwhich it

has not penctrated, or has penctrated only to establish

an abstract relation . For these reasons, the funda

incrital type of the fine art of building is the symbolical

form of art. It is architecture that pioneers the way

for the adequate realization of the God, and in this

its service bestowshard toil upon existing nature, in

order to discntangle it from the jungle of finitude 4 .

te Housed Temple
and the abortiveness of chance. By this means itlo

levels a space for the God, gives form to his externall puisq.

surroundings, and builds hiin his temple as a fit place

for concentration of spirit, and for its direction to the

mind's absolutc objects. It raiscs an enclosure round

the assembly of those gathered together, as a dcfence

against the thrçatening of the storin , against rain , the

hurricane, and wild bcasts, and reveals the will to

asscmble, although externally , yet in conformity with

principles of art. With such import as this it has

power to inspire its matcrial and its forms morc or

less cffcctively , as the determinate character of the

content on bchalf of which it scts to work is more or

less significant, more concrete or morc abstract, more

profound in sounding its own depths, or morc dim

and more supcrficial. So much, indccd, may archi

tecture attempt in this rcspcct as cven to crcate an

adequate artistic existence for such an import in its

M
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shapes and in its material. But in such a case it has

alrcady overstepped its own boundary, and is leaning

to sculpture, the phasc above it. For the limit of

architecturc lics prcciscly in this point, that it retains

the spiritual as an inward existence over against the

external forms of the art, and conscquently must refer

to what has soul only as to something other than its

own crcations.

(B ) Architecture , however, as we have scen , has

purificd the external world , and cndowed it with

I SCULPTURE
Symmetrical order and with affinity to mind ; and

the temple of the God, the housc of his community,

stands ready. Into this temple , then, in the second

place, the God enters in the lightning -flash of indi

viduality, which strikes and permcates the incrt mass,

while the infinite * and no longer mcrcly symmetrical

form belonging to mind itself concentrates and gives

shape to the corresponding bodily existence. This is

the task of Sculpturc. In as far as in this art the

spiritual. inward being which architecture can but

indicate makes itself at home in the sensuous shape

and its external matter, and in as far as these two

sidcs are so adapted to one another that ncither is

predominant, sculpture must be assigned the classical .

* In the scnsc “ self-complete,” “ not primarily regarded as

explained by anything outside," like a machine or an animal

contrasted with a wheel or a limb, which latter are finite ,

because they demand explanation and supplementation from

without, i.e. necessarily draw attention to their own limit.
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form of art as its fundamental type. For this reason

the sensuous clement itself has herc 110 cxpression

which could not be that of the spiritual clcmcnt, just

as, conversely, sculpture can represent no spiritual

content which docs not adınit throughout of being

adequately presented to perception in bodily form . son

Sculpture should place the spirit beforeus_in_its Spürtin

bodily form and in immcdiate unity therewith at rest
Staltumen

and in peace ; and the form should be animated by form of 3.

:: Human the content of spiritual individuality. And so the dimensions
form .

external sensuous matter is here no longer manipu (complete

lated, either in conformity with its mechanical quality

alone, as a mass possessing weight, nor in shapes

belonging to the inorganic world , nor as indifferent to

colour , ctc. ; but it is wrought in fidcal forms ofthe

human figure, and, it must bc rcmarked ,in allthree

spatial dimensions.

In this last respect we must claim for sculpture,

that it is in it that the inward and spiritual are first

revealed in their eternal repose and cssential self

completeness. To such repose and unity with itself

there can correspond only that external shape which

itself maintains its unity and reposc. And this is

fulfilled by shape in its abstract spatiality .* Thic

spirit which sculpture represents is that which is solid

in itself, not broken up in the play of trivialitics and

of passions ; and hence its external form too is not

i.c. shape taken simply as an object filling space.
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Summary

abandoned to any manifold phases of appearance,

but appears under this onc aspect only, as the abstrac

tion of space in the whole of its dimensions. .

(y) Now, after architecture has erected the temple,

and the hand of sculpture has supplied it with the

statue of the God, then, in the third place, this god

present to sense is confronted in the spacious halls

ofhis house by thecommunities. The community is

the spiritual rcficction into itself of such sensuous

existence, and is the animating subjectivity and

inner life which brings about the result that the

determining principle for the content of art,as well

as for the medium which represents it in outward

form, comes to be particularization [dispersion into

various shapes, attributes, incidents, etc.) , individu

alization , and the subjectivity which they require.*

The solid unity which the God has in sculpture breaks

up into the multitudinous inner lives of individuals,

whosc unity is not sensuous, but purely idcal.f

It is only in this stage that God Himself comes

to be really and truly spirit — the spirit.in His (God's )

* The terms used in the text explain themselves if we

compare, e.g., a Tcniers with a Greek statue, or again , say, a

Turner with the same. Subjectivity ” means that the work

of art appeals to our ordinary feclings, experiences, etc. Music

and poetry are still stronger cases than painting, according to

the theory. Poctry cspecially candealwith everything.

+ The unity of the individuals forming a church or nation

is not visible, but exists in common sentiments, purposes, etc.,

and in the recognition of their community.
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community ; for He here begins to be a to -and - fro, an

alternation between His unity within himself and his

rcalization in the individual's knowledge and in its

separate being, as also in the common nature and

union of the multitudc. In thc community, God is

released from the abstractness of unexpanded self

ofSoulja identity,as well as from the simple absorptionin a
bodily mcdium, by which sculpture represents Him .

And Heis thus cxalted into spiritual esistance and

into knowledge, into the rcflccted * appearance which

essentially displays itself as inward and as sub

jcctivity. Therefore thc higher content is now the

spiritual nature, and that in its absolute shape. But

the dispersion of which we have spoken reveals this

at the same time as particular spiritual being, and as

individual character. Now , what manifests itself in

this phase as the main thing is not the screnc qui

escence of the God in Himself, but appcarancc as

such, being which is for another, self-manifestation .

And hence, in the phase we have reached , all the

most manifold subjectivity in its living movement

Romantic
and operation-as human passion, action,and incident,

and , in general, the wide rcalm of human feeling,will,human

An expression constantly applied to consciousness, because ( feelingose,
it can look at itself. Cf.:

“ Tell me, good Brutus, can you sce your face ?'

" No, Cassius ; for the eye sees not itself

But by reflection , by some other things.'”

Julius Casar,

art represat
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Its 3. med

and its ncgation , - is for its own sake the object of

artistic representation. In conformity with this

content, the sensuous element of art has at once to

show itself as made particular in itself and as adapted

to subjective inwardness. Mcdia that fulfil this

rcquircnicnt we have in colour, in musical sound,

and finally in sound as the mere indication of in

ward perceptions and idcas ; and as modes of

realizing the import in question by help of these

mcdia we obtain painting, music, and poctry. In

this region the sensuous medium displays itself as

subdivided in its own being and universally set

down as idcal.* Thus it has the highest degree of

conformity with the content of art, which, as such,

is spiritual, and the connection of intelligible import

and sensuous mcdium develops into closer intimacy

than was possible in the case of architecture and

sculpture. The unity attained, however, is a more

inward unity, the weight of which is thrown wholly

on the subjcctive side, and which, in as far as form

* Posited or laid down to be idcal; almost = pronounced

or made to be in the sense of not being ; c. g . musical sound is

“ idcal” as existing, qua work of art, in memory only , the

moment in which it is actually heard being fugitive ; a picture,

in respect of the third dimension, which has to be read into it ;

and poctry is almost wholly ideal, i.e. uscs hardly any sensuous

clemcnt, but appcals almost entirely to what cxists in the mind.

“ Subdivided ," “ besondert," like “ particularisirt” above ; be

cause of the variety and diversity present in themere material

of colours,musical sounds, and ideas.

The Mind was the meaning

apart - artis but ribrations

deuo
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PAINTING .

and content are compelled to particularizc thcmsclves

and give themselves mercly ideal cxistence, can only

come to pass at the expense of the objective univer

sality of the content and also of its amalgaination

with the immediately sensuous element. *

The arts, then, of which form and content cxalt

themselves to ideality, abandon the character of

symbolic architecture and the classical ideal of

sculpture, and therefore borrow thcir type from the

romantic form of art, whiosc mode of plasticity they

are most adequately adapted to cxpress. And they

constitute a totality of arts, bccausc thc romantic

type is the most concrete in itself.t

i. The articulation of this third sphere of the indi

vidual arts may be determined as follows. Thefirst

art in it, which comes next to sculpture, is painting. PAINTING,

It employs as a medium for its content and for the

Again , the subject of a Turner or Tcnicrs is not objectively

universal, in the simplest scnsc ; not something that is actually

and literally the same everywhere and for every onc. And both

painting and music (immediately sensuous clements ) are less

completely amalgamated with the idcal, represent it less solidly

and thoroughly than the statue, so far as thic idcal is itself

external or plastic.
+ The greater affinity of Romantic art with the movement

and variety of the modern spirit displays itself not only in the

greater flexibility of painting, music, or poctry, as compared with

architecture and sculpture , but in the fact that the Romantic

type contains these three arts at least , while the Symbolic and

Classical types had only one art each.
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plastic embodiment of that content visibility as such

in as far as it is specialized in its own naturc , i.c, as

devcloped into colour. It is true that the matcrial

employed in architecture and sculpture is also visible

and coloured ; but it is not, as in painting, visibility

as such , not thic simplc light which , diſſerentiating

itself in virtuc of its contrast with darkness, and in

combination with the latter, gives rise to colour.*

This quality of visibility , made subjective in itself

and treated as ideal, nccds ncithcr, like architecture,

thc abstractly mechanical attribute of mass as

operative in the properties of heavy matter, nor,

like sculpture, the complete sensuous attributes of

space, cven though concentrated into organic shapes.

The visibility and the rendering visible which belong

to painting have their differences in a more ideal

form , in the several kinds of colour, and they libcratc

art from the sensuous complctcncss in space which

attaches to matcrial things, by restricting themselves

Lo a plane surface.

On the other hand, the content also attains the
Romanticare

most comprehensive specification . Whatever can

" find room in the human heart, as fccling, idca, and

purpose ; whatever it is capable of shaping into act

all this diversity of matcrial is capablc of cntcring

into the varicd content of painting. The whole realm

* This is drawn from Goethe's doctrine of colour, which

Hegel unfortunately adopted in opposition to Newton's theory.
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of particular existence, from the highest embodiment

of mind down to the most isolated object of nature,

finds a place here. For it is possible evenforfinite Landscape.,
naturc,* in its particular scenes andphenomena, to

make its appearance in the rcalm of art, if only some

allusion to an element of mind endows it with

affinity to thought and feeling 18. stilluses, storm(of mind)
ii. The sccond art in which thc romantic 'type

realizes itself is contrasted with painting, and is music . MUSIC.

Its mcdium , though still sensuous, yet develops into

still morc thorough subjectivity and particularization.

Music, too, treats the sensuous as idcal , and does so by

ncgating, f and idealizing into the individual isolation

of a single point, the indifferent externality # of space,

whose complete semblance is accepted and imitated

by painting. The single point, que such a negativity

(excluding space) is in itself a concrete and active

process of positive ncgation $ within the attributes of

x who vid.objects .

* He means landscape, principally.

| " Aufheben ," used pregnantly by Hegel to mcan both "

cel," " annul,” and, " prescrve," "fix in mind ,” “ idcalize . ” The use

of this word is a cardinalpoint of his dialectic. Sec “ Wiss. der

Logik ," i. 104. I know of no equivalent but " put by ," provincial

Scotch " put past." The ncgation of space is an attribute of

music. The parts of a chord are no more in space than arc

the parts of a judgment. Hcgel cxpresses this by saying thatat )
music idealizes space and concentrates it into a point.

The parts of space, though external to each other, are not

distinguished by qualitative peculiarities.

$ " Aufheben . "

can
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as

plastic embodiment of that content visibility as such

in as far as it is specialized in its own nature, i.e. as

developed into colour. It is truc that the material.

employed in architecturc .and sculpture is also visible

and coloured ; but it is not, as in painting, visibility

as such , not the simple light which , differentiating

itself in virtue of its contrast with darkness, and in

combination with the latter, gives rise to colour.*

This quality of visibility, inade subjective in itself

and trcated as idcal,nccds ncitlicr, likc ' architecture,

the abstractly mechanical attribute of mass as

operative in the properties of hcavy matter, nor,

like sculpture, the complete sensuous attributes of

space, cven though concentrated into organic shapes.

The visibility and the renrlering visible which belong

pro pointiin luuvipo tlorir illerences in it more incal

form , in the several kinds of colour, and they liberato

art from thic sensuous completeness in space which

attaches to material things,by restricting themsclves

Lo a plane surface .

On the other hand, the content also attains the

most comprehensive specification . Whatever can

'find room in the human hcart, as fccling, idca, and

purpose ; whatever it is capable of shaping into act

all this diversity of matcrial is capable of entering

into the varied content of painting. The whole realm

* This is drawn from Goethe's doctrine of colour, which

Hegel unfortunately adopted in opposition to Newton's theory.
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.

of particular existence, from the highest cmbodiment

of mind down to the most isolated object of nature,

finds a placc hcrc. For it is possible cren for finite

mature, * in its particular scenes and phenomena , to

makc its appearance in the realm of art, if only some

allusion to an clcment of mind cndows it with

affinity to thought and feelingeling is stilluses, storum (of mind )

ii. The sccond art in which the romantic 'type

rcalizes itself is contrastc. with painting, and is music. MUSIC .

Its medium , though still sensuous, yet develops into

stillmore thorough subjccti id particularization ,

Music, too, trcats the sensuous as idcal, and docs so by

norating,t and idcalizing into the indiviuual isolation

of a single point, the indifferent externality I of space,

whose complete semblance is accepted and imitated

boyo paintings. The single point, prior :11100 116gittivity

(excluding space ) is in itsell a concrete and active

process of positive negation Ŝ within the attributes of

. x who nich . objects ,

* Hemeans landscape, principally .

† “ Aufheben," used pregnantly byHegeltomean both " can

cc1," " annul," and, “ preserve," " fixin mind ," " idcalize." Thouse

of this word is a cardinalpoint of his dialectic. Scc “ Wiss. der

Logik .,” i. 104. I know of no cquivalent but " put by," provincial

Scotch “ put past." The negation of space is an attribute of

music. The parts of a chord are no more in space than ars

the parts of a judgincnt. Hegel expresses this by saying that

music idcalizes space and concentrates it into a point.

The parts of space, though external to each other, are not

distinguished by qualitative peculiarities.

$ " Aufheben.”
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inatter, in the shape of a motion and tremor of thic

inaterial body within itself and in its relation to itself.

Such an inchoate idcality of matter," which appears

no longer as under the form of space, but as temporal

idcality,t is sound, the sensuous sct down as negated,

with its abstract visibility converted into audibility,

hosis abort inasmuch as sound, so to spcak, libcrates the ideal

content from its immersion in matter. This earlicst

space .
inwardness of matter and inspiration of soul into it

furnishes the medium for the mental inwardness

itself as yet indefinite,mand for the soul | into which

mind concentrates itsclf ; and finds utterance in its

tones for the hcart with its whole gamut of fcclings

and passions. Thus music forms the centre of the

romantic arts , just as sculpturc represents the central

transition ,
'point between architecture and the arts of romantic

subjcctivity. Thus, too, it forms the point of transi

tion between abstract spatialsensuousness,such as

painting cmploys, and thc abstract spirituality of

music a

* " Idcality of matter : " the distinctively material attribute

of a sonorous body, its extension , only appears in its sound in

directly, or inferentially, by modifying the nature of the sound .

It is , therefore, " idealized ."

† Succession in time is a degree more “ idcal ” than co

existence in space, because it exists solely in the medium of

memory.

" Sccle : ” mind on its individual side , as a particular feel

ing subjcct. “ Geist ” is rather mind as the cominon nature of

intelligence. Thus in fceling and self-fceling, mind is said to

concentrate itself into a soul.
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poctry. Music has within itself, like architecture, a

rclation of quantity conformable to the understanding,

as the antithesis to cmotion and inwardness ; and has

also as its basis a solid conformity to law on the part

of the tones, of their conjunction, and of their suc;

ccssion.

iii . As regards the third and most spiritual mode

of representation of the romanticart-type, we must POETRY .
look for it in poctry. Its characteristic peculiarity lics

in the power with which it subjects to the mind and

to its idcas the sensuous clcment from which music

and painting in their degree began to libcratc_art.

For sound, the only cxtcrnal matter which poetry

retains, is in it no longer the feeling of thic sonorous

itself, but is a sign, which by itself is void of import.

And it is a sign of the idea which has become con

crete in itself, and not merely of indefinite feeling and

of its nuances and grades. This is how sound de

velops into the Word, as voice articulate in itself,

whose iinport it is to indicate ideas and notions.

The merely negative point up to which music had

developed now makes its appearance as the com

pletely concrete point, the point which is mind, the

self-conscious individual, which , producing out of itself

the infinite space of its ideas, unites it with the temporal

character of sound. Yet this sensuous clcment, which

in music was still immediately one with inward fccl

ing, is in poetry separated from the content of con
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sciousness. In poctry the mind determines this

content for its own sake, and apart from all else,

into the shape of idcas , and though it cmploys sound

to express them, yet treats it solcly as a symbol

without value or import. Thus considered, sound

may just as well be reduced to a mere lcttcr, for the

audible, like the visible, is thus depressed into a more

indication of mind.* For this reason thc proper

mcdium of poctical representation is the poetical

imagination and intellectual portrayal itself. And as

this clcmcnt is common to all types of art , it follows

that poctry runs through them all and develops itself

independently in cach. Poctry is the universal art of

the mind which has becomc frec in its own naturc,

and which is not ticd to find its realization in external

sensuous matter, but cxpatiates exclusively in the

*

Hegel seems to accept this view. Was he insensible to

sound in poctry ? Some very grotesque verses of his, preserved

in his biography, go to show that his ear was not sensitive.

Yet his critical cstimate of poetry is usually just. Shakespeare

and Sophocles were probably his favourites. And , as a matter

of proportion, what he here says is true . It must be remem

bered that the beauty of sound in poetry is to a great extent

indirect , being supplied by the passion or emotion which the

ideas symbolized by the sounds arouse. The beauty of poetical

sound in itself is very likely less than often supposed. It must

have the capacity for receiving passionate expression ; but that

is not the same as the sensuous beauty of a note or a colour. If

the words used in a noble poem were divested of all meaning,

they would lose much, though not all, of the beauty of their

sound.

.
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inner space and inner time of the idcas and feelings.

Yet just in this its highest phasc art ends by tran

scending itself, inasmuch as it abandons themedium

of a harmonious cmbodiment of mind in sensuous Tri

form , and passes from the poctry of immagination into

the prosc of thought. [Phil ? ck Reig on ?

5. Such we may take to be the articulated totality

of the particular arts, viz . the cxternal art of archi

tecture, the objective art of sculpture, and the

subjective art of painting music and poctry. Many

other classifications have been attempted ,' for a

work of art presents so many aspects, that, as has

often been the case , first one and then another is

made the basis of classification . For instance, one

mighttake the sensuous medium . Thus architecture

is treated as crystallization ; sculpture, as the organic

modelling of the material in its sensuous and spatial

totality ; painting, as the coloured surface and linc ;

while in music , space, as such , passes into the point of

time possessed of contentwithin itself,until finally the

externalmedium is in poctry depressed into complete

insignificance. Or, again , these differences have been

considered with reference to their purcly abstract

attributes of space and time. Such abstract pccu

liarities of works of art may, like their matcrial

medium , be consistently explored in their charac

teristic traits ; but they cannot be worked out as thic

ultimate and fundamental law , because any such
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aspect itself derives its origin from a higher principle,

and must therefore be subordinate thcreto.

This higher principle we have found in the types of

art-symbolic, classical , and romantic-which are the

universal stages or elements * of the Idca of beauty

itself. For symbolic art attains its most adequate

reality and most complete application in architecture,

in which it holds sway in the full import of its notion,

and is not yet degraded to bc, as it were, the inor

ganic nature dealt with by another art. The classical

type of art, on the other hand , finds adequate realiza

tion in sculpture, while it trcats architecture only as

furnishing an enclosure in which it is to operate, and

has not acquired the power of developing painting

and music as absolutct forms for its content. The

romantic type of art , finally, takes possession of paint

ing and music, and in like manner of poetic repre

sentation, as substantive and unconditionally adequate

modes of uttcrance. Poetry, however, is conformable

to all types of the bcautiful, and extends over them

all, because the artistic imagination is its proper

mcdium , and imagination is essential to every pro- ser

duct that belongs to the beautiful,whatever its type huskeisa

" Mindern

Painters'
* “ Stages or elements." “ Momente ," Hegel's technical

phrase for the stages which form the essential parts or factors of

any idea. They make their appearance successively, but the

earlier are implied and retained in the later.

† Adequate, and so of permanent value.

may be.
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inner space and inner time of the ideas and feelings.

5. Poetry girl
Yet just in this its highest phasc art ends by tran

2 transition
scending itself, inasmuch as it abandons the medium

of a harmonious cmbodiment of mind in sensuous

form , and passes from the poctry of inagination into

the prosc of thought. [ Phil ? Of Reigon

5. Such wcmay take to be the articulated totality

of the particular arts, viz. the external art of archi

tecture, the objective art of sculpturc, and the

subjective art of painting music and poetry. Many

other classifications have been attempted,' for a

work of art presents so many aspects , that, as has

often been the case, first one and then another is

made the basis of classification. For instance, one

might take the sensuous medium . Thus architecture

is treated as crystallization ; sculpture , as thc organic

modelling of the material in its sensuous and spatial

totality ; painting, as the coloured surface and linc ;

while in music, space, as such , passes into the point of

time possessed of content within itself,until finally the

externalmedium is in poctry depressed into complcto

insignificance. Or, again , these differences have been

considered with reference to their purcly abstract

attributes of space and time. Such abstract pccu

liarities of works of art may, like thcir matcrial

medium , be consistently explored in thcir charac

teristic traits ; but they cannot be worked out as the

ultimate and fundamental law , because any such
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aspect itself derives its origin from a higher principle ,

and must therefore be subordinate thereto.

- This higher principle we have found in the types of

art - symbolic , classical, and romantic - which are the

universal stages or elements * of the Idca of beauty

itself. For symbolic art attains its most adequate

reality and most complete application in architecture,

in which it holds sway in the full import of its notion ,

and is not yet degraded to be, as it were, the inor

ganic nature dealt with by another art. The classical

type of art, on the other hand, finds adequate realiza

tion in sculpture, while it treats architecture only as

• furnishing an enclosure in which it is to operate , and

has not acquired the power of developing painting

and music as absolute † forms for its content. The

romantic type of art, finally , takes possession of paint

ing and music, and in like manner of poetic repre

sentation ,as substantive and unconditionally adequate

modes of utterance. Poetry, however, is conformable

to all types of the bcautiful, and extends over them

all, because the artistic imagination is its proper

medium , and imagination is essential to every pro - ses

duct that belongs to the beautiful, whatever its type Ruskus's

may be. "Malam

* “ Stages or elements.” “ Momente," Hegel's technical

phrase for the stages which form the essential parts or factors of

any idea. They make their appearance successively, but the

earlier are implied and retained in the later.

† Adequate, and so of permanent value.

Pauwerd
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And, therefore, what the particular arts realize in

individual works of art, arc according to their abstract

conception siniply thc universal types which constitute

the self-unfolding Idea of beauty. It is as the cx

ternal realization of this Idea thatthc widc Panthcon of

art is being erected,whose architect and builder is the

spirit of beauty as it awakens to sclf-knowledge, and

to complete which the history of the world will need

its evolution of ages.

THE END.

.
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Post Svo, 75. 6d . Cabinet Edition. · Crown 8vo, 25. 6d. Also a

Cheap Edition. Limp cloth , Is. 6d.; paper covers, Is.

Protection, or Free Trade. An Examination of the Tariff.

Question, with cspecial regard to the Interests of Labour. Second

Edition . Crown 8vo, 55. Clicap Edition. Limp cloth, is. 6d.

paper covers, Is.

Social Problems. Fourth Thousand . Crown Svo, 5s. Cheap

Edition. Limp cloth , Is. 6d. ; paper covers, Is.

GIBB, E. 7. W.-The History of the Forty Vezirs ; or, The

Story of the Forty Morns and Eves, Translated from the

Turkish . Crown 8vo, ios. 6d .

GILBERT, Mrs.-- Autobiography, and other Memorials.

Edited by Josial GILBERT. Filth Edition. Crown 8vo,

75. 6d.

Glossary of Terms and Phrasos, Edited by the Rev. H. PERCY

Surii and others. Second and Cheaper Edition. Medium

8vo, 35. 6d.

Goethe'sFaust. Translated from the German by JOun ANSTER, LL.D.

With an Introduction by BURDETT MASON. Illustrated byFRANK

M. GREGORY. Folio ,£3 35.

GORDON , Major -General C. G. - His Journals at Kartoum.

Printed from the original MS. With Introduction and Notes by

A. EGMONT TINKL. l'ortrnit, 2 Maps, and 30 Illustrations.

Two vols ., domy 8vo, 215, Also a Cheap Edition in i vol . , 6s.

Gordon's (General) Last Journal , A Facsimile of the lass

Journal received in England from GENERAL GORDON. Repra

duced by Photo -lithography. Imperial 4to, £ 3 35.
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GORDON , Major-General C. G . — continued . :

Events in his Life. From the Day of his Dirth to the Day of

his Death . By Sir H . W . Gorrox. With Maps and Illuse

trations. Second Edition . DemySvo , 75. 611.

· GOSSE , Edinund. -- Seventeenth Century Studies, A Contri

bution to the History of English Poetry. Demy Svo, 1os. 6d.

GOSSIP, G . II. D . - The Chess -Player's Text-Book , An Ele.

mentary Treatise on theGame of Chess. Illustrated by numerous

Diagrams for Beginners and Advanced Students. Medium

16mo, 25.

GOULD , Rev . S. Baring, . A . - Germany, Present and Past.

New and Cheaper Edition . Large crown Svo , 7s. 6il.

GOIVER, Lord Ronald . - MyReminiscences. MINIATURE Edition ,

printed on hand -made paper, limp parchment antique, jos. 6d.

Bric - à - Brac. Bring some Photoprints illustrating art objects a :

Gower Lodge, Windsor. With descriptions. Super royal Svo ,

155. ; extra binding, 215.

Last Days of Mary Antoinette . An Historical Sketch.

With Portrait and Facsimiles. Fcap. 4to , 1os. 61.

Notes of a Tour from Brindisi to Yokohama, 1883

1884 . I'cap . Svo, 25. 6 .

Rupert of the Rhine : A Biographical Sketch of the Life of

Prince Rupert. With 3 Portraits. Crown Syo, buckram , 6s.

GRAHANI, William , 11. 4 . - The Creed of Science, Religious, Moral,

and Social. Second Edition, Revised. Crown Svo, 6s.

The Social Problem , in its Economic, Moral, and

Political Aspects . Demy Svo, 145.

GUBERNATIS, 11.5clo de. – Zoological Mythology ; or, The

Lcgends of Animals. 2 vols. Svo, Si Ss.

GURNEY, Rev. Alfred . - Wagner's Parsifal. A Study. Fcap. Svo,

Is. 6id.

HADDON, Caroline. — The Larger Life : Studies in Hinton's

Ethics. Crown Svo, 5s.

HAGGARD, H . Rider.- Cetywayo and his Whito Neighbours ;

or, Remarks on Recent Events in Zululand , Natal, and the

· Transvaal. Third Edition . Crown Svo , os.

HALDEMAN, S. S. - Pennsylvania Dutch : A Dialect of South

Germany with an Inſusion of English . 8vo, 35. 6d.

JIALL, . 7. - Tho podigreo of the Dovil. With y Autotype
Illustrations from Designs by the Author. Demy 8vo, 75. Oil.

HALLOCK, Charles. - Tho Sportsman 's Gazetteer and General

Guide. The Game Animals , Birds, and Fishes of North

America . Maps and Portrait, Crown 8vo, 155.
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Hamilton ,Memoirs of Arthur, B . A ., of Trinity College, Cam .

bridge. Crown Svo, 6s.

Handbook of HomeRule, being Articles on the Irish Question by
Various Writers. Edited by JAMES Bryce , M . P . Second

Edition . Crown 8vo, Is. sewed, or is. 6d . cloth .

IIARRIS, Emily Marion . — The Narrative of the Holy Bible.

Crown Svo, 5s.

JARTMANN, Franz. - Magic, White and Black ; or, The

Science of Finite and Infinite Life. Crown Svo, 75. 6d .

The Life ofParacelsus, and the Substance of his Teach

ings. Post Svo, ros. 6d.

Life and Doctrines of Jacob Behmen . Post Svo, jos. 6d .

IIAWTHORNE, Nathanici.- Works. Complete in Twelve Volun .es.
Large post Svo, 7s. 64. each volume.

MECKER. 7. F . C . - The Epidemics of the Middle Ages,

Translated by G . B . BABINGTON, M . D . , F . R . S . Third Edition .

ivo, gs. 6d.
Hsinistra , llans.-- Memoirs of Hans Hendrik , the Arctic

Traveller ; serving under Kanc, Ilayes, Hall, and Nares,

1853- 76 . Translated from the Eskimo Language by Dr. IIENRY

Rink. Crown Svo, 35. 6d .

JIENDRIKS, Dom Lawrence. - The London Charterhouse : its

Monks and its Martyrs. Illustrated . Demy Svo, 145.

HERZEN , Alerander. Du Developpement des Idées Revolu

tionnaires en Russie . 12mo, 25. 6d .

A separate list of A . IIerzen 's works in Russian may be had on

application.

HILL, Alfred. - The History of the Reform Movement in the
Dental Profession in Great Britain during the last twenty years.

Crown 8vo, jos. 60 .

HILLEBRIND , Kari. - France and the French in the Second

Half of the Nineteenth Century . Translated from the

Third German Edition . Post Svo, ios. 6d .

VIINTON , 7 . - Life and Letters. With an Introduction by Sir W .
W . Guil, Bart., and Portrait engraved on Steel by C . H . Jeens.

Sixth Edition . Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d .

Philosophy and Religion . Selections from the Manuscripts of
the late James Ilinton . Edited by CAROLINE HADDON , Second

Edition . Crown 8vo, 5s.

Tho Law Broakor, and Tho Coming of the Law .

Edited byMARGARET IIINTON . Crown 8vo , 6s.

The Mystery of Pain . New Edition . Fcap. 8vo, is.

HODGSON , J. E . - Academy Lectures. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d .
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Holbein Society . - Subscription , one guinca per sinnum . List of

Publications on application.

HOLMES- FORBES, Avary W . - The Science of Beauty , an

Analytical Inquiry into the Laws of Esthetics. Second Edition .

Post Svo, 3s. 6d.

HOL YOAKE, G . 7 . - The History of Co - operation in Eng

land : Its Literature and its Advocates. 2 vols. Crown Svo,

145.

Self -Help by the People. Thirty -three Years of Co-operation

in Rochdale. Ninth Edition . Crown Svo, 25. Od.

HONIE, NIme. Dunglas. - D . D . Home: His Life and Mission .

With Portrait. DemySvo, 125. 6i .

Gift of D . D . Home. Demy Svo , 10s.

Homer's Iliad . Greck Text with Translation . Dy J . G . Cordery,

C . S . I. Two vols . Demy Svo , 145. Chcap Edition , Translation

only. One vol. Crown 8vo, 5s.

HOOLE , IIcnry.- - The Science and Art of Training . Alland .

book for Athletes. Demy Svo, 35. 611.

HOOPER, Mla " . - -Littlo Dinners : How to Sorvo them with

Eleganca and Economy. Twenty- first Edition . Crown

Svo , 25. Oct.

Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicato Digostion ,

and Children . Fifth Edition . Crown Svo, 25. 6 .1.

Every -day Meals . Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes

for Breakfast, Luncheon , and Supper, Seventh Edition . Crown

Svo , 25, 6d .

IIOPKINS, Ellice. — Work amongst Working Men . Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

HORNADAY, IV. T. - - Two Years in a Jungle. With Illustrations,

Demy Svo, 215. .

HOIVELLS, I '. D .- A Little Girl among tho Old Masters,
With Introduction and Comment. 54 Plates. Oblong crown

8vo, 10s.

HUMBOLDT, Baron IVilhelm Von . The Sphere and Duties of

Government. Translated from the German by JOSEPIL

COULTIARD, Jun. Post 8vo, 5s,

IT YNDMAN , II. M . - The Historical Basis of Socialism in

England. Large crown Svo, Ss. 6d.

IM TIIURN , Pivcrard F. - Among the Indians of Gulana.
Being Skctches, chickly anthropologic, from the Intcrior of British

Guiana. With 53 Illustrations and a Map. Demy 8vo, 185.

INGLEBY, the late Clement M . - Essays. Edited by his Son . Crown
8vo, 75. 6d.
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Irresponsibility and its Recognition . By a Graduate of Oxford .

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

JAGIELSKI, V . - Modern Massage Treatment in Combina

tion with the Electric Bath , Svo, Is . 6d.

JAPP, Alexander II . - Days with Industrials. Adventures and

Experiences among Curious Industries. With Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s.

JENKINS, E ., and RAYMOND, 7 . - The Architect's Legal

Handbook . Fourth Edition , Revised. Crown 8vo, 6s.

JENKINS, E .- A Modern Paladin. Contemporary Manners.

Crown Svo, 5s.

JENKINS, Jabes. - Vest- Pocket Lexicon . An English Dictionary
of all cxccpt familiar Words, including the principal Scientific

and Technical Terins, and Forcign Moncys, Weights, and

Mcasures. 64mo, Is .

YENKINS, Rev . Canon R . C .-- Heraldry : English and Foreign .

With a Dictionary of Heraldic Terms and 156 Illustrations,

Small crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Jesus the Carpenter of Nazareth . By a Layman. Crown Svo,

75. 6d .

JOHNSON, C . P . -- Hints to Collectors of Original Editions of

theWorks of Charles Dickens. Crown 8vo , vcllum , 6s.

Hints to Collectors of Original Editions of the Works

of William Makepeace Thackeray. Crown 8vo, vellum ,
6s.

JOHNSTON , H . H ., F .2. 5. - The Kilima- njaro Expedition .
A Record of Scientific Exploration in Eastern Equatorial Africa,

and a General Description of the Natural History, Languages,

and Commerce of the Kilima-njaro District. With 6 Maps, and

over So Illustrations by the Author. Demy Svo, 215. .

Tho History of a Slavo. With 47 Illustrations. Squarc Svo, os.

Juvenalis Satiræ . With a Literal English Prose Translation and

Notes. By J. D . Lewis. Sccond Edition . 2 vols. Svo , 125.

KARDEC, Allen . — The Spirit's Book , The Principles of Spiritist

Doctrine on the Immortality of the Soul, etc . Transmitted

through various mcdiums. Translated by Anna BLACKWELL .

Crown 8vo, 7s. Od.

The Medium 's Book ; or, Guide for Mediums and for Evoca

tions. Translated by ANNA BLACKWELL. Crown Svo, 75. 61 .

Heaven and Hell ; or, The Divine Justice Vindicated in the
Plurality of Existences. Translated by ANNA BLACKWELL .

Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.
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K’AUFMANN , Rev. 11., N.A. - Socialism : its Naturc , its Dangers,

and its Remedies considered. Crown Svo, 75. 6.1.

Utopias ; or, Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas

More to Karl Marx. Crown Svo, 5s.

Christian Socialism . Crown Svo, 4s. 6.1.

KERRISON, Lady Carolinc.- A Commonplace Book of tho

Fiileenth Century . Containing a Religious Play and

Poetry,Legal Forms, and Local Accounts. From the Original
MS. at Brome Ilall, Suffolk . Edited by LUCY TOULMIX

Smith . With 2 Facsimiles. Demy Svo, 75. 61.

KINGSFORD, Aina, 21.D .-- The Perfect Way in Diet , A

Treatise advocating a Return to the Natural and Ancient Food of

our Racc. Third Edition . Small crown Svo, 25.

The Spiritual Hermeneutics of Astrology and Holy

Writ . Illustrated . 410, parchment, ios. 6d.

KINGSFORD, Anna, and MAITLAND, Edward.-Tho Virgin

of the World of Hermes Mercurius Trismegistus,

Rendered into English. 410, parchment, ros. Out.

The Perfect Way , or, The Finding of Christ. Third Edition,
Revised . Square 16mo, 75. 6d.

KINGSFORD, William . - History of Canada. 3 vols. Svo, 6255.

KITTON, Fred . G.-John Lcech, Artist and Humourist. A

Biographical Sketch . Demy iSmo, is.

RAUS, 7.-Carlsbad and its Natural Healing Agents,

With Notes, Introductory, by the Rev. Join T. WALLERS,

Third Editicn. Crown Svo, 6s. 6d .

LAME, Charles. - Beauty and the Beast ; or, A Rough Outside

with a Gentle Hcart. A Poem. Fcap. 8vo, vellum , ios. 64,

LANG , Andrew . - Lost Leaders Crown Svo, 5s.

Lathe (The) and Its Uscs ; or, Instruction in the Art of Turning

Wuocl and Metal. Sixth Edition. Illustrated . Svo, ros. 6 1.

LEE, Frederick Go.-A Manual of Politics. In thrcc Chapeers,

With i potnotes and Appendices. Small crown Svo, 25. 6d .

LEFEVRE, Right Hon. G. Shaw . - Peel and O'Connell, Demy

Svo, 1os. 6d .

Incidents of Coerclon . A Journal of Visits to Ircland . Third

Edition. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, Is . 61. ; paper covers, 1s.

Irish Members and English Gaolers. Crown 8vo, limp

cloth , Is. 6d. ; paper covers, Is.

Combination and Coercion in Ireland . A Sequel to
“ Incidents of Cocrcion." Crown Svo, cloth , Is. 6d. ; paper

covers, Is,
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LELAND, Charles G. – The Breitmann Ballads. The only au .

thorized Edition. Complete in 1 vol . , including Nineteen

Ballads, illustrating his Travels in Europe (never before printed ).

Crown 8vo, 6s.

Gaudeamus. Humorous Poems translated from the German of

JOSEPI Victor SCHEFFEL and others. 16mo, 3s. 6d .

The English Gipsies and their Language. Second Edition .

Crown Svo , 75. 60.

Fu-Sang ; or, The Discovery of America by Chinese Buddhist

Priests in the Fifth Century. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d .

Pidgin-English Sing-Song ; or, Songs and Stories in the

China-English Dialect. With a Vocabulary. Second Edition .

Crown 8vo, 55.

The Gypsies. Crown 8vo, ios, 61.

Light on the Path. For the Personal Use of thosewho are Ignorant

of the Eastern Wisdom . Written down by M. C. Fcap. 8vo,
Is. 6d,

LOCHER, Carl . - An Explanation of Organ Stops, with Hints

for Effective Combinations. Demy 8vo, 5s.

LONGFELLOW , H. Wadsworth .-- Life. By his Brother, SAMUEL

LONGFELLOW . With Portraits and Illustrations. 3 vols. Demy

Svo, 425.

LONSDALE, Margaret. — Sister Dora : à Biography. With Portrait.

Thirtieth Edition. Small crown 8vo, 2s. 611.

George Eliot: Thoughts upon her Life, her Books, and

Herself. Second Edition . Small crown Svo, is. 6d.

Lotos Series ( The). Pot Svo, bourd in two styles : ( 1) cloth , gilt

back and edges ; (2 ) half-parchment, cloth sides, gilt top, uncut,
35. 61. each ,

The Original Travels and Surprising Adventures of
Baron Munchausen . Illustrated by ALFRED CROWQUILL.

The Breitmann Ballads. By CHARLES G. LELAYD . Author's

Copyright Edition, with a New Preface and Additional Poems.

Essays on Men and Books Selected from the Earlier

Writings of Lord Macaulay. Vol. I. Introductory

Lord Clive-Milton-Earl Chatham - Lord Byron. With Criti.

cal Introduction and Notes by Alexander H. JAPP, LL.D.

With Portraits.

The Light of Asia ; or, The Great Renunciation. Being the

Liſe and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India and Founder

of Buddhism. Told in Verse by an Indian Buddhist. By Sir

EDWIN ARNOLD, K.C.I.E., C.S... With Illustrations and a

Portrait of the Author.
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Lotos Series ( The)-continued.

The Marvellous and Rare Conceits of Master Tyll

Owlglass. Newly Collected ,. Chronicled , and sct forth in an

English Tongue. By KENNETH II . R. MACKENZIE. Adorned

with many most Diverting and Cunning Devices by ALFRED

CROWQUILL.

A Lover's Litanies, and other Poems. By Eric MACKAY.
With Portrait of the Author.

The Large Paper Edition of these Volumes will lie limited to

101 numbered copies for sale in England , pricc 125. 6il. cach , net .

Lowder, Charles : A Biography. By the Author of “ St. Tercsa . "

Twelfth Edition. With Portrait. Crown Svo, 3.5. 6.1.

LOWELL, James Russell.--The Biglow Papers. Edited by Thomas

HUGHES, Q.C. First and Sccond Scrics in i vol . l'cap ., 25. 6.4.

LOIVSLEY, Major B.-A Glossary of Berkshiro Words and

Phrases. Crown Svo, half-call, gilt cdges, intcrlcaved, 125. 6d.

LÜCKES, Eva C. E. - Lectures on General Nursing, delivered to

the Probationers of the London Hospital Training School ſor

Nurses. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 25. 61 .

LUDEIVIG , Hermann E. - The Literature of American Abori.

ginal Languages. Edited by NICOLAS TRÜBNER. Svo,
Ios. 6d.

LUKIN , 7. - Amongst Machines. A Description of Various Mc.

chanical Appliances dised in the Manufacture of Wood, Metal,

etc. A Book for Boys. Second Edition. 64 Engravings.

Crown 8vo, 35. 6d .

The Young Mechanic. Containing Directions for the Use of

all Kinds of Tools, and for the Construction of Steam -Engines,

etc. A Book for Boys. Second Edition. With 70 Engravings.

Crown 8vo, 35. 60.

The Boy Engineers : What they Did , and Ilow they Did it.

A Book for Boys. 30 Engravings. Imperial 16mo, 35. 6d.

LUMILEY, E. - The Art of Judging the Character of Indi

viduals from their Handwriting and Style. With 35

Platcs. Square 16mo, 5s.

LITTON , Edward Bulwer, Lord. Life, Letters and Literary

Remains. By his Son, the EARL OF Lytton. With Portraits,

Illustrations and Facsimiles. Demy 8vo. Vols. I. and II. , 328.

MACDONALD, W. A.-Humanitism : The Scientific Solution of

the Social Problem. Large post Svo, 75. 6d .
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MICILAVELLI, Niccod.

Discourses on the First Decade of Titus Livius, Trans

lated from the Italian by NINIAN HILL THOMSON , M.A. Large

crown Svo, 125.

The Prince. Translated from the Italian by N. H. T. Smal}

crown Svo, printed on hand -made paper, bcvelled boards, os.

M :IIDEN, 7. 11.-- Tho Useful Nativo Plants of Australia (in.

cluding Tasmania ). Demy Svo, 125. 61/.

Maintenon , Madame de. By Emily BOWLES. With Portrait.

Large crown Svo, 75. 61.

MARCHANT, W. T. - In Praise of Ale. Songs, Ballads, Epigrams,
and Anecdotes. Crown Svo, 1os. 6d .

MARKIIAM ,Capt.Albert Hlastings, R.N.- TheGreat Frozen Sea :
A Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alert during the Arctic

Expedition of 1875-6. With 6 full page Illustrations, 2 Maps,

and 27 Woodcuts. Sixth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Marriage and Divorce. Inclucling Religious, Practical, and Political

Aspects of the Question. By Ap Richard. Crown Svo, ss.

MARTIN , G. A.-The Family Horse : Its Stabling, Care, and
Feeding. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

MIATHERS, S. L.11.—The Key of Solomon the King. Translated

from Ancient MSS . in the British Museum . With Plates .

Crown 4to, 25 %.

The Kabbalah Unveiled. Containing theThree Books of the
Zohar. Translated into English . With Plates. Post Svo,

Ios. Od.

The Tarot : its Occult Signification , Use in Fortune

Telling, and Method of Play. 32mo, 15. 6d. ; with pack

of 78 Tarot Cards, 5s.

MAUDSLEY, II ., M.D. - Body and Will. Being an Essay con

cerning Will, in its Metaphysical, Physiological, and Pathological

Aspects. Svo, 125.

Natural Causes and Supernatural Seemings. Second

Edition . Crown Svo, 6s.

Mechanic, The Young A Book for Boys. Containing Directions
for the Use of all kinds of Tools, and for the Construction of

Steam -Engines and Mechanical Models. By the Rev. J. LUKIN.

Sixth Edition . With 70 Engravings. Crown Svo, 35. 6d.

Mechanic's Workshop, Amateur. Plain and Concise Directions

forthe Manipulationof Wood and Metals. By the Author of

“ The Lathc and its Uscs. ". Sixth Edition. Illustrated. Demy

Svo, 6s.
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Mendelssohn's Letters to Ignaz and Charlotte Moscheles.

Translated byFelix MOSCHELLES. Numerous Illustrations and

Facsimilcs. Svo, 125.

METCALFE , Frederick . — The Englishman and the Scandina .

vian, Post Svo, 18s.

MINTON , Rev. Francis.- Capital and Wages, Svo, 15.5.

Tho Welfare of the Millions. Crown Svo, limp cloth , 1s. 6 $ . ;

paper covers, Is.

Mitchel, John, Life. By WILLIAM Dillon. 2 vols. With Portrait.

Svo, 21s .

MITCHELL, Lucy M. - A History of Ancient Sculpture. With

numerousIllustrations, including 6 Plates in Phototype. Super

royal Svo , 425.

Mohl, Julius and Mary , Letters and Recollections of. By

M. C. M. SIMPSON . With Portraits and 2 Illustrations.. Demy

8vo, 155.

MOODIE , D. C. F. - The History of the Battles and Adven
tures of the British , the Boers, the Zulus, etc. , in

Southern Africa, from the Time of Pharaoh Necho to 1880.

With Illustrations and Coloured Maps. 2 vols. Crown Svo, 36s.

MORFIT, Campbell.-- A Practical Treatise on the Manufac

ture of Soaps, With Illustrations. Demy Svo, £2 12s. 6d.

A Practical Treatise on Pure Fertilizers, and the Chemical

Conversion of Rock Guanos, etc. , into various valuable Products,
With 28 Plates. Svo, £4 45.

MOORE, Aubrey L. - Science and the Faith : Essays on Apologetic

Subjects. Crown 8vo, 6s.

MORISON , 7. Cotter.- The Service of Man : an Essay towards the

Religion of the Future. Crown Svo, 5s.

MORRIS, Charles.-- Aryan Sun-Myths the Origin of Religions.

With an Introduction by CHARLES MORRIS. Crown Svo, 6s.

MORRIS, Gouverneur, U.S. Minister to France.- Diary and Letters ,

2 vols. Demy Svo, gos.

MOSENTHAL, 7. de, and HARTING, James E. - Ostriches and

Ostrich Farming. Second Edition. With 8 full -page Illus .

trations and 20 Woodcuts. Royal Svo, 1os. 6d.

Motley, John Lothrop. A Memoir. By OLIVER WENDELL IIOLMES.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

MULHALL, 11. G. and E. 7. - Handbook of the River Plate,

comprising the Argentine Republic, Uruguay, and Paraguay.

With Six Maps. Fifth Edition . Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Munro, Major-Gen . Sir Thomas. A Ncmoir. By Sir A. J.

ARBUTHNOT, Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.
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Natural History. “ Riverside " Edition. Edited by J. S . KINGSLEY,

6 vols. 2200 Illustrations. 4to, £6 6s.

XEVILL, 7. H . N . — The Biology of Daily Life. Post Svo, 35.6d.

NZI 'NAN , Cardinal. - Characteristics from the Writings of.

Being Selections from his various Works. Arranged with the

Author's personal Approval. Eighth Edition. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo, os.

* * * A Portrait of Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, can
be had , 25. 6d .

NEILMAN , Francis IVilliam . - Essays on Diet. Small crown 8vo,

cloth limp, 25.

Miscellanies. Vol. II., III., and IV . Essays, Tracts, and

Addresses, Moral and Religious. Demy Svo. Vols. II. and III.,

125. Vol. IV ., ros. 6d .

Reminiscences of Two Exiles and Two Wars. Crown

8vo , 3s. 6d.

Phases of Faith ; or, Passages from the History ofmy Creed . ·
Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

The Soul: Her Sorrows and her Aspirations. Tenth Edition .
Post Svo , 35. 6d .

Hebrew Theism . Royal 8vo , 45, 6d.

Anglo -Saxon Abolition of Negro Slavery. Demy Svo, ss.

New South Wales, Journal and Proceedings of the Royal

Society of. Published annually. Price 1os. 6d .

Now South Wales , Publications of the Government of.
List on application .

New Zealand Institute Publications:

1. Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zcaland In

stitute . Vols. I. to XX ., 1868 to 1887. Demy Svo , stitched,

{ i is, each .

II. An Index to the Transactions and Proceedings of

the New Zcaland Institute . Edited by JAMES HECTOR , M . D .,

F . R . S . Vols. I. to VIII. Demy 8vo, 2s. 6d.

New Zealand : Geological Survey. List of Publications on apo

plication .

DATES, Frank, F. R . G . S. -- Matabele Land and the Victoria
Falls. A Naturalist's Vianderings in the Intcrior of South

Africa. Edited by C . G . Dates, B . A . With numerous Illustra

tions and 4 Maps. Demy 8vo, 215.

O 'BRIEV, R . Barry. - Irish Wrongs and English Romedies,

with other Essays. Crown 8vo, 5s.
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O'BRIEN , R. Barry.-- continued.

The Home Ruler's Manual. Crown Svo, cloth , Is. Gili ;

paper covers , Is.

OLCOTT, Henry S. - Theosophy , Religion, and Occult Science,

With Glossary of Eastern Words. " Crown 8vo, 75. 6d .

Posthumous Humanity. A Study of Phantoms. By Adoi.PILE

D'Assier . Translated and Annotated by HENRY S. OLCOTT.,

Crown Evo, 75. 6d .

Our Public Schools-Eton , Harrow, Winchester, Rugby,

Westminster, Marlborough , The Charterhouse,

Crown 8vo, 6s.

OWEN, Robert Dale. - Footfalls on the Boundary of Another
World, With Narrative Illustrations. Post Svo, 75. 6d.

The Debatable Land between this World and the Next.

With Illustrative Narrations. Second Edition , Crown 8vo,

75. 6d.

i

Threading my Way. Twenty -Seven Years of Autobiography.

Crown Svo, 75. 6d .

OXLEY, William . - Modern Messiahs and Wonder-Workers,

A History of the Various Messianic Claimants to Special Divine

Prerogatives. Post Svo, 55.

Parchment Library. Choicely Printed on hand-made paper, limp.
parchment antique or cloth , 6s. ; vellum , 7s. 6d. cach volume.

Selected Poems of Matthew Prior. With an Introcluction

and Notes by Austin Douson.

Sartor Resartus, By Thomas CARIYLE .

The Poctical Works of John Milton . 2 vols.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Edited by A. W. POLLARD,

2 vols.

Letters and Journals of Jonathan Swift. Sclected and

edited , with a Commentary and Nrics, by STANLEY LANE- POOLE .

De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium Eater.

Reprintedfrom the First Edition. Edited by Richard GARNETT.

The Gospel according to Matthew, Mark , and Luke.

Selections from the Prose Writings of Jonathan Swift.

With a Preface and Notes by STANLEY LANE- POOL.E and

Portrait.

English Sacred Lyrics.

Sir Joshua Reynolds's Discourses. Edited by EDMUND

GOSSE.
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Parchment Library - continued.

Selections from Milton's Prose Writings. Edited by
ERNEST MYERS.

The Book of Psalms. Translated by the Rev. Canon T. K.

CHEYNE, M.A. , D.D.

The Vicar of Wakefield . With Preface and Notes by AUSTIN

DOBSON.

English Comic Dramatists. Edited by OSWALD CRAWFORD .

English Lyrics.

The Sonncts of John Milton. Ellited by Mark PATTISON ,

With Portrait altcr Vertuc.

French Lyrics. Sclected and Annotated by George SAINTS.

BURY. With a Miniature Frontispiece designed and etched by

H. G. Glindoni.

Fables byMr. John Gay With Memoir by Austin Donson,

and an Etched Portrait from an unfinishcd Oil Sketch by Sir

Godfrey Kneller.

Select Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley. Edited, with an

Introduction, by RICHARD GARNETT.

The Christian Year. Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and
lloly Days throughout tinc Year. With Miniature Portrait of the

Rev. J. Kcble, after a Drawing by G, Richmond, R.A.

Shakspcro's Works. Complctc in Twclvc Volumes,

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by AUSTIN

DOBSON. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Q. Horati Flacci Opera. Edited by F. A. CORNISH , Assistant

Master at Eton . With a Frontispicce after a design by L. Alma

Tadema, etched by Leopold Lowenstam.

Edgar Allan Poe's Poems. With an Essay on his Poctry by

ANDREW LANG, and a Frontispiccc by Linlcy Sambourne.

Shakspere's Sonnets. Edited by EDWARD DOWDEN. With a

Frontispicce etched by Lcopold Lowenstam , after the Death

Mask.

English Odes. Sclectedby EDMUND Gosse. With Frontis .

picce on India paper by Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A.

Of the Imitation of Christ. By THOMAS A KEMPIS. А

revised Translation . With Frontispiece on India paper, from a

Design by W. B. Richmond .

Poems : Selected from Percy BYSSHE SHELLEY. Dedicated to

Lady Shelley. With a Preface by RICHARD GARNETT and a

Miniature Frontispiece.
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PARSLOE, Josepi. - Our Rallways. Sketches, llistorical and

Descriptive. With Practical Information as to Fares and Rates,

etc. , and a Chapter on Railway Reſorm . Crown Svo, 6s.

PATON , A. A. - A History of the Egyptian Revolution , from
thic Ieriod of the Mamclukes to the Death of Mohammed Ali .

Second Edition . 2 vols. Demy Svo, 75. 6.d.

PAULI, Reinhold.-- Simon de Montfort, Earlof Leicester, the
Creator of the House of Commons. Crown Svo, 6s.

Paul of Tarsus. By the Author of " Rabbi Jeshu, Crown Svo,

.

4.5. 60.

PEMBERTON; T. Edgar. - Charles Dickens and tho Stago. A

Record of his Connection with the Drama. Crown Svo, os.

PEZZI, Domenico. - Aryan Philology, according to the most recent

researches (Glottologia Aria Recentissima) . Translated by E. S.

Roberts . Crown Svo, ós.

PFEIFFER, Emily.-Women and Work, An Essay on the

Relation to lIcalth and l'hysical Development of the Iligler

Education of Girls. Crown Svo, 6s.

Phantasms of the Living. By EDMUND GURNEY, FREDERIC W.

H. MYERS, M.A., and FRANK PODMORE, M.A. 2 vols. Demy

Svo , 215.

Philological Society, Transactions of. Published irregularly .

List of Publications on application.

PICCIO770 , James. -Skolclics of Anglo -Jowish II istory . Demy

Svo, 125.

Pierce Gambit : Chess Papers and Problems. By JAMES

PIERCE, M.A., and W, TIMBRELL Pierce. Crown Svo, 6s. 611 .

PIESSE , Charles II. - Chemistry in the Brewing-Room . Being

the substance of a Course of Lessons to l'ractical Drewers.

Fcap . , 5s.

PLINY . - The Letters of Pliny the Younger. Translated by

J. D. L.Ewis .
l'ost Svo, 5s.

PLUMPTRE, Charles 7o11. - King's College Lectures on Elocu.
tion. Fourth Edition . Post Svo, 155.

POOLE, W. F. - An Index to Periodical Literature, Third

Edition. Royal 8vo- 63 135. 6d.

POOLE, W. E., and FLETCHER, I. 1. - Index to Periodical

Literature. First Supplement. 1892 to 1887. Royal Svo,
£1 16s.

Practical Guides . - France, Belgium, Holland, and the Rhinc. IS.

Italian Lakes. Wintering Places of the South .

Switzerland, Savoy, and North Italy. 28. 61. General Con.

tinental Guide. 55. Geneva. 1S. Paris. IS . Bernese Ober.

land . IS. Italy . 45.

IS. 23 .
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Psychical Research , Proceedings ofthe Society for Published

irregularly. Post Svo. Vol. I. to III. 10s , cach . Vol. IV. 8s.
Vol . V. Jos.

PURITZ, Lundeig .--Code -Book of Gymnastic Exercises. Trans.

lated by O. KSOFE and J. W. MACQUEEN. 32mo, Is . 61.

RAPSON , Eilivaril 7.-The Strugglo hetween England and

Franco for Supremacy in India, Crown 8vo, 4s, 6d .

RAVENSTEIN , E. G., and IIULLEY, John. - The Gymnasium

and its Fittings. With 14 Plates of Illustrations. Svo, 2s. 6d .

READE, IV'intxo0:1. - The Martyrdom of Man, Thirteenth Edition.

Svo, 75. 6.1.

RENDELI., 7. 11. - Concise Handbook of the Island of

Madeira. With Plan of Funchal and Map of the Island . Second

Edition . ficap . Svo, is. 6d .

RHYS, John . - Lectures on Welsh Philology, Second Edition.

Crown Svo, 155.

RIDEAL., C.F. Wollorisms, from " Pickwick " and " Master

Humphrey's Clock , " 18mo, 2s.

RIPPER, IVilliam . - Machine Drawing and Design, for En

gineering Students and Practical Engineers. Illustrated by 55
l'lates and numerous lixplanatory Notes. Royal 4to, 25%.

ROBINSON, A. Mary F. - The Fortunate Lovers. Twenty -seven

Novels of theQucen of Navarrc. Large crown 8vo, 1os. 6d .

ROLFE, Eustace Neville, and INGLEBY, Holcombe. - Naples in

1888. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s.

KOSUINI SER7.177, Intonio.-Lilo . By the Rev. W. LOCKTART.

2 vols. With Portraits. Crown Svo, 125.

ROSS, Percy :-A Professor of Alchemy. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

ROUTLEDGE, James.-- English Rule and Native Opinion in
India. Svo, ios, 611 .

RULE , Martin , N.A. - The Life and Timcs of St. Anselm ,
Archbishop of Canterbury and Primate of the

Britains. 2 vols. Demy Svo, 325.

RUTHERFORD, Mark.-The Autobiography of Mark Ruther

ford and Mark Rutherford's Deliverance. Edited by

REUBEN SHAPCOTT . Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.

The Revolution in Tanner's Lane. Edited by REUBEN

SIAPCOTT . Crown 8vo, 75. 61.

Miriam's Schooling: and other Papers. Edited by REUDEN

SUAPCOIT. Crown 8vo, os.

SAMUELSON, James. - India , Past and Present : Historical,

Social, and Political. With a Map, Explanatory Woodcuts and

Collotype Views, Portraits, etc. , from 36 Photographs. Svo, 21S .
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SAMUELSON, Jonies -- continued.

History of Drink, A Review, Social , Scientific, and Political.

Second Edition . 8vo, 6s.

Bulgaria, Past and Present: Historical, Political, and Dc.

scriptive. With Map and numerous Illustrations. Demy 810,

los. 6 .

SANDIVITII, F. 1. - Egypt as a Winter Resort. Crown Svo,
35. 60.

SANTIAGOE, Daniel. - The Curry Cook's Assistant. Fcap. Svo,

cloth. Is . 61. ; paper covers, Is.

SAYCE, Rw . Archibald Ilenry .-- Introduction to the Science of

Language. New and Chcaper Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo, gs.

SAYWELL, 7. L.-New Popular Ilandbook of County Dia

lects. Crown 8vo, 55.

SCHAIBLE, C. II. - An Essay on the Systematic Training of

the Body Crown Svo, 5.s.

SCHLEICHER, August,-A Compondium of tho Comparativa

Graminar of the Indo -European, Sanskrit, Grook ,

and Latin Languagos. Translated from the Third German
Edition by HERBERT BENDALL. 2 parts. 8vo, 135. 61.

SCOONES, IV. Bupliste.-- Four Centurios of English Loltors :

A Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from ihe Period of the
Paston Letters to the PresentTime. Third Edition. Large

crown Svo , os.

SCOTT, Benjamin .-- A State Iniquity : Its Rise, Extension ,

and Overthrow . Demy 8vo, plain cloth , 3.5. Oil. ; gilt, 5s .

SELBY, 11. .I.- Tho Shakospearo Classical Dictionary ; or,

Mythological Allusions in the Plays of Shakespeare Explaincd.

Fcap. 8vo, is.

Selwyn, Bishop , of New Zcaland and of Lichfield . A Sketch of his
Liſe and Work , with Further Glcanings from his Letters,

Sermons , and Specches. By thc Rev. Canon Curteis. Large
crown Svo , 75. Gil.

SERJEANT, W. C. Elloni. - The Astrologer's Guide (Anima

Astrologiæ) . Demy Svo, 75. 6d.

Shakspere's Works. The Avon Elition, 12 vols . , ſcap. Svo, cloth ,

185. ; in cloth box, 215. ; bound in 6 vols. , cloth, 15s.

Shakspere's Works, an Index to. By EVANGELINE O'CONNOR.

Crown Svo, 55.

SHAKESPEARE . - Tho Bankside Shakespeare. The Comedics,

Historics, and Trngedics of Mr. William Shakespeare, as prc:
sented at the Globc anul Blackfriars Theatres, circa 1591-1623.

Bcing the Text furnished the Players, in parallel pages with the

first revised folio text , with Critical Introductions. 8vo.

[ In preparation .
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SHAKESPEARE - continued .

A Now Study of Shakespeara. An Inquiry into the Con.

nection of the Plays and l'oeins, with the Origins of the Classical

Drama, and with the Platonic Philosophy, through the Mysteries.

Demy Svo, ros. 6d.

Shakespeare's Cymbeline. Edited, with Notes, by C. M.

INGLEDY. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. Edited by

HORACE lIoward FURNESS. Royal Svo. Vol. I. Roinco and
Juliet. Ss. Vol. II . Macbeth . 18s. Vols. III. and IV.

Hamlet. 2 vols. 36s. Vol. V. King Lear. 18s. Vol. VI.

Othello. 18s.

Shakspere Society (The New).--Subscription, one guinea per

annum . List of Publications on application .

SIIELLEY, Percy Bz'sshe. - Life. VARD DOWDEN, LL.D.

2 vols. With Portraits.' Demy Svo, 36s.

SIBREE, James, Jun . - The Great African Island. Chapters on

Madagascar. A l'opular Account of the Physical Geography,

etc. , of the Country. With Physical and Ethnological Maps and

4 Illustrations . Svo, jos. 6d.

SIGERSON , Georsi, M.D.--- Political Prisoners at Home and

Abroad . With Appcadix on Dietaries. Crown Svo, 25. 6d.

SIMCOX, Edith.- Episodes in the Lives of Men, Women,

and Lovers, Crown Svo, 75. Gid.

SINCLAIR , Thomas.-Essays : in Three Kinds, Crown 8vo,

Is. 6d . ; wrappers, 15 .

Sinclairs of England (The) . Crown Svo, 125.

SINNETT, A. P. - The Occult World . Fourth Edition . Crown

Svo, 3s. 6d.

Incidents in the Life of Madame Blavatsky. Demy Svo,

los, 6d.

Skinner, James : A Memoir. Dy thc Author of " Charles Lowder."

With a l'relacc ly the Rev. Canon CARTER, and l'ortrait.

Large crown, 75. 6i .

Also a chcap Edition. With Portrait. Fourth Edition . Crown

Svo, 3s. Ord .

SMITII, lluntington .- A Contury of American Liorntiira i
Bonjamin liranklin lo Jarnos Russoll Lowoll, Crown

Svo, os.

SMITH , S. - The Divine Government. Fifth Edition. Crown

Svo, 6s.
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SYYTH , R. Brough . - The Aborigines of Victoria. Compiled

for the Government of Victorin. With Maps, l'lates , and Viool.

cuts. 2 vols. Royal Svo, £ 3 35.

Sophocles : The Seven Plays in English Versc. Translated by LEWIS

CAMPBELL. Crown Svo; 75. Od.

Specimens of English Prose Style from Malory to Ma

caulay. Selected and Annotated , with an Introductory Essay,

by GEORGE SAINTSBURY. Large crown Svo, printed on hand .

made paper , parchment antique or cloth, 125. ; vellum , 155.

SPEDDING, James. - The Life and Timos of Francis Bacon.
2 vols . Post Svo, 215.

Spinoza, Benedict de .: Ilis Liſe, Correspondence, and Ethics. By

R. WILLIS, M.D. Svo, 215.

SPRAGUE, Charles E. Handbools of Volapül : The International

Language. Second Edition . Crown Svo, 5s,

ST. HILL, Katharine.--The Grammar of Palmistry. With

18Illustrations. 12mo, Is.

STOKES, Whitley . - Goidelica : Old and Early -Middlc Irish Glosses.

Prose and Versc. Second Edition. Med. Svo, iSs.

STRACHEY, Sir John, G.C.S.1. - India . With Map. Demy Svo, 155.

STREET, 7. C. - The Hidden Way across the Threshold ; or,

The Mystery which hath been hidden for Ages and from Genera

tions. " With Platcs. Large Svo , 15s.

SUMNER, IV . G. - What Social Classcs owe to Each Other,

18no, 35. 6d .

SWINBURNE , Algernon Charles. • A Word for tho Navy.

Imperial 16mo, 5s.

Tho Bibliography of Swinburne, 1857-1887. Crown Svo,

vellum gill , os.

Sylva, Carmen (Queen of Roumania ), The Life of. Translated by

Baroness DEICHMANN. With 4 Portraits and 1 Illustration. 8vo,

I 25 .

TAYLER, 7. 3. - A Retrospect of the Religious Life of

England ; or . Churcli , l'uritanism , and I'rcc Inquiry. Second

Edition. Post Svo, 75. 6d .

TAYLOR, Rev. Canon Isaac, LL.D.-The Alphabet. An Account of

thic Origin and Development of Icters . With numcrous Tables

and lacsimiles. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 36s.

Lon vos from an 18yplan Nolo - book Crown 8vo, 5s.

TAYLOR, Sir Henry. - The Statesman . Fcap. Svo, 3.s. 6il.

Taylor, Reynell, C.B., C. $ . I. : A Biography. By E. GAMBIER

PARRY. With Portait and Map. Derry 8vo, 145.
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I2s.

Technological Dictionary of the Terms employed in the Arts and

Sciences ; Architecture ; Engineering ; Mechanics ; Shipbuilding

and Navigation ; Metallurgy; Mathematics, etc. Second Edition .

3 vols. Svo.

Vol . I. German -English - French. 125 .

Vol. II. English -German -French.

Vol. III. French -German -English. 155.

THACKERAY, Rev. S. W., LL.D — The Land and the Com

munity, Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

THACK'ERAY, IVilliam Mlakepeace. - An Essay on the Genius of

George Cruikshank. Reprinted verbatim from the West.

mirrsler Review . 40 Illustrations. Large paper Edition . Royal

Svo, 75. 6d.

Sultan Stork ; and other Stories and Sketches. 1829-1844.

Now First Collected. To which is added the Bibliography of

Thackeray, Revised and Considerably Enlarged . Large demy
8νο, τους . 6d .

TIIOMPSON , Sir H. - Diet in Relation to Age and Activity.

Fcap. Svo, cloth , is. 6d . ; paper covers, Is.

Modern Cremation. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Tobacco Talk and Smokers' Gossip. 16mo, 25.

TRANT, William .-- Trade Unions : Their Origin , Objects, and

Efficacy. Small crown 8vo, Is. 6d. ; paper covers, Is.

TRENCII, The late R. C., Archbishop. - Letters and Memorials:

By the Author of “ Charles Lowder .” With two Portraits,

2 vols. Svo , 215.

A Household Book of English Poetry . Selected and
Arranged, with Notes. FourthEdition, Revised . Extra fcap.

Svo , 5s.

An Essay on the Life and Genius of Calderon . With

Translations from his “Life's a Dream ” and “ Great Theatre of

the World . " Second Edition, Revised and Improved. Extra

ſcap. Svo, 55. 6.1.

Gustavus Adolphus in Germany , and other Lectures

on the Thirty Years' War. Third Edition, Enlarged.

Fcap. Svo, 45.

Plutarch : his Life, his Lives, and his Morals. Second

Edition , Enlarged . Fcap. Svo , 35. 6d.

Remains of the late Mrs. Richard Trench. Being Selec

tions from her Journals, Letters , and other Papers. New and

Cheaper Issue. With Portrait. Svo, 6s.

Lectures on Medlæval Church History . Being the Sub.

stance of Lectures delivered at Qucen's College, London. Second

Edition . Svo, 125.
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TRENCII, The laté R. C., Archbishop - continued.

English , Past and Present. Thirteenth Edition , Revised and

Improved. Fcap. Svo, 55.

On the Study of Words. Twentieth Edition, Revised.

Fcap. Svo, 55.

Select Glossary of English Words used Formerly in

Senses Different from the Present. Seventh Tidition ,

Revised and Enlarged . Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Proverbs and Their Lessons. Seventh Edition, Enlarged .

Fcap. Svo, 4s.

TRIMEN , Roland . - South -African Butterflies. A Monograplı of

the Extra -Tropical Species. With 12 Coloured Plates. 3 vols.

Demy Svo, £2 125. 60 .

Trübner's Bibliographical Guide to American Literature .

A Classcd List of Books published in the United States of

America, ſroın 1817 to 1857. Edited by Nicoi.As TRÜNNER .

Svo, half-bound , 18s.

TRUMBULL, H. Clay. - The Blood-Covenant, a Primitivo

Rite, and its Bearings on Scripture. l'ost 8vo , 75. 6d.

TURNER, Charles Edward.--CountTolstoï, as Novelist and Thinker.

Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution. Crown Svo, 3.s. 6d .

The Modern Novelists of Russia. Lectures delivered at

the Taylor Institution, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 3s. Oul.

TIVEEDIE , Mrs. Alcc. — The Ober - Ammergau Passion Play,

1890. Small crown 8vo, 25. 6d .

VAUGHAN, H. II. - British Reason in English Rhyme.

Crown Svo, 6s .

V’ESCELIUS-SHELDON,Louise.--An I. D. B. in South Africa ,

Illustrated by G. E. Graves and AL. HENCKE . Cronin Svo,

75. 6d.

Yankee Girls in Zulu-Land. Illustrated by G. E. GRAVES.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

Victoria Government, Pụblications of the. [ List ir: preparation.

VINCENT, Frank. –Around and about South America ,

Twenty Months of Quest and Query With Maps, l'lans, and

54 Illustrations. Medium Svo, 215.

WAITE, A. E. - Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers. Demy

8vo, ros. 6d.

The Magical Writings of Thomas Vaughan, Small 410,

Ias. 6d .

The Real History of the Rosicrucia
ns

. With Illustrations,

Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.
1
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WAITE, A. E. - continued .

The Mysteries of Magic. A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas
Lévi . With Illustrations. Demy Svo, ios. 6d.

WAKE, C. Staniland.- Serpent-Worship , and other Essays,

with a Chapter on Totemism . Demy Svo, ros. 6d .

The Development of Marriage and Kinship. Demy

Svo, 18s.

Walos.-- Through North Wilou with a knapsacks . By Four

Schoolmistresses. With a Slotch Map Small crown 8vo, 25. Oil.

1 ! ALL, George. - The Natural History of Thought in its

Practical.Aspect, from its origin in Infancy. Demy

Svo, 125. 61 .

I !"ALLACE, Alfred Russel. - On Miracles and Modern Spirit

ualism. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

IV'ALPOLE, Chas. George . - A Short History of Ireland from the

Earliest Times to the Union with Great Britain.

With 5 Maps and Appendices. Third Edition . Crown Svo, 6s.

WALTERS, 7. Cuming. - In Tennyson Land. Being a Brief

Account of the Home and Early Surroundings of the Poet

Laureate. With Illustrations. Demy Svo, 5s.

WARTER, 7. W. - An Old Shropshire Oak. 2 vols. Demy Svo,
285.

W’ATSON , R. G. - Spanish and Portuguese South America .

during the Colonial Period. 2 vols. Post Svo, 215.

II'EDGWOOD, H. - A Dictionary of English Etymology.

Fourth Edition , Revised and Enlarged. With Introduction on

the Origin of Language . 8vo, £ 1 15.

Contested Etymologies in the Dictionary of the Rev.
W,W, Skeat. Crown 8vo, 55.

ITEDGI'OOD, Julia. — The Moral Ideal, An Historic Study.

Second Edition . Demy Svo, 9s.

II'EISBACH , Julius. - Theoretical Mechanics. A Manual of the

Mechanics of Engineering. Designed as a Text-book for Technical

Schools, and for the Use of Engineers. Translated from the

German by ECKLEY B. Coxe. With 902 Woodcuts. Demy
Svo, 315, 6d.

I / ESTROPP, Hodidler 11. - Primitivo Symbolism as Illustrated

in Phallic Worship ; or, The Reproductive Principle. With
an Introduction by Major-Gen. FORLONG , Demy Svo, parch

ment, 7s. 6d .

WHEELDON, J. P.- Angling Resorts near London , The

Thames and the Lea. Crown Svo, paper, Is. 6d.
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WIIIBLEY, Chas. - In Cap and Gown : Three Conturies of Cam .

bridge Wit. Crown Svo, 75. 6d .

IVITITMAN, Sidney.-- ImperialGermany. A Critical Study of Fact

and Character. Crown Svo, 75. 6.1.

WIGSTON, IV . F. C. - Hermes Stella ; or, Notes and Jottings on
the Bacon Cipher. Svo, 6s.

Wilberforco, Bishop, of Oxford and Il'inchestir, Lilo . By his

Sun RiRCINALD WITHERIOR
CY

. Crown Svo , 6s,

IIILDRIGX , 7 : 7ndall.-- Tho Dancu of Death , in Painting
and in Print. With Woodcuts. 410, 3s. 6d ; the Woodcuts

coloured by hand , 55.

WOLTMANN, Dr. Alfred , and IVOERILANN, Dr. Karl. - History
of Painting With numerous Illustrations. Medium Svo .

Vol. I. Painting in Antiquiiy and the Middle Ages. 28s.;

bevellcd boards, gilt leaves , 30s. Vol. II. The Painting of the
Renascence. 425. ; bevelled boards , gilt Icaves, 45%.

IVOOD , M. W. - Dictionary of Volapük . Volapük -English and

English -Volapük. Volapükatidcl cciſ. Crown Svo, ios. 61.

WORTHY, Charlis. - Practical Heraldry ; or, An Epitome of

English Armory. 124 Illustrations. Crown Svo , 75, 6il.

WRIGHT, Thomas:-The Homes of Other Days. A IIistory

of Domestic Manners and Sentiments during the Middle Ages.
With Illustrations from the Illuminations in Contemporary Manu.

scripts and other Sources. Drawn and Engraved by F. W.

FAIRHOLT, F.S.A. 350 Woodcuts. Medium Svo, 215.

Anglo-Saxon and Old English Vocabularics. Second

Edition. · Edited by RICHARDPAUL WULCKER. 2 vols. Demy

Svo, 28s.

The Celt, the Roman, and tho Saxon . A llistory of the

Early Inhabitants of Britainilown to the Conversion of the Anglo

Saxons to Christianity. Illustrated by the Ancient Romains

brought to light by RecentRescarch. Corrected and Enlarged

Edition. With nearly 300 Engravings. Crown Svo, 9s.

YELVERTON , Christopher . - Oneiros ; or, Some Questions of the

Day, Crown Svo , 5s.

THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY.

ALEXANDER, William , D.D., Bishop of Derry. - The Great Ques

tion, and other Sermons. Crown 8vo, 6s.

AMBERLEY, Viscount.- An Analysis of Religious belief.

2 vols. Demy Svo, 305.
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Antiqua Mater : A Study of Christian Origins. Crown Svo,

75. 6d.

RELANY, Rev. R.-The Bible and the Papacy. Crown 8vo, 25 .

BENTHAJI, Jeremy. - Theory of Legislation . Translated from

the French of Etienne Dumont by R. HILDRETII. Fifth Edition.
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of Ethics. Crown 8vo, 5s.
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The Spirit of the Christian Life. Third Edition . Crown

8vo , 5s.
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Christ in Modern Life. Seventeenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Sermons. First Series. Thirteenth Edition . Crown Svo, 5s.

Sermons. Second Series. Sixth Edition . Crown Svo, 5s.
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BUNSEN, Ernest de.—Islam; or, True Christianity. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Catholic Dictionary . Containing some Account of the Doctrine,

Discipline, Rites, Ceremonies, Councils, and Religious Orders of
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Edition. Demy Svo, 215.

CHEYNE, Canon.--The Prophecies of Isaiah . Translated with

Critical Notes and Dissertations. 2 vols. Fifth Edition . Demy

Svo, 255.

Job and Solomon ; or, The Wisdom of the Old Testament.

Demy Svo, 125. 6d.

The Psalms ; or, Book of The Praiscs of Israel. Translated

with Commentary. Demy 8vo. 16s.

CLARKE, James Freeman . - Ten Great Religions. An Essay in

Comparative Theology. Demy Svo, 10s. 6d.

Ten Great Religions. Part II . · A Comparison of all Religions.

Demy Svo, ios, 6d.

COKE, Henry.-- Creeds of the Day ; or, Collated Opinions of

Reputable Thinkers. 2 vols. Demy Svo, 218,
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Crown 8vo , 25. 6d.

The Eight Circulars of Auguste Comte . Translated from

the French. Feap. Svo, Is. 6d.

Appeal to Conservatives, Crown 8vo , 28. 6d.

The Positive Philosophy of Augusto Comte. Translated

and condensed by HARRIET MARTINEAU , 2 vols . Second

Edition. Svo, 255.

CONWAY, Möncure D . - The Sacred Anthology . A Book of
Ethnical Scriptures. Edited by MONCURE D . CONWAY. New

Edition . Crown 8vo, 55.

Idols and Ideals. With an Essay on Christianity . Crown

8vo, 45.

COX, Rev . Samuel, D . D . - A Commentary on the Book of Job .
With a Translation . Second Edition .. Demy 8vo, 155.

Salvator Mundi ; or , Is Christ the Saviour of all Men ? Twelfth

Edition . Crown Svo, 25. 6d.

The Larger Hope. A Sequel to “ Salvator Mundi.” Second
Edition . 16mo, Is.
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Third Edition . Crown 8vo, 6s.

Balaam . An Exposition and a Study. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Miracles. An Argument and a Challenge. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

CRANBROOK, James. - Credibilia ; or, Discourses on Questions of

Christian Faith . PostSvo , 35. 6d.

The Founders of Christianity ; or, Discourses upon the
Origin of the Christian Religion . Post 8vo, 6 .

DAWSON , Geo., M . A . -- Prayers, with a Discourse on Prayer.
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8vo, 35. 6d.

Prayers, with a Discourse on Prayer, Edited by George

ST. CLAIR, F .G . S . Second Series. Small Crown 8vo, 35. 6d .
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Edited by his Wiſc. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d.

Sermons on Daily Life and Duty . Edited by his Wife.

Fifth Edition . Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. .

· The Authentic Gospel, and other Sermons. Edited by

GEORGE ST. CLAIR, F . G . S Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Every - day Counsels . Edited by George St. Clair , F . G . S .
Crown 8vo, 6s.
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Divine Humanity. Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 6s.
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6s.
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MEAD, C. 11., D.D. - Supernatural Revelation , An Essay con .
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Meditations on Death and Eternity . Translated from the

German by FREDERICA ROWAN . Published by Her Majesty's

gracious permission. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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Meditations on Life and its Religious Duties. Translated

from the German by FREDERICA Rowan . Published by Iler

Majesty's gracious permission. Being the Companion Volume

to " Meditations onDcath and Eternity ." Crown 8vo, 6s.

NEVILL, F. - Retrogression or Development. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

NICHOLS, 7. Broadhurst, and DYMOND, Charles William :-Prac

tical Value of Christianity. Two Prize Essays. Crown

8vo, 3s. 6d .

PARKER, Theodore. Discourse on Matters pertaining to
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Lessons from the World of Matter and the World of Man .
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Rev. J. S. EXELL, M.A., and the Very Rev. Dean H. D. M.

SPENCE, M.A., D.D.
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the Very Rev. J. F. MONTGOMERY, D.D. , Rev. Prof. R. A.

REDFORD, M.A., LL.B., Rev. F. HASTINGS, Rev.' W.

ROBERTS, M.A. An Introduction to the Study of the Old

Testament by theVenerable Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S.;

and Introductions to the Pentateuch by the Right Rev. II. Cor.

TERILL, D.D. , and Rev. T. WHITELAW , D.D. Ninth Edition.

I vol., 155.

Exodus. By the Rev. Canon RAWLINSON. With Homilies by the
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LL.B., and Rev. MCCITEYNE EDGAR. Fourth Edition. 155.
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Ilomilics by the Rev . DONALD FRASER, D . D . , Rev. Prof.
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Edition , 2 vols., 155. each .
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D.D. With Homilies by the Rev. W. F. ADENEY, M.A., Rev.
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Rev. A. ROWLANT), B.A., LL.B., Kev. A. Muir, and Rev. K.
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St. Luke. By the Very Rev. II. D , M.SPENCE. With Homilies

by the Rev. J. MarsiALL LANG, D.D., Rev. W. CLARKSON ,

B.A., and Rev. R. M. EDGAR , M.A. 2 vols. , 1os, Gid. cach.

St. John . By the Rev. Prof. H. R. REYNOLDS, D.D. With

Homilies by theRev. Prof. T.CROSKERY, D.D. , Rev. Prof. J. R.

THOMSON, M.A., Rev. D. YOUNG, B.A. , Rev. B. THOMAS,
Rev. G. BROWN . Second Edition. 2 vols. , 155. each .

TheActsof the Apostles. By the Bishop of BATH and Wells.
With Homilies by the Rev. Prof. P. C. BARKER , M.A. , LL.D. ,

Rev. Prof. E. JOHNSON, M.A., Rev. Prof. R. A. REDFORD,

LL.B., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A. , Rev. W. CLARKSON, B.A. Fourth
Edition. 2 vols. , 1os. 6d. each .

Corinthians. By the Ven . Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D. With

Homilies by the Rev. Ex -Chancellor LIPSCOMB, LL.D. , Rev.

DAVID THOMAS, D.D., Rev. D. FRASER, D.D. , Rev. Prof.
J. R. THOMSON, M. A. , Rev. J. WAITE, B.A. , Rev. R. Tuck,

B.A., Rev. E. HURNDALL, M.A. , and Rev. H. BREMNER, B.D.
Fourth Edition. 15.5.

2 Corinthians and Galatians . By the Ven. Archdeacon
FARRAR, D.D., and Rev. Prebendary E. HUXTABLE. With

Homilies by the , Rev. Ex-Chancellor LIPSCOMB, LL.D. , Rev.

DAVID THOMAS, D.D. , Rev. DONALD FRASER, D.D., Rev. R.

Tuck, B.A. , Rev. E. HURNDALL, M.A. , Rev. Prof. J. R.

THOMSON, M.A., Rev. R. FINLAYSON, B.A., Rev.W.F.ADENEY,

M.A., Rev. R. M. EDGAR, M.A., and Rev. T. CROSKERY, D.D.
Second Edition. 213.
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Pulpit Commentary, The - continual.

Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians. By the Rev. Prof.

W. G. BLAIKIE , D.D., Rev.B. C. Caffix , M.A., and Rev. G.

G. FINDLAY, B.A. With Homilies by the Rev. D. THOMAS ,

D.D., Rev. R. M. EDGAR, M.A.,Rev. R. FINLAYSON , B.A., Rev.

W. F. ADENEY, M.A., Rev. Prof. T. CROSKERY, D.D., Rev.

E. S. Prour, Ni . A., Rev. Canon VERNON Hurtox, and

Rev. U. R. THOMAS, D.D. Sccond Edition .

Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon . By the

Bishop of Bath and WELLS, Rev. Dr. Gloag , and Revi Dr.

BALes. With Ilomilies by the Rev. B. C. CAFTIN, M.A., Rev. R.

L'INLAYSON, B.A. , Rev. l'rof. T. CROSLERY, 1 ).D ., Rev. Wir .

ADENEY, M.A., Rev. W. M. STATHAM, and Rev. D. THOMAS,

D.D. 155.

Hebrews and James. By the Rev. J. BARMBY, D.D., and Rev.

Prebendary E. C. S. Gibsox , M.A. With Ilomilctics by the

Rev. C. JERDAN , M.A., LL.B., and Rev. Prebendary E. C , S.
Cmsox. And Ilomilies by the Rev. W. JONES,,Kev. C. NEW ,

Rev. D. YOUNG, 11.A., Rev. T. S. BRIGIT, Rev. 1.1. LOOK111 ,

' Il.Nog nooi lievi C. JORDAN, M1.1 ., 1.1 .. ll . Second Bilition . 15 .

Peter, John , and Judo .' By. the kev. B. C. CAFFIN, M.A.,

Rev. A. PLUMMER, D.D., and Kev . S. D. F. SAMONI), D.) ).

With Homilies by the Rev. A. MACLAREN, D.D., Kev. C.

CLEMANCE, 1 ).D . , Rev. Prof. J. R. THOMSON, M.A., Rev. C.

New , Rev. U. R. THOMAS, Rev.R. FINLAYSOX, B.A., Rev.

W. Jones, Rev. Prof. T. CROSKERY, D.D. , and Rev. J. S.

BRIGHT, D.D. 155.

Revelation . Introduction by the Rev. T. KANDELL, B.D. ,

Principal of Bede College, Durham ; and Exposition by the Rev.

T. RANDELL , assisted by the Rev. A. PLUMMER, M.A., D.D.,

Principal of University College, Durham , and A. T. Bort, M.A.

With Homilies by the Rev. C.CLEMANCE, D.D., Rev. S. Conway,

B.A. , Rev. R. Green, and Rev. D. Thomas, D.D.

PUSEY, Dr.-- Sermons for the Church's Seasons from

Advent to Trinity Selected from the Published Sermons

of the late EDWARD BOUVERIE PUSEY, D.D. Crown 8vo, 5s.

REN.IN , Ernest. - Philosophical Dialogues and Fragments.

From the French . Post Svo, s. 6d .

AnEssay on the Age and Antiquity of the Book of

Nabathæan Agriculture. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

The Life of Jesus. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d. ; paper covers, Is.

The Apostles. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d . ; paper covers, is.

K’EYNOLDS, Rev. 7. W.- The Supernatural in Nature. A

Verification by Free Use of Science. Third Edition, Reviscd

and Enlarged. Demy Svo, 145.
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REYNOLDS, Rev. J. W.- continried,

The Mystery of Miracles. Third and Enlarged Edition.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Mystery of the Universe our Common Faith . Demy

8vo, 145.

The World to Come : Immortality a Physical Fact, Crown

Svo, 6s.

RICHARDS
ON

, Austin . " What are the Catholic Claims ? "

With Introduction by Rev. LUKE RIVINGTON . Crown 8vo,

35. 64.

RIVINGTON , Luke .-- Authority, or a Plain Reason for join.

ing the Church of Rome. Fifth Eüition. Crown 8vo,

35. 6d.

Dependence ; or, The Insecurity of the Anglican Position .

Crown 8vo, 5s.

ROBERTSON, The late Rev. F. W. , M.A.-Lifo and Letters of.

Edited by the Rev. STOPFORD BROOKE, M.A.

I. Two vols. , uniform with the Serinons. With Steel Portrait.

Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.

II. Library Edition , in Demy Svo , with Portrait. 125.

III. A Popular Edition, in i vol. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Sermons. Five Series. Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . each.

Noteson Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown 8vo,

35. 6d . ,

Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the

Corinthians. A New Edition. Small crown 8vo, 55.

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary Remains. A New
Edition . Small crown 8vo, 55.

An Analysis of Tennyson's " In Memoriam .” (Dedicated

by Permission to the Poet-Laureate. ) Fcap. 8vo, 25.

The Education of the Human Race. Translated from the

German of GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM LESSING. Fcap. 8vo, 25. 6d .

A Portrait of the late Rev. F. W. Robertson , mounted for

framing, can be had , 25. 6d .

SCANNELL, Thomas B. , B.D., and WILHELM , Joseph, D.D. - A

Manual of Catholic Theology. Based on SCHEEBEN'S

Dogmatik . ” 2 vols. Demy Svo.Vol. I. , 155.

SHEEPSHANKS, Rev. J. - Confirmation and Unction of the

Sick. Small crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
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in Text. 55.

LXIX . Introduction
to Fresh-Water Algæ. With an Enumera.

tion of all the British Species. By M. C. Cooke. 13 Plates. 5s.

ORIENTAL, EGYPTIAN , ETC.

AHLWARDT, W.-The Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic

Poets, Ennābiga, 'Antara, Tharafa ,Zuhair, 'Al

quama, and Imruulquais. Edited by W. AHLWARDT.

Demy Svo, 125.

ALABASTER, Henry . - The Wheel of the Law : Buddhism illus.
trated from Siamese Sources. Demy 8vo, 145.

' ALI, Moulaví Cherách . - The Proposed Political, Legal, and
Social Reforms in the Ottoman Empire and other

Mohammedan States . Demy 8vo, Ss.

ARNOLD, Sir Edwin , C.S.I.- With Sa'di in the Garden ; or ,

The Book of Love. Being the “ Ishk," or Third Chapter of

the “ Bostân ” of the Persian Poet Sa'di. Embodied in a Dia.

logue held in the Garden of the Taj Mahal , at Agra. Crown 8vo,

75. 6d,

Lotus and Jewel. Containing "In an Indian Temple,” “ A

Casket of Gems," “ A Queen's Revenge," with Other Poems.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 75. 64.

Death-and Afterwards. Reprinted from the Fortnightly

Review of August, 1885. With a Supplement. Ninth Edition .

Crown 8vo, Is . 61. ; paper, Is.

India Revisited . With 32 Full-page Illustrations. From Photo

graphs selected by the Author. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.

The Light of Asia ; or, The Great Renunciation. Being the

Life and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India, and Founder

of Buddhism. With Illustrations and a Portrait of the Author.

Post 8vo, cloth , gilt back and edges ; or half-parchment, cloth

sides, 3s. 6d. Library Edition. Crown 8vo, 75. 6. Illustratcd
Edition. Small 4to, 215.

Indian Poetry: Containing “ The Indian Song of Songs," from

the Sanskrit of the Gita Govinda.of. Jayadeva ; Two Books from

“ The Iliad of India ; " and other Oriental Poems. Fifth Edition .

78. 60
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ARNOLD, Sir Edwin, C.S.1 .-- continued .

Pearls of the Faith ; or, Islam's Rosary : being the Ninety -nine

beautiful names of Allah. With Comments in Verse from various

Oriental sources. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo , 75. 6.1 .

Indian Idylls. From the Sanskrit of the Mahabharata . Crown

8vo, 75. 6d .

The Secret of Death . Being a Version of the Katha Upanishad ,

from the Sanskrit . Third Edition. Crown Svo, 75. 6d .

The Song Celestial ; or , Bhagavad-Gitâ . Translated from the

Sanskrit. Text. Second Edition . Crown 8vo, 5s.

Poetical Works, Uniform Edition, comprising " The Light of

Asia , "" " Indian Poetry,” “ Pearls of the Faith ,'por
Indian Idylls,"

“ The Secret of Death ," " The Song Celestial,” and “ With,
Sa'di in the Garden." In 8 vols . Crown 8vo, cloth , 48s.

The Iliad and Odyssey of India. Fcap. 8vo, is.

A Simple Transliteral Grammar of the Turkish Lan.. !

guage. Post 8vo, 25. 6d.

Asiatic Society . - Journal of the Royal Asiatic. Society of

Great Britain and Ireland, from the Commencement to

1863. First Series, complete in 20 vols. 8vo, with many l'lates,

£10, or in parts from 4s. to 6s. cach .

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland , New Series, Svo. Stitched in wrapper.

1864-88.

Vol . I., 2 Parts, pp . iv. and 490 , 165.--- Vol. 11. , 2 Parts, pp. 522, 16 ...

-Vol. III., 2 Parts, pp. 516 , with Photograp !ı, 225,---:: -- Vol. IV ., 2 Parts,

pp. 521 , 165. - Vol. V., 2 Parts, pp. 463, with 10 full-page and folding

Plates, 18s. 61. - Vol. VI., Part 1, pp. 212, with 2 Plates and a Map, 8 .

-Vol. VI., Part 2, pp . 272, with Plate and á Map, Ss.-Vol. VII., Part 1 ,

pp. 194 , with a Plate, 8s. — Vol.VII . , Part 2, pp. 204, with 7 l'latcs and

a Map, 8s.- Vol. VIII . , Part 1 , pp . 156, with 3 Plates and a Plan, 8s.

-Vol. VIII., Part 2, pp. 152 , 8s. - Vol. IX ., Part 1 , PP . 154, with a

Plate, 8s. - Vol. IX . , Part 2, pp. 292 , with 3 Plates, 1os. 60 .-- Vol. X. ,

Part 1 , pp.156, with 2 Plates and a Map, 8s. - Vol. X. , Part 2, pp. 146,

65. - Vol. X., Part 3, pp . 204, 85:-- Vol.XI. , Part I, pp . 128, 5s.-- Vol.

XI. , Part 2, pp. 158, with 2 Plates, 75. 61.- Vol. XI., Part 3; pp.250,

Ss.-- Vol. XII., Part 1, pp. 152, 55.-- Vol. XII. , Part 2, pp. 182,with 2

Plates and a Map, 6s. - Vol. XII., Part 3, pp. 100, 45. - Vol. XII., Part4,

pp. X., 152, cxx ., 16, 85.- Vol. XIII., Part 1 , pp. 120, 55. - Vol. XIII . ,

Part 2, pp. 170, with a Map , 8s. — Vol. XIII. , Part 3, pp. 178, with a

Table, 75. 60. - Vol. XIII. , Part 4, pp. 282, with a Plate and Table,

1os. 6d. – Vol. XIV. , Part 1, pp. 124,with a Table and 2 Plates, 55.
Vol. XIV. , Part 2, pp. 164, with 1Table, 75. 60. - Vol. XIV. , Part 3,

pp. 205, with 6 Pintes, 85. - Vol. XIV., Part 4, pp. 492, with 1 l'late,

145. - Vol. XV., Part1 , pp . 136, 6s.-- Vol. XV., Part 2, pp. 158, withi

3 Tables, 54 - Vol. XV., Part 3, pp. 192, 6r. - Vol. XV., Part 4, pp:
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140, 55. - Vol. XVI., Part 1, pp. 138, with 2 Platcs, 75 . - Vol. XVI.,

Part 2 , pp. 184, with i Plate, 95. - Vol XVI., Part 3 , July , 1984, pp .

74 -clx ., ios. 60. - - Vol. XVI. , Part 4 , pp. 132 , 8s. - Vol. XVII., Part 1,

pp . 144, with 6 Plates, ios. 60 . - Vol. XVII., Part 2 , pp . 194 , with a

Map , 95. - Vol. XVII., Part 3, pp . 342, with 3 Plates, ros. 60. - Vol. :

vii.. Part 1, pp. 126 , with 2 Plates, 55.- - Vol. XVIII., Part 2 , pp .
196 , with 2 Plates, 6s. - Vol. XVIII. , Part 3 , pp . 130, with it Plates,

10.s. 611.--- Vol. XVIII., Part 4 , pp . 314, with 8 Plates, 7s. 60 . -- Vol.
XIX . , Part 1, pp . 100 , with 3 Plates, los. - Vol. XIX ., Part 2 , pp . 156 ,

with 6 Plates, 10s. - - Vol. XIX . , Part 3 , pp . 216 , with 6 Plates, ros.

Vol. XIX., Part 4 , pp . 216 , with i Plate , 10.1.- --Vol. XX. , Part I , pp.

163, 1os.- - Vol. XX. , Part 2 , pp . 155, 1os. -- Vol. XX. , Part 3, pp. 143,

with 3 Plates and a Map, 1os. - Vol. XX ., Part 4, pp. 318, 1os.

-ISTON , II. G . - A Short Grammar of the Japanese Spoken
Language, Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 12s .

A Grammar of the JapaneseWritten Language, Second

Edition . Svo, 28.s.

Auctores Sanscriti :

Vol. I. The Jaiminîya-Nyâya -Mâla - Vistara. Evlilcil
uncler the supervision of TorovOR GOLDSTÜCKER . Large 4to ,

43 13.5. Gd .

Vol. U . The Institutes of Gautama. Edited , with an Index of

Words, by A . F . STENZLER, Ph. D ., Prof. of Oriental Languages

in the University of Breslau . Svo, cloth , 4.5. 6 .1. ; stitched , 3.6. Gil.

Vol. III. Vaitâna Sutra : The Ritual of the Atharva

Vcda. Editel, with Critical Notes and Indices , by Dr. K .

GARNE. Svo, 5.5.

Vols. IV . and V . Vardhamana's Ganaratnamahodadhi,

with the Author's Commentary . Edited , with Critical Notes

and Indlices , by JULIUS EGGELING . Part I. Svo , 6. . Part II.

Svo, 6s.

7 .11 .4 , Tatui. - An Elementary Grammar of the Japanese

Language. With Easy Progressive Exercises . Second Edi.
tion . Crown 8vo , 5s.

B :INGER, Gcorge Percy , D . C . L .- An English - Arabic Lexicon ,
In which the equivalent for English Words and Idiomatic

Sentences are rendered into literary and colloquial Arabic.

Royal 4t., Sos.

f .11. FOUR, F . H . - The Divine Classic of Nan-Hua. Being the

Works of Chuang Tsze, Taoist Philosopher . Svo, 145.

Taoist Texts, Ethical, Political,and Speculative. Imperial Svo,
jos. 6d .

Leaves from myChinese Scrap - Book , Post Svo, 75. 6d.
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BALLANTYNE, J. R . - Elements of Hindi and Braj Bhakha.

Grammar, Compiled for the use of the East India College at

Haileybury. Second Edition . Crown Svo, 5s.

First Lessons in Sanskrit Grammar ; together with an Ini.

troduction to the Hitopadeśa . Fourth Edition. Svo, 35. 61.

DEAL , S. -- A Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the

Chinese. Svo, 155.

The Romantic Legend of Sakya Buddha. From the

Chinese-Sanskrit. Crown Svo , 125.

Buddhist Literature in China, FourLectures. Demy Sun,
jos . 6d.

TEAMES, John . - Outlines of Indian Philology. With a Map
showing the Distribution of Indian Languages. Scconi cn .

larged Edition . Crown Svo, 5s.

A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Lan

guages of India : llindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi,
Oriya, and Bengali. 3 vols. 165. each .

BELLEIV , Deputy- Surgeon -GeneralII. IV . - TheHistory of Cholora

in India from 1862 to 1881, With Maps and Diagrams,
Demy 8vo , L2 25.

A Short Practical Treatise on the Nature, Causes, and

Treatment of Cholera , Demy Svo, 75. Od .

From tho Indus to the Tigris. A Narrative of a Journcy

through Balochistan , Afghanistan , Khorassan, and Iran , in 1872.

Svo, jos. 6 .1.

Kashmir and Kashghar. A Narrative of the Journey of the

Embassy to Kashghar in 1873-74. Demy 8vo, los. 6d.

The Races of Afghanistan , Being a Bricf Account of the

Principal Nations inhabiting that Country. Svo, 75. 6d.

BELLOWS, John . - English Outline Vocabulary, for the Uso

of Students of the Chinese, Japanese, and other

Languages. Crown Svo, os.

Language , for the Use of Early Students, Second

Edition . Royal8vo, ios. 61 .

BENTLEY, IV . Ilolman. Dictionary and Grammar of the
Kongo Language, as spoken at San Salva lor, the Ancient

Capital of the Old Kongo Empire , West Africa . Demy Svo, 215.

BEVERIDGE, H . - The District of Bakarganj: Its History and
Statistics. Svo, 21s.

Buddhist Catechism ( A ) ; or, Outlinc of the Doctrine of the Buddha
Gotama. By SUBHADRA BHIKSIIV . 12mo, 25.
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BUDGE, Ernest A.–Archaic Classics. Assyrian Texts ; being Ex.

tracts from the Annals of Shalmancser II . , Sennacherib, and

Assur-Bani-Pal. With Philological Notes. Small 4to, 75. 6d.

BURGESS, James.-- ARCHÆOLOGICAL SURVEY OF WESTERN INDIA :

Reports

TheBelgâm andKaladi Districts. With 56 Photographs

and Lithographic Plates. Royal4to, half-bound,£2 25.

The Antiquities of Kâthiâwâd and Kachh. Royal

4to, with 74 Plates. Half-bound, £3 35.

The Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurangabad Dis

tricts, inthe Territories of HisHighness the Nizam of Haider

abad . With 63 Photographic Plates. Royal 4to, half -bound,

£2 25.

The Buddhist Cave-Temples andtheir Inscriptions.

Containing Views, Plans, Sections, and Elevation of Façades of

Cave-Temples ; Drawings of Architectural and Mythological

Sculptures ; Facsimiles of Inscriptions, etc.; with Descriptive

and Explanatory Text, and Translationsof Inscriptions. With

86 Plates and Woodcuts. Royal 4to, half-bound ,£3 35.

Elura Cave-Temples, and the Brahmanical and

Jaina Caves in Western India. With 66 Plates and

Woodcuts. Royal 4to, half-bound, £3 35.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SOUTHERN INDIA :

Reportsof the Amaravati and Jaggaypyaeta Bud

dhist Stupas. Containing numerous Collotype and other
Illustrations of Buddhist Sculpture and Architecture, etc. , in

South - Eastern India ; Facsimiles of Inscriptions, etc.; with

Descriptive and Explanatory Text. Together with Transcrip

tions, Translations,and Elucidations of the Dhauli and Jaugada

Inscriptions of Asoka, by Professor G. BUILER, LL.D. Vol. I.

With numerous Plates and Woodcuts. Royal 4to, half-bound ,

£4 45.

BURGESS, James . - Epigraphia Indica and Record of the

Archæological Survey of India. Edited by Jas. Dur•

GESS, LL.D. Parts I. , II. , and III. Royal 4to, wrappers,

75. each ,

BURNELL, A. C. - Elements of SouthIndian Palæography,

from the Fourth to the Seventeenth Century A.D. Being an

Introduction to the Study of South Indian Inscriptions and

MSS. Second cnlarged and improved Edition. Map and 35

Plates. 4to, £2 125. 6d.

A Classified Index to the Sanskrit MSS, in the Palace

at Tanjore. Prepared for the Madras Government. ' 3 Parts.
4to , ios, each ,
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CALDIVELL, Bishop R . - A Comparative Grammar of the

Dravidian or South Indian Family of Languages.

A second , corrected , and enlarged Edition . Demy Svo , 28s.

CAPPELLER, Carl.-- A Sanskrit - English Dictionary . Based

upon the St. Petersburg Lexicons. Royal 8vo. [In preparation .

CHALNIERS, J.-- Structure of Chinese Characters , under 300

Primary Forms, after the Shwoh -wan, 100 A. D . Demy Svo,
125. 60 .

CHAMBERLAIN , B. H . - A Romanised Japanese Reader.
Consisting of Japanese Anccdotes, Maxims, with English Trans.
lation and Notes. 12mo, os.

The Classical Poetry of the Japanese. Post 8vo, 7s. 6il. .

Handbook of Colloquial Japanese. Svo, 125. 6d .

CHATTERJI, Mohini 11. - The Bhagavad Gîtâ ; or, The Loril's

Lay . With Commentary and Notes. Translated from the

Sanskrit. Second Edition . Royal 8vo, ios. 6 1.

CHILDERS, R . C. - A Pali-English Dictionary, with Sanskrit

Equivalents. Imperial Svo, £3 35.

The Mahaparinibbanąsutta of the Sutta Pitaka The

Pali Text. Edited by R . C . CuildERS. Svo, 5s.

CHINTANION, H .- A Commentary on the Text of the Bha

gavad -Gitá ; or, The Discourse between Khrishna and Arjuna

of DivineMatters. Post Svo, os.

COOMARA SIVANY, Nutr . - The Dathavansa ; or, Thc Ilistory .
of the Tooth Relic of Gotama Buddha , in Pali Verse. Edited by

MUTU COOMARA SWAMY. Demy Svo, sos. 61. English

Translation. With Notes. 6s.

Sutta Nipata ; or, Dialogues and Discourses of Gotama Buddha.

Translated from the original Pali. Crown 8vo, 6s.

COWELI , E . B . - A Short Introduction to the Ordinary
Prakrit of the Sanskrit Dramas. Crown Svo , 35. 6d .

Prakrita - Prakasa ; or, The Prakrit Grammar of Vararuchi.

with the Commentary (Manorama) of Bhamaha . Svo, 145.

CRAVEN, T . - English - Hindustaniand Hindustani- English

Dictionary. 18mo, 35. 6d.

CUNNINGHAM , Major-General Alexander. - The Ancient Geo
graphy of J.ndia , 1 . The Buddhist Period , including the

Campaigns of Alexander and the Travels of Hwen - Thsang .

With 13 Maps. Svo, 41 Ss.

Archæological Survey of India , Reports. With numerous

Plates. Vols. I. to XXIII. Royal Svo, ios. and 125 . cach .

General Index to Vols. I. to XXIII. Royal 8vo , 125,
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CUST, R. N. - Pictures of Indian Life, Sketched with the Pen

from 1852 to 1881. With Maps. Crown Svo, 75. 6d.

PENNYS, N. B. — The Folk-Lore of China, and its Affinities

with that of the Aryan and Semitic Races, Svo, los. 68 .

POUGLAS, R. Ki - Chinese Language and Literature. Two

Lectures. Crown 8vo, 55.

The Life of Jenghiz Khan, Translated from the Chinese.

Crown Svo, 5s.

DOILSON, John.-- A Grammar of the Urdū or Hindūstäni

Language. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, ios, 6d.

A Hindūstānī Exercise Book. Containing a Series of Passages

and Extracts adapted for Translation into Hindistānī. Crown

Svo, 25. 6d.

DUKA, Thcodore. - An Essay on the Brāhūi Grammar. Demy
Svo, 35. 6d .

PUTT, Romesh Chunder. - A History of Civilization in Ancient

India. Based on Sanscrit Literature. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

Vol. I. Vedic and Epic Ages. Ss. Vol. II . Rationalistic Age.
S.s. Vol. III. ( In preparation ,

EDKINS, Joseph . - China's Place in Philology, An Atteinpt to

show that the Languages of Europe and Asia have a common

origin . Crown 8vo, ios. 6d .

The Evolution of the Chinese Language. AsExemplifying

the Origin and Growth of Human Speech. Demy Svo, 45. 6d .

The Evolution of the Hebrew Language. Demy Svo, 5s.

Introductionto the Study of the Chinese Characters.

Royal 8vo, 18s.

Egypt Exploration Fund :

The Store-City of Pithom , and the Route of the Exodus.

By EDOUARD NAVILLE.' Third Edition. With 13 Platcs and

2Maps. Royal 4to , 255.

Tanis. Part I., 1883-84. By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE. With

19 Plates and Plans. Royal 4to, 255.

Tanis, Part II . Nebesha, Daphne ( Tahpencs ). By W. M.

FLINDERS PETRIE and T. LL. GRIFFITH . 64 Plates. Royal

4io, 255.

Naukratis. Part I. By W.M.FLINDERS PETRIE , CEcu. SMITH ,

E. A. GARDNER, and B. V. HEAD . With 45 P’lates. Royal 410,

25.6.

Naukratis. Part II. By Ernest A. GARDNER. With an

Appendix by F. LL. GRIFvirir. With 24 Plates. Royal 4to, 25s.

Goshen , By E. NAVILLE. With 11 Plates. Royal 4to, 25.s.
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Aspects . Third , Revised Edition . Demy Svo, 5s.

Handbook for the Student of Chinese Buddhism .

Second Edition . Crown Svo, iss.

ELLIOT, Sir H . 11. - Memoirs on the History, Folk -Lore,
and Distribution of the Races of the North -Western

Provinces of India , Edited by J . Beaves. 2 vols. With

3 Coloured Maps. Demy Svo, £r ros.

The History of India , as told by its own Ilistorians. Thic .

Muhammadan Period . Edited from the l'osthumous Papeis of

the late Sir H , M . Ellior. Revised and continued lige l'ro .

fessor Join Dolson . ' 8 vols. Svo, £8 8s.

ENTERSON , Ellen Russell. - Indian Myths ; or, Legends, Tradi.
tions, and Symbols of the Aborigines of Amcrica . Illustratoil.

l'ost Svo , fi Is.

FERGUSSON, 7 . - Chinese Researches, First Part. Chinese

Chronology and Cycles. Crown 8vo, ios. Od.

FINN, Alerander. — Persian for Travellers . Oblong 32mn, 5s.

TRIER , Mlajor G . E . - The Khyeng People of the Sandoway

District, Arakan . With 2 Plates. Svo, 3s. 614.

Páli Studies. No. I. Analysis,and Páli Text ofthe Subodhálan .

kara , or Easy Rhetoric , by Sangharakkhita Thera . Svo, 3.s. 617.

GIOSE , Loke N . - The Modern History of the Indian Chiefs ,

Rajas, etc . 2 vols. Post Svo, 215.

GILES, IIcrbert A . - Chinese Sketches. Svo, 1os. 6d .

A Dictionary of Colloquial Idioms in the Mandarin
Dialect. 4to , 28s.

Synoptical Studies in Chinese Character. Svo, 15.5.

Chinese without a Teacher. Being a Collection of Easy anal
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12mo, 5s.

The San Tzu Ching ; or, Three Character Classic ; and the
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translated by HERBERT A . Giles. 12mo, 28. 6d.

GOVER , C . E . - The Folk - Songs of Southern India . Con .

taining Canaresc, Badaga, Coorg , Tamil,Malayalam ,and Telugu
Songs. Thc Cural. 8vo , ros. Od.

GRIFFIN , I.. 11. - The Rajas of the Punjab, History of the

Principal States in the l'unjab), and their Political Rela :ions with

the British Government. Royal Svo, 21 %.

GRIFFITH , F . L . - The Inscriptions of Siut and Der Riſen .
With 21 Plates. 4to, ios,
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Japan, from B.C. 660 to A.D. 1872. Book II. Personal Experi

ences, Observations, and Studies in Japan, 1870-1874. Second

Edition. Illustrated . Svo, 205.

Japanese Fairy World . Stories from the Wonder-Lore of

Japan . · With 12 Plates. Square 16o, 75. 6d .

IIAFIZ OF .STIIRAZ . - Selections from his poems. Translated
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Bordering in goll and colour, and Illustrations by J. R. HER .

DERT, R.A. Demy 4to, £2 25.

HAGGARD, W. H., and LE STRANGE, G. – The Vazir of Lan.

kuran . A Persian Play. Edited , with a Grammatical Intro.
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HALL, John Carey.-- A General View of ChineseCivilization,

and of the Relations of the West with China. From the French

of M. PIERRE LAFFITTE. Demy Svo, 3s.
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Second Edition . Imperial 8vo, 18s.
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A Japanese - English and English - Japanese Diction
ary.

Third Edition. Demy 8vo, half -morocco, cloth sides.
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HILMY, H.H. Prince Ibrahim . — The Literature of Egypt and
tho Soudan . From the Earliest Times to the Year 1885

inclusive. A Bibliography ; comprising Printed Books, Periodical
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Ancient l'apyri , Manuscripts, Drawings, etc. 2 vols. Demy

4to, 43 35.

Hindoo Mythology Popularly Treated . An EpitomiscdDe.

scription of the various leathen Dcities illustrated on the Silver
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HODGSON, B. H. - Essays on the Languages, Literature, and
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Countries. Royal 8vo, 145.

IIOPKINS, F. 1. - Elementary Grammar of the Turkish

Language. With a few Easy Exercises. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d .
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HUNTER, Sir IVillian Wilson.- The Imperial Gazetteer of

India, New Edition. In 14 vols. With Maps. 1886-87.

Half -morocco, £ 3 35.

The Indian Empire : Its People, History, and Products.

Second and Revised Edition,incorporating the general results

of the Census of 1881. With Map. ' DemySvo, Li is.

A Brief History of the Indian People, Fourth Edition .

With Map. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

The Indian Musalmans. Third Edition . Svo, 10s. 6d. :

Famine Aspects of Bengal Districts. A System of Faminc

Warnings. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d.

AStatistical Account of Bengal. In 30 vols. Svo, hall.

morocco, 4.5.
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8vo, half-morocco, 105.
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Vol. II. 635.

Do. do. do. Vol. III. 425.

Do. do. Vols. IV. and V. 1265,
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Vol. I. 845.

Burma (British ) Gazetteer. 2 vols. Sos.
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India for 1883 - 4 . 25. 6.d.

Gamble. Manualof Indian Timbers. 1os.

Indian Education Commission , Report of the. 125. .

Appendices. 10 vols . 10.5. .

Jaschke's Tibetan - English Dictionary . 30s.

Liotard 's Silk in India . Part I. 25.

Loth . Catalogue of Arabic MSS. 10s. 61 .

Markham 's Abstract of Roports ofSurvoys. 1s. Gide

Mitra (Rajendralala ), Buddha Gaya. 6os.

Moir. Torrent Regionsof the Alps. Is.

Mueller. Select Plants for Extra - Tropical Countries.
Ss.

Mysore and Coorg Gazetteer. Vols. I. and II. 10s. cach.

do. Vol. III. 5 .

N . W . P . Gazetteer. Vols. I. and II. 10s, cach.

Do. do. Vols. III. 10 XI., XIII. and XIV. 125.
cach.

Oudh ! do. Vols. I. to III. 1os. cach .

RajputanaGazetteer, 3 vols. 155.

Saunders'Mountainsand River Basins of India. 35.

Taylor. Indian Marine Surveys. 25. 6d .

Trigonometrical Survey, Synopsis of Great. Vols. I. to
. VI. . los. Od . each .

Trumpp's Adi Granth , 525. 6d.

Waring . Pharmacopoeia of India ( The). 65. ' .

Watson 's Tobacco . 54.

Wilson . Madras Army. Vols. 1. and 11. 215.

International Numismata Orientalia (The). Royal4to , in paper

wrapper. Part I. Ancient Indian Weights . By E . THOMAS;

F . R . S . With a Plate and Map of the India ofManu. gs. 6d.
Part II. Coins of the Urtuki Turkumáns. By STANLEY LANE

Poole. With 6 Plates. 98. Part III. The Coinage of Lydia

Do.

.
.

.
.
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International Numismata Orientalia (The)-continued.

and Persia, from the Earliest Times to the Fall ofthe Dynasty of

the Achæmenidx. By BARCLAY V. HEAD. With 3 Autotype

Platcs. 1os. 61. Part IV. Thc Coins of the Tuluni Dynasty.

By EDWARD THOMAS Rogers. i Platc. 55. Part V. The

Parthian Coinage. By PERCY GARDNER. 8 Autotype Plates.

18s. Part VI. The Ancient Coins and Measures ciccylc :!. By

T. W. Rhys DAVIDS. i Plate.

Vol . I. Containing the first six parts , as specificd above. Royal

40, half-bound ,£3 135. 6d.

Vol. II. Coins of the Jews, Being a History of the Jewishi

Coinage and Moncy in the Old and New Testaments. By1. W.

MADDEN, M.R.A.S. With 279 Woodcuts and a l'late or

Alphabets. Royal 4to, 22.

Vol . III. Part I. The Coins of Araka of Pegu, and of

Burma. By Licut . -General Sir ARTHUR PILAYRE; C.J.

Also contains the Indian Balharn, and the Arabian Intercourse,

with India in the Ninth and following Centuries. By EDWARD

THOMAS, F.R.S. With 5 Autotype Illustrations. Royal 4to,
8s. 6d .

Vol. III. Part II . The Coins of Southern India . By Sir

W. ELLIOT. With Map and Plates. Royal 410, 255.

JÄSCHKE, II. A.-A Tibetan -English Dictionary. With special

reference to the Prevailing Dialects. To which is adılcı an

English -Tibetan Vocabulary. Imperial 8vo, fil 10s.

Jataka (The) , together with its Commentary. Being Tales of the

Anterior Birth of Gotama Buddha . Now first published in Pali,

by V. FAUSBOLL. Text. Svo. Vol. I. 28s. Vol. II . 285.

Vol. III. 285. Vol . IV . 28s. Vol. V. , completing the work ,

is in preparation .

FENNINGS, Ilargrave. - The Indian Religions ; or, Results of the

Mysterious Buddhism. Demy Svo, 10s. 6il.

Johnson, Samuel.- Oriental Religions and their Relation to
Universal Religion . Persia. Demy Svo, 18s.

KISTNER , Ollo . - Buddha and his Doctrines. A Bibliographical

Essay. 4to, 23. 6d.

INOILES, 7. H.-Folk-Tales of Kashmir . Post Svo, ios.

KOLBE, F. 1V . - A Language-Study based on Bantu ; or, An

Inquiry into the Laws of Root-Formation. Demy Svo, 6s.

KRAPF, L. - Dictionary of the Suahili Language. Svo , 308.

LEGGE, James.-- The Chinese Classics. With a Translation ,

Critical and Exegetical. In 7 vols. Vols. I.-V. in 8 Parts,

published. Royal 8vo, 42 2s. each part.
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LEGGE, James - continued .

The Chinese Classics, translated into English . With Prelimi.

nary Essays and Explanatory Notes. Popular Edition. Crown

8vo. Vol. I. Life and Teachings of Confucius. Sixth Edition .

1os. 6d. Vol. II. Works of Mencius. 125. Vol. III, She
King ; or, Book of Poetry. 125.

LILLIE , Arthur, M . R . A . S. - The Popular Life of Buddha.

Containing an Answer to the Hibbert Lectures of 1881. With

Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 6s.

Buddhism in Christendom ; or, Jesus the Essene. With
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 155.

LOBSCHEID , IV . - Chinese and English Dictionary, arranged
according to the Radicals. Imperial Svo , £2 8s .

English and Chinese Dictionary, with the Punti and Man

darin Pronunciation . Folio, £8 8s.

Maha - vira -Charita ; or, The Adventures of the Great Hero Rama.

An Indian Drama. Translated from the Sanskrit of BHAVA

BHÜTI. By JOHN PICKFORD . Crown 8vo, 5s.

MARIETTE-BEY, Auguste. — The Monuments of Upper Egypt.
A Translation of the “ Itinéraire de la Haute Egypt ” ofAUGUSTE

MARIETTE-BEY. By ALPHONSE MARIETTE. Crown 8vo, 75. 61 .

NARSDEN, William .- Numismata Orientalia Illustrata : The
Plates of the Oriental Coins, Ancient and Modern ,

of the Collection of the latc WILLIAM MARSDEN, F . R . S . En.

graved from Drawings made under his Directions. 57 I'lates.

4to , 315. 6d .

NI.ISON , F . - Burma: Its People and Productions ; or, Notes

on the Fauna, Flora, and Minerals of Tenasserim , Pegu, and
Burma. Vol. I . Geology, Mineralogy, and Zoology. Vol. II.

Botany. Rewritten by W . THEOBALD. 2 vols. Royal Svo, £3.

MAXIVELL, I . E . - A Manual of the Malay Language.

Second Edition . Crown 8vo , 75. 6d .

MAYERS, Wm. Fred. - The Chinese Government. A Manual of

Chinese Titles. Second Edition. Royal 8vo, 155.

Megha- Duta (The). (Cloud Messenger.) By KĀLIDĀSA . Trans
lated from the Sanskrit into English Verse by the late H . H .

Wilson , F . R .S . The Vocabulary by Francis Johnson. New
Edition . 4to , jos. 6d.

NOCKLER, E . - A Grammar of the Baloochee Language, as

it is spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia ), in the Persia -Arabic

and Roman characters. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

MIUIR , John. -- Original Sanskrit Texts, on the Origin and History

of the People of India . Translated by JOHN MUIR, LL . D .
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MIUIR , John - iontinucd .

Vol. I. Mythical and Legendary Accounts of the Origin of Caste,

with an Inquiry into its Existence in the Veilic Ige. Third

Edition . 8vo , £i is.

Vol. II. The Trans-Himalayan Origin of the Ilindus, and their

Affinity with the Western Branches of the Aryan Race. Secondi

Edition . 8vo, [ 1 IS.

Vol. III. The Vedas : Opinions of thcir Authors, and of later Indian

Writers, 'on thcir Origin , Inspiration , and Authority. Second

Edition . Svo, 165.

Vol. IV . Comparison of the Vedic with the Later Representation of

thc Principal Indian Dcities. Second Edition. 8vo, Liis.
Vol. V . Contributions to a Knowledge of the Cosmogony, Mytho.

logy, Religious Ideas, Liſe and Manners of the Indians in the

Vedic Age. Third Edition. 8vo, £ ! is.

JIÜLLER, F .Max. - Outline Dictionary, for the Use of Mission
aries, Explorers , and Students of Language. 12mo, morocco ,

75. 6d .

The Sacred Hymns of the Brahmins, as preserved in the

Oldest Collection of Religious Poetry, the Rig Veda-Sanhita .

Translated by F .MAX MÜLLER . Vol. i . Ilymns to the Maruts,

or the Storm -Gods. 8vo, 125. 61 .

The Hymns of the Rig Veda , in the Samhita and Pada
· Texts. 2 vols. Second Eclition . Svo , 125.

Nágánanda ; or, The Joy of the Snake World . A Buddhist Drama.
Translated from the Sanskrit of Sri- llarsha -Deva , with Notcs.

By P. Boyd . Crown 8vo, 4s. 611.

NEWVAN, Francis William . - A Handbook of Modern Arabic ,

Post Svo , 6s.

A Dictionary of Modern Arabic. Anglo -Arabic Dictionary

and Arabo-English Dictionary. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, £ ! is.

Oriental Text Society's Publications. A list may bc had on
application .

PALMER', the late E . H . - A Concise English -Persian Dic

tionary . With a Simplified Grammar of the Persian Language.

Royal 16mo, jos. 61 .

A Concise Persian -English Dictionary. Second Edition .

Royal 16mo, ios. 6d .

PRATT, Gcorge.-- A Grammar and Dictionary of the Samoan

Language. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 18s.

REDHOUSE, J. W . - The Turkish Vade-Mecum of Ottoman
Colloquial Language English and Turkish , and Turkish

and English . The whole in English Characters, the Pronuncia .

tion being fully indicated. Third Edition . 32mo, 6s.
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KEDIOUSE , J. IV.-continud.

On the History , System , and Varieties of Turkish

Poetry. Illustrated by Sclcctions in the Original and in

English l'araphrasc. Svo, 25. 6d. ; wrapper, Is. 6d .

A Tentative Chronological Synopsis of the History of

Arabia and its Neighbours, from B.C. 500,000 (?) to

1.1 . 679. Demy Svo, is.

Rig - Veda -Sanhita, A Collection of Ancient Ilindu llyinns. Trans

lated from thç Sanskrit by the latc II. II . Wilson , F.R.S.

Edited by E. 1. Cowell and W.F. WEBSTER. In 6 vols. Svo,

cloth. Vols. I., II. , III. 215. each . Vol. IV. 145. Vols. V. and

VI. 218. each .

SACHAU, Ediari . - Albêrûnî's India, An Account of the Re.

ligion , Philosophy, Literature, Geography, Chronology, As

tronomy, Customs, Laws, and Astrology of India, about A.D.

1030. Edited in the Arabic Original by Dr. EDWARD SACHAU .

4to, £335.

AnEnglish Edition. With Notes and Indices. 2 vols. Post

Svo, 36s.

SALMONÉ, H. 1 .--An Arabic-English Dictionary. Com.

prising about 120,000 Arabic Words, with an English Index of

about 50,000 Worils. 2 vols. Post 8vo , 36s.

S.4 TOW , Ernest Mason . — An English -Japanese Dictionary of
the Spoken Language. Second Edition. Imperial 32mo,

12s. 6d .

SCHLAGINTWEIT, Emil. - Buddhism in Tibet. Illustrated by

Literary Documents and Objects of Religious Worship. With a

Folio Atlas of 20 Plates, and 20 Tables of Native Print in the

Text. Royal Svo, £2 25.

SCOTT, JamesGcorge. - Burma as it was, as it is, and as it will

be. Cheap Edition . Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

SIIERRING , ul. 1. - The Sacred City of the Hindus. an

Account of Benarcs in Ancient and Alodern Tiincs. With Illus

trations. Svo, 215.

STEELE , Th .-An Eastern Love-Story. Kusa Játakaya. Crown ..

Svo, 6s.

SUYEMATZ, K.- Genji Monogatari. The Most Celebrated of the

Classical Japancsc Romanccs. Translated by K. SUYEMA'TZ.

Crown Svo, 75, 6d.

TARRING, C.7.- A Practical Elementary Turkish Grammar.
Crown8vo, 6s.

Vazir of Lankuran , A Persian Play . A Text-Book of Modern

Colloquial Persian . Edited by W. H. HAGGARD and G. LE

STRANGE. Crown 8vo, ios. 6d .
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219.

WATSON , John Forbes . - Index to the Native and Scientific

Names of Indian and other Eastern Economic

Plants and Products, Imperial Svo, £1 11s. 614.

IVHEELER , J. Talboys. - The History of India from the Earliest

Ages. Demy Svo. Vol. I. Containing the Velic l'eriol
and the Maha Dhirata. With Map. Vol. 11. The Ramayana,

and the Brahmanic l'eriod. With 2 Maps. Vol. III .

Ilindu , Buddhist, Brahmanical Revival. With 2 Maps. Svo,

18.s. This volume may be had as a complete work with the fol .

lowing title, “ Ilistory of Indir : Ilindu, Buldhist, and Brali
manical.” Vol. IV. Part I. Mussulman Rulc. 145. Vol. IV.

PartII. Completing thc History of India down to the time of the

Moghul Empirc. 125.

EarlyRecords of British India. A History of the English

Settlements in India, as told in the Government Records, and

other Contemporary Documents, from the carliest period down to

the rise of British Power in India. Royal Svo, 155 .

MIIITNEY, W. D.- A Sanskrit Grammar, including both the

Classical Language and the older Dialects of Veda and Brahmana .

Second Edition . Svo, 125.

IVHITWORTH , George Clifford . – An Anglo - Indian Dictionary :

a Glossary of Indian Terms used in English , and of such English

or other Non-Indian Terms as have obtained special meanings in

India. Demy Svo, cloth , 125.

IVILLIAMS, S. IVells.-- A Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese

Language ; arranged according to the Wu-Fang Yuen Yin ,
with the Pronunciation of the Characters as heard in lekin,

Canton, Amoy, and Shanghai. 410 , 65 55.

IVILSON .--Works of the late Horace Hayman Wilson .

Vols. I. and II . Essays and Lectures chiefly on the Religion of the

Hindus. Collected and Edited by Dr. REINIIOLD Rost. 2 vols.

Deiny 8 ', 215.

Vols. III . , IV. , and V. Essays Analytical , Critical, and l'hilological,

on Subjects connected with Sanskrit Literature. Collectail and

Edited by Dr. REINHOLD Rost. 3 vols. Demy Svo , 365.

Vols. VI. , VII. , VIII . , IX ., and X. (2 parts ). Vishnu Puránii, a

System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition. From the original
Sanskrit. Illustrated by Notes derived chicfly from otherPuránás,

Edited by FirzłDWARD HALL, D.C.I.. Vols. I. to V. (2 parts).

Demy Svo, £ 3 45. 60 .

Vols. XI. and XII . Select Specimens of the Thcatrc of the Hindus.

From the original Sanskrit. Third Edition. 2 vols. Demy

Svo, 21s.

IVRIGHT, W.- The Book of Kalilah and Dimnah. Tiang.

lated from Arabic into Syriac. Demy 8vo, 218.
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TRUBNER'S ORIENTAL SERIES.

Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion

of the Parsis . By Martin Haus, Ph.D. Third Edition,

Edited and Enlarged by E. W. West. 16s.

Texts from the Buddhist Canon, commonly known as Dham .

mapada. Translated from the Chinese by S. BEAL. 75. 6d.

The History of Indian Literature. By ALBRECHT WERER.

Translated from the German by J. MANN and Dr. T. ZACHARIAE.

Second Edition.

A Sketch of the Modern Languages of the East Indies.

With 2 Language Maps. By ROBERT Cusr. 75. 6d.

The Birth of the War-God . ^ Pocm . By KÁLIDASA. Trans.

lated from the Sanskrit by RALPI T. H. GRIFFITIS. Sccond

Edition. 55.

A Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology and History,

Geography and Literature . By JOHN Dowson. . 16s.

Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers. By J. MUIR .

145.

Modern India and the Indians. Being a Series of Impres.

sions, Notes, and Essays. By Sir MOSTER MONIER -WILLIAMS.

l'ourth Edition . 145.

The Life or Legend of Gaudama, thc Buddha of the Burmesc.

By thc Right Rev. P. BIGANDET. Third Edition. 2 vols.

Miscellaneous Essays, relating to Indian Subjects. By B. H.

IIODGSON. 2 vols. 28s.

Selections from the Koran, By EDWARD WILLIAM LANE.

A New Edition. With an Introduction by STANLEY LANE

POOLE . 95.

Chinese Buddhism . A Volume of Sketches, Historical and Critical.

21S .

By J. EDKINS, D.D. 185.

The Gulistan ; or , Rose Garden of Shekh Mushliu-d.

Din Sadi of Shiraz. Translated from the Atish Kadal, by

E. B. EASTWICK, F.R.S. Second Edition..

A Talmudic Miscellany ; or, ' One Thousand and One Extracts

fromthe Talmud , the Midrashim , and the Kabbalah . Compiled

and Translated by P. J. HERSHON. 145.

The History of Esarhaddon (Son of Sennacherib ), King of

Assyria, B.C. 681-668. Translated from the Cuneiform Inscrip

tions in the British Museum . Together with Original Texts.

By E. A. BUDGE. 10S, 6d,

TOS. 6d .
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Buddhist Birth -Stories ; or, Jātaka Tales. The Oldest Collec.
tion of Folk -Lore extant : being the Jātákatthavannană. Edited

in the original Pali by V . FAUSBÖll, and translated by T . W .

Riles Davids. Translation . Vol. I. 18s.

The Classical Poetry of the Japanese . By Basil. Cuam .

BERLAIN . 75. 614.

Linguistic and Oriental Essays. By R . Cust, LL . D . First

Scrics, ios. 6d. ; Sccond Series, with 6 Maps, 215.

Indian Poctry Containing “ The Indian Song of Songs," from

the Sanskrit of the Gita Govinda of Jaya leva ; Two Books from

“ The Iliad of India " (Mahabharata ) ; and other Oricntal l'oems,

By Sir EDWIN ARNOLD, K .C . I.E . Third Edition. 75. 6d.

The Religions of India . By A . BARTII. Translated by Rev.

J. Wood . Second Edition. 16s.

Hindū Philosophy. The Sankhya Kārikā of Iswara Krishna.

An Exposition of the System of Kapila . By Join Davies. 6s.

A Manual of Hindu Pantheism . The Vedantasara. Trans.

lated by Major G . A . Jacob. Second Edition . 6s.

The Mesnevi (usually known as the Mesneviyi Sherif, or lloly

Mesnevī) ofMevlānā (Our Lord ) Jelālu -'d -Din Muhammed , vir:

Rūmi. Book the First. Illustrated by a Selection of Charac.

teristic Anecdotes as collected by Their llistorian Mevlânā

Shemsu -'d -Din Ahmed, ElEfākiEl Arifi. Translated by J . W .
REDHOUSE . El is.

Eastern Proverbs and Emblems illustrating Old Truths,

By the Rev. J . LONG. 6s.

The Quatrains of Omar Khayyam , A New Translation . By
E . H . WINFIELD. 55.

The Quatrains of Omar Khayyam , The Persian Text, with

an English Verse Translation . By E . H . WHNFIELD . 10s. 6 .4.

The Mind of Mencius ; or, Political Economy founded upon Moral
Philosophy , A Systematic Digest of the Doctrines of the

Chinese Philosopher Mencius. The Original Text Classified and

Translated by the Rev. E . FADER . Translated from the German ,

with AdditionalNotes, by theRev . A . B . Hutchinson. 1os. 6il .

Yusuf and Zulaika. A Poem by JAMI. Translated from the

Persian into English Versc by R . T . II. Griffiti . Ss. 6d.

Tsuni. ll Goam , the Supreme Being of the Khoi-Khoi. Dy Tueo .

PHILUS HAHN. 75. 6d.

A Comprehensive Commentary to the Quran . With Sale 's

Preliminary Discourse, and Additional Notes. By Rev. E . M .

WHERRY. Vols. I., II., and III, 125. 6id. each , Vol. IV ,

los. 614
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Hindu Philosophy : The Bhagavad Gîtâ ; or, The Sacred

Lay. A Sanskrit Philosophical Lay. Translated by John

Davies. Ss. 6d.

The Sarva -Darsana -Samgraha ; or, Review of the Different
Systemsof Hindu Philosophy. By MADJAVA ACHARYA. Trans.

lated by E . B . COWELL and A . L . Gougi. Tos, 6d.

Tibetan Tales, Derived from Indian Sources . Translated from

the Tibeta , oi the Kay -Gyur by F . ANTON VON SCHIEFNER.

Done into Brglish from the German by W . R . S . RALSTON . 145.

Linguistic Essays, By Carl ABEL. 9s.

The Indian Empire : Its Ilistory , I'cople, and Products. By Sir
WILLIAM WILSON IIUNTER , K . C . S . I . 215. .

History of the Egyptian Religion . By Dr. C . P . TIELE, Leiden .

Translated by J. BALLINGAL . 75. 6d.

The Philosophy of the Upanishads. By A . E . GOUGI . 9s.

Udanavarga. A Collection of Verses from the Buddhist Canon .
Compiled by DIARMATRÂTA . Translated from : the Tibetan by

W . Woodville ROCKHILL. 9s .

A History of Burma, including Burma Proper, Pogu, Trungu,
Tcnasscrini, and Arakan . From the Earliest Time to the End

of the First War with British India . By Lieut.-General Sir
Arthur P. PIAYRE , C . B . 145.

A Sketch of the Modern Languages of Africa . Accom .

panied by a Language Map. By R . N . Cust. 2 vols. With
31 Autotype Portraits. 18s.

Religion in China. Containing a Brief Account of the Three
Religions of the Chinese. By JOSEPH EDKINS, D . D . Third

Edition . 75. Od.

Outlines of the History of Religion to the Spread of the
Universal Religions. By Prof. C . P . TIET . Translated

from the Dutch by J. ESTLIN CARPENTER. Fourth Edition. 75. 6.1.

Si-Yu -Ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World .

Translated from the Chinese of UIVEN TSAING: (1 . 1), 629) . By

SAMUEL BEAL . 2 vols. With Map . 245.

The Life of the Buddha, and the Early History of his
Order . Derived from Tibetan Works in the Bkah -Ilgyur and

the Bstan -1 gyur. By W . W . RockilllL. 1os. 611.

The Sankhya Aphorismsof Kapila . With Illustrative lixtracts
from the Commentarics. Translated by J . R . BALLANTYNE,

LL. D . Third Edition . 165. -

The Ordinances of Manu, Translated from the Sanskrit. With

an Introduction by the late A . C . BURNELL, C . I . E . Edited by
EDWARD W . HOPKINS. 125,
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The Life and Works of Alexander Csoma Do Körös between

1819 and 1842. With a Short Notice of all his Works and

Essays, from Original Documents. By T. Duka, M.D. gs.

Ancient Proverbs and Maxims from Burmese Sources ;

or, Thc Niti Literature of Burma. By JAVES Gray. .6s.

Manava-Dharma-Castra. The Code of Manu . Original Sanskrit

Text , with Critical Notes. By Prof. J. JOLLY, Ph.D). ros . Ord .

Masnavi I Ma'navi, The Spiritual Couplets of Maulína Jaliilii.

'd -Din Muhammad I Rúmi. Translated and Abridged. By

E. II. WINFJELD . 75. 6d.

Leaves from my Chinese Scrap -Book . By F. II. BALFOUR.

75. od.

7

Miscellaneous Papers relating to Indo -China. Reprinted

fron “ Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory,” “ Asiatick Researches,”

and the “ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. ” 2 vols. 215 .

Miscellaneous Essays on Subjects connected with the

Malay Peninsula and the Indian Archipelago . From

the “ Journals " of the Royal Asiatic , Bengal Asiatic, and Royal

Geographical Sociсtics ; the “ Transactions and “ Journal " of

the Asiatic Society of Batavia, and the “ Malayan Miscellanics."

Edited by R. Rost. Second Scrics. 2 vols. With 5 Plates

and a Map . £15s.

The Satakas of Bhartrihari. Translated from the Sanskrit by tlic

Rev. B. HALE WORTIAM . 5s.

Albêrûnî's India. An Account of the Religion of Indin : its

Philosophy, Literature, Geography, Chronology, Astronomy,

Customs, Law , and Astrology, about A.D. 1030. By Edward

SACHAU . 2 vols. 365.

The Folk-Tales of Kashmir. By the Rev. J. Ilinton Knowles.

16s.

Mediæval Researches from Eastorn Asiatic Sources. Frag :

ments towards the Knowledge of the Geography anı Ilistory of
Central and Western Asia from the Thirteenth to the Seven .

teenth Century. By E. BRETSCHNEIDER, M.D. 2 vols. With

2 Maps.

The Life of Hiuen-Tsiang. By thic Shamans Ilwui Li and

VIN TSUNG. Withi an Account of thc Works of 1.'Tsing. lly

l'rof. SAMUEL BEAL.

English Intercourse with Siam in the Seventeenth Century ,

By J. ANDERSON, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 155.

Bihar Proverbs. By John CIIRISTIAN. ( In preparation .

21S.

IOS.
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Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History of the

People of India : Their Religion and Institutions. Collected ,

Translated, and Illustrated. By J. MUIR , LL. D . Vol. I.

Mythical and Legendary Accounts of the Origin of Caste, with

an inquiry into its existence in the Vedic Age, Third Edition ,

ats.

MILITARY WORKS.

BRACKENBURY, Col. C . B ., R . A . - Military Handbooks for

RegimentalOfficers.

I. Miditary Sketching and Reconnaissance , By Col.

F . J. Hutchison and Major II. G . MacGregor. Fifth

Edition. With 16 Plates . Small crown 8vo, 45.

11. The Elements of Modern Tactics Practically

applied to English Formations. By Lieut.-Col.

Wilkinson Shaw . Seventh Edition . With 25 Plates and

Maps. Small crown 8vo, 9s.

III. Field Artillery. Its Equipment, Organization and Tactics ,

By Lieut. Col. Sisson C . Pratt, R . A . Fourth Edition ,

Small crown Svo, os.

IV. The Elements of Military Administration . First
Part : Permanent System of Administration . By Major

J. W . Buxton. Small crown 8vo, 75. 6d .

: : V . Military Law : Its Procedure and Practice. By

Lieut. Col. Sisson C . Pratt, R . A . Fiſth Edition . Revised .

Small crown 8vo, 45, 6d.

VI. Cavalry in Modern War. By Major-General F . Chenevix

Trench , C . M . G . Small crown 8vo , 6s.

VII. Field Works. Their Technical Construction and Tactical

Application . Bly the Editor, Col. C . B . Brackenbury, R . A .

· Small crown Svo, in 2 parts, 125.

BROOKE, Marjor , C . K . A System of Field Training. Small

Campaign of Fredericksburg , November- December, 1862,

A Study for Officers of Volunteers. By a Line Officer. With

5 Maps and Plans. Second Edition Crown 8vo, 55. .

CLERY, C . Francis, Col. - Minor Tactics. With 26 Maps and Plans.

Eighth Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, gs.

COLVILE, Licut;.Col.C. F.-Military Tribunals. Sewed, 24. 6d,
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CRAUFURD, Cap . II. 7. - Suggestions for tho Military Train

. ing of a Company of Infantry. Crown 8vo, is. 6 . .

IIAMILTON, Capt. Ian , A .D . C. - The Fighting of the Future. 15.

HARRISON , Col. R . - The Officer's Memorandum Book for

Peace and War. Fourth Edition , Revised throughout.

Oblong 32mo, red basil, with pencil, 35. 6il.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organisation , etc . By a Cavalry

Officer. With Diagrams. Demy Svo, 125.

PARR, Col. II. Iallam , C . N . G . - The Dress, Horses, and

Equipment of Infantry and Staff Officers. Crown

8vo , Is.

Further Training and Equipment. of Mounted In

fantry . Crown 8vo, is.

PATERSON , Liont. - Colonel Il'illiam . - Notes on Military Survoy

ing and Reconnaissance. Sixth lidition . Withi 16 l'lates,

DemySvo, 75. 61/.

SCIIAW , Col. 11. - The Defence and Attack of Positions and
Localities. Fourth Edition . Crown Svo, 3s. 6 /.

STONE, Capi. F . Gliadoron , R . A . -- Tactical Studies from the

Franco -German War of 1870 -71. With 22 Lithographic

Sketches and Maps. Demy 8vo, 1os. 6 .

IVILKINSON , H . Sponsor, Capt. 20th Lancashire R. V . - Citizen

Soldiers. Essays towards the Improvement of the Volunteer

Force. Crown Svo , 2s. 611.

EDUCATIONAL.

ABEr., Carl, Ph. D . - Linguistic Essays. Post Svo, 9s.

Slavic and Latin . Ilchester Lecturcs on Comparative Lexi.

crography: l'ost Svn , 5s.

A .114 . 1 .17.45 .,H A Bannial of Honolitora tilatory from Usu

in Jewish Schools and Families. With Map and Ape

pendices. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

AIIN , F . - A Concise Grammar of tha Dutch Language, with

Selections from the best Authors in Prose and Pustry. Alter

Dr. F . Ahn 's Method. 12mo, 35. 6d .

PracticalGrammar of the German Language. Crown

Svo, zs. Od?
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AIIN , F .-- continued.

New, Practical, and Easy Method of Learning the
German Language. First and Second Courses in I vol .

12mo, gs.

Key to Ditto. 12mo, 8d.

Manual of German and English Conversations, or Vade

Mecum for English Travellers.
12mo, Is. 6d.

New, Practical , and Easy Method of Learning the

French Language. First Course and Second Course. 12mo,

each is. 6d . The Two Courses in i vol . 12mo, 35.

New, Practical , and Easy Method of Learning the

French Language. Third Course, containing a French

Readcr, with Notes and Vocabulary. 12mo, Is. 6il.

New, Practical, and Easy Method of Learning the

Italian Language. Firstand Second Courses. 12mo, 3s. 6d .

Ahn's Course. Latin Grammar for Beginners. By W. Iune,
Ph.D. 12nió , 35.

BARANOISKT, 7. 7.- Anglo - Polish Lexicon, Fcap. Svo , 125.

Slownik polsko-Angielski , (Polish -English Lexicon .) l'cap.

8vo, 125.

BELLOIVS, John.--French and English Dictionary for the

Pocket. Containing the French -English and English -French

divisions on the same page ; conjugating all the verbs ; distin

guishing the genders by different types ; giving numerous aids to

pronunciation ; indicating the liaison or non -liaison of terminal

consonants ; and translating units of weight, measure, and value
by a series of tables. Second Edition . 32mo, roan , jos. 6d.;

morocco tuck , 125. 6d.

Tous les Verbes. Conjugations of all the Verbs in the French

and English Languages. 32mo, 611.

BOJESEN, Maria. - A Guide to the Danish Language. De

signed for English Students. 12m0, 5s.

BOLIA , C. - TheGerman Caligraphist. Copics for German Iland .

writing. Oblong 4to , Is.

DOIVEN, II, C., M1.1 .-- Studies in English . For the use of Modern

Schools. Tenth Thousand. Small crown 8vo, Is. 6.1.

English Grammar for Beginners. I cap . Svo, Is.

Simple English Poems. English Literature for Junior Classes.

In ſour parts. Parts I. , II. , and III. , 6d . each. Part IV. , 15.

Complete, 35.
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3

BREZTE, P.H., and THOMAS, F. - French Examination Papers

set at the University of London . Arranged and Edited

by the Rev. P. H. Ernest BRETTE, B.D., and FERDINAND

Thomas, B.A. Part I. Matriculation, and the General Examina .

tion for Women. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6il.

French Examination Papers set at tho University of

London, Key to Part I. Edited by the Rev. P. II. E.

BRETTE and F. THOMAS. Crown 8vo, 5s.

French Examination Papers set at the University of

London . Edited by the Rev. P. II . ERNEST BREITE: and

FERDINAND THOMAS. Part II . Crown 8vo, 75. ,

BUTLER, F. - The Spanish Teacher and Colloquial Phraso

Book, Smo, half-roan , 25. 61.

BYRNE, James.- General Principles of the Structure of Lan

guage. 2 vols. Dciny Svo, 365.

The Origin of Greek, Latin , and Gothic Roots. Deny

Svo, 18s.

CAMERINI, E. - L'Eco Italiano. A Practical Guide to Italian

Conversation . With a Vocabulary. 12m0, 4s. 6id.

CONTOPOULOS, N - A Lexicon of Modern Greck - English

and English-Modern Greek. 2 vols. Svo, 275.

CONIVAY, R. Seymour: - Verner's Law in Italy . An Essay in the
History of the Indo -European Sibilants. - Demy Svo, 5s.

The Italic Dialects. I. The Text of the Inscriptions. II . An

Italic Lexicon. Edited and arranged by R. SEYMOUR CONWAY.
Svo. [In preparation.

DELBRÜCK, B.- Introduction to the Study of Language.

Thc llistory and Methods of Comparative l'hilology of the Indo .

European Languages. 8vo, 5s.

D'ORSEY, A. 7. D. - A Practical Grammar of Portuguese
and English . Adapted to Ollendorfi's System . liourth

Edition. 12mo, 75.

Colloquial Portuguese ; or, The Words and Phrases of Every.

day Life. Fourth Edition . · Crown Svo, 35. 68 .

DUSAR, P. Tiriedrich . - A Grammar of the German Language.
With Exercises. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 45. Od.

A Grammatical Course of the German Language. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Education Library . Edited by Sir PHILIP MAGNUS :

An Introduction to the History of Educational

Theories. By OSCAR BROWNING, M.A. Second Edition.

35. Gd.
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Education Library - continued.

Industrial Education. By Sir PHILIP MAGNUS. 6s.

Old Greek Education. By the Rev. Prof. MAHAFFY, M.A.

Second Edition. 35. 6d.

School Management. Including a general view of the work

of Education , Organization,and Discipline. ByJoseph LANDON .

Seventh Edition . 6s.

EGER, Gustav . - Technological Dictionary in the English and
German Languages. Edited by GUSTAV EGER. 2 vols.

Royal 8vo , £175.

ELLIS , Robert . - Sources of the Etruscan and Basque Lan

guages. Demy Svo, 75. 6d.

FRIEDRICH, P. - Progressive German Reader . With Copious
Notes to the First Part. Crown 8vo, 45. 6d .

FREMBLING , Friedrich Otto . - Graduated German Reader. A

Selection from the most Popular Writers ; with a Vocabulary for

the First Part. Tenth Edition . 12mo, 35. 6d.

Graduated Exercises for Translation into German ,

Consisting of Extracts from the best English Authors ; with

IdiomaticNotes. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d. Without Notes, 45.

GARLANDA , Federico . - The Fortunes of Words. Letters 10 a

Lady. Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Philosophy of Words . A Popular Introduction to the

Science of Language. Crown 8vo, 55.

GELDART, E. 11. - A Guide to Modern Greek. Post Svo, 7s. 611.

Key, 25. 6d.

GOIVAN, Major Walter E.-A. Ivanoff's Russian Grammar.

( 16th Edition . ) Translated , cnlarged, and arranged for use of

Students of the Russian Language. Demy Svo, 6s .

HODGSON , W. B.- The Education of Girls; and the Em

ployment of Women of the Upper Classes Edu

cationally considered. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d .

KARCHER, Theodore.--Questionnaire Francais. Questions on

French Grammar, Idiomatic Difficulties, and Military Expres.

sions. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 45. 61. ; interleaved with

writing-paper, 5s. 6d .

LANDON , Joseph. - School Management; Including a GeneralView

ofthe Work of Education, Organization , and Discipline. Seventh
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

LANGE, F. K. W. - Germania . A German Reading-Book Arranged

Progressively. Part I. Anthology of German Prose andPoetry,

with Vocabulary andBiographicalNotes. Svo, 3s. 6d. Part II.

Essays on German Historyand Institutions, with Notęs. 8vo,

35. 6d. Parts I. and II. together, Ss. 6d,
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LANGE , F. K. W .-- continued .

German Grammar Practice . Crown Svo, Is. 61.

Colloquial German Grammar Crown Svo, 45. 64 .

LE -BRUN, L.-- Materials for Translating from English into

French. Seventh Edition . Post Svo, 4s. 6d .

Little French Reader (The) . Extracted from “ The Modern

French Reader .” Third Edition . Crown Svo, 25.

MAGNUS, Sir Philip. - Industrial Education . Crown Svo, 6s.

NIASON , Charlotte 11. - Home Education ; a Course of Lectures to

Ladies. Crown Svo, 35. 6d.

MILLHOUSE , John . - Pronouncing and Explanatory English

and Italian Dictionary. 2 vols. Svo, 125.

Manual of Italian Conversation . 18mo, 28.

Modern French Reader (The) . A Glossary of Idioms, Gallicisms,
and other Difficulties contained in the Senior Course of the

Modern French Reader. By CHARLES CASSAL. Crown Svo, 2s. 61.

Modern French Reader ( The). Prose . Junior Course. Tenth

Edition. Edited by Cur. Cassal and THÉODORE KARCHER.

Crown Svo, 25. 6d.

Senior Course. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 45.

Modern French Reader. Senior Course andGlossary combined. 6s.

NUGENT. - Improved French and English and English and
French Pocket Dictionary. 24mo, 3s.

OLLENDORFF. - Metodo para aprender a Leer, escribir y hablar

el Inglés segun el sistema de Ollendorff. Por Ramon PALEN .

ZUELA Y JUAN DE LA CARREÑO. 8vo, 4s. 6d. Kcy to ditto.
Crown 8vo, 35.

Metodo para aprender a Leer, escribir y hablar el Frances,
segun el verdadero sistema de Ollendoríf. Por TEODORO

SIMONNÉ. Crown Svo, 6s. Key to ditto. Crown Svo, 3s. 6.d.

OTTÉ, E. C. - Dano-Norwegian Grammar. A Manual for

Students of Danish based on the Ollendorffian System . Third

Edition. Crown Svo, 75. 6d. Key to above . Crown Svo, 35.

PONSARD , F. - Charlotte Corday. A Tragedy. Edited , with

English Notes and Notice on l'onsard, by Professor C, CASSAL,
LL.D. Third Edition. 12mo, 25. 6d.

L'Honneur et l'Argent. A Comedy . Edited , with English

Notes and Memoir of Ponsard , by Professor C. CASSAL, LL.D.

Second Edition. 12mo, 38. 6d.

RASK , Erasmus. - Grammar of the Anglo -Saxon Tongue.

fromtheDanish of ERASMUS RASK . By BENJAMIN THORPE.

Third Edition . Post Svo, 5s, 6d .
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RIOL:1, Henry. -- H-Iow to Learn Russian . A Manual for Students ,

based upon the Ollcndorffian System . With Prcface by W . R .

S . RALSTON. Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 125.

Key to the above. Crown Svo, 5s.

A Graduated Russian Reader. With a Vocabulary . Crown

Svo , ios. 61.

KOCITE , 1.--- A French Grammar. Adopted for the l'ublic Schools

by the Imperial Council of Public Instruction. Crown 8vo, 35.

Prose and Poetry . Select Picces from the best English Authors,

for Reading, Composition , and Translation . Second Edition .

Fcap . Svo, 25. 60.

ROSING, S. - English -Danish Dictionary Crown Svo, Ss. 6id.

S.TYCE, . H . - An Assyrian Grammar for Comparative Purposes.

Crown Svo, 75. 6d .

The Principles ofComparative Philology. Third Edition .

Crown Svo, 1os. 6.1.

SINCLAIR, F : - A German Vocabulary . Crown Svo, 2s.

SMITH , 11., and HORNENIAN, H . - Norwegian Grammar,

With a Glossary for Tourists. Post Svo, 2s.

THOMPSON, A . R . - Dialogues, Russian and English . Crown

Svo, 5s.

TOSCANI, Gicvanni.- Italian Conversational Course. Fourth
Edition . 12mo, 5s.

Italian Reading Course. Fcap. Svo, 45. 6d.

Trübner's Catalogue of Dictionaries and Grammars of the

Principal Languages and Dialects of the World ,

Second Edition . Svo , 55.

Trübner's Collection of Simplified Grammars of the Prin .
cipal Asiatic and European Languages. Edited by

REINHOLD Rost, LL. D . Crown 8vo.

1. Hindustani, Persian ,and Arabic . By E . II. PALMER.

Second Edition . 5s.

II. Hungarian , By I. Singer. 45. 6il.

III. Basque. L'y W . Van livs. gs. Gil.

IV. Malagasy . By G . W . PARKER. 58.

V . Modern Greek . By E . M . GELDART. 25. 6 .1.

VI. Roumanian . By R . TORCEANU. 5s.

VII. Tibetan Grammar. By II. 1 . JASCHIKE . SS.

VIII. Danish , By E . C . OTTE. . 25. 6 .1.

· IX . Turkish . By J. W . REDHOUSE. 105. 6 .
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Trübner's Collection of Simplified Grammars of the Prin.

cipal Asiatic and European Languages - continued.

X. Swedish, By E. C. Orri . 23 , 61.

XI. Polish . By W. R. MORTILL. 35. 6 :1.

XII. Pali . By E. Müller . 75. 6.1.

XII . Sanskrit. By H. EDGREN . 105. Out.

XIV . Grammaire Albanaise, l'ar l'. W.

XV. Japanese. By B. H. CHAMBERLAIN . 55.

XVI. Serbian, By W. R. MORTILL. 45. 6d.

XVII. Cuneiform Inscriptions. By GEORGE DERTIX , 5s.

XVIII. Panjābi Language. By the Rev. W. Sr. CLAIR

TISDALL 75. 6d.

XIX. · Spanish , By W. F. HARVEY . 35. 6.1.

VÁN LAUN. - Grammar of the French Language. Crown Svo.

Parts I. and II . Accidence and Syntax. 4s. Part III. Exer

cises. 35. 6 .

VELASQUEZ, 18., de la Cadena.-- A Dictionary of the Spanish

and English Languages . For the Use of Young Learners

and Travellers. In 2 parts. I. Spanish -English. II. English

Spanish . Crown Svo , os.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English

Languages. 2 parts in one volumc. Royal 8vo, LI 45.

New Spanish Reader. Passages from the most approved

Authors, in Prose.and Versc. With Vocabulary. Post Svo, 6s.

An Easy Introduction to Spanish Conversation . 12mo,

2s , 6d .

VELASQUEZ and SIMONNÉ. - New Method to Read , Write,

and Speak the Spanish Language, Adapted to Ollen

dorſl's System . Post Svo, 6s. Key. Post Svo, 45.

VIEYRA. A New Pocket Dictionary of the Portuguese and

English Languages. In 2 parts. Portuguese -English and

English -Portugues 2 vols. Post Svo, 1os.

IVELLER, E. - An Improved Dictionary. English and French ,

and French and English. Royal Svo, 75. 6d.

WHITNEY, W. D.- Language and the Study of Language.

Twelve Lectures onthe Principles of Linguistic Science. Fourth

Edition. Crown 8vo, ios. 6d .

Languago and its Study, with cspccial rcference to the Indo .

European Family of Languages. Lectures. Edited by thic Rev.

R. MORRIS, LL.D. Second Edition . Crown 8vo, 5s.
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WHITNEY, Prof. William Dwight. - Essentials of English

Grammar, for thc Use of Schools. Second Edition. Crown

Svo , 35. 6d .

YOUMANS, Eliza 1. -- First Book of Botany. Designed to
cultivate thc Observing Powers of Children . With 300

Engravings. New and Cheaper Edition . Crown 8vo, 25, 6d .

POETRY.

ADAMS, Estelle Davenport. - Sea Song and River Rhyme, from

Chaucer to Tennyson . With 12 Etchings. Large crown

8vo, 1os. 6d.

ALEXANDER, IVilliam , D . D ., Bishop of Derry.-- St. Augustine's

Holiday, and other Poems. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ARNOLD , Sir Edwin , C . S. I. - In my Lady's Praise. Being

Arnold . Imperial 16mo, parchment, 35. 6d .

Poems: National and Non -Oriental. With some New

Pieces. Selected from theWorks of Sir EDWIN ARNOLD , C . S . I.
Crown 8vo , 75. 6 . .

* * * See also under ORIENTAL.

B .ADDELEY, St. Clair . - Lotus Leaves, Fcap. folio, boards,8s.6d .

BARNES, William . - Poems of Rural Life, in the Dorset

Dialect. New Edition , complete in one vol. Crown 8vo,

65.

BLUNT, Wilfrid Scarven . -- The Wind and the Whirlwind ,

Demy Svo, Is. 6d.

Tho Love Sonnets of Proteus. Fifth Edition. Elzevir Svo,
5s.

In Vinculis. With Portrait. Elzevir 8vo, 5s.

A New Pilgrimage, and other Poems. Elzevir 8vo, 55.

BRYANT, W . C.- Poems. Cheap Edition , with Frontispiece . Small

crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

CODD, John. - A Legend of the Middle Ages, and other Songs of

the Past and Present. Crown 8vo, 45.

DASH , Blancor.- Tales of a Tennis Party. Small crown 8vo, 55.

DAWE, IVilliam . Sketches in Verse . Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

DAII’SON, C . A . - Sappho. Small crown 8vo , 5s.
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DE VERE, Aubrey. - Poetical Works.

I. THE SEARCH AFTER PROSERPINE, ctc.

II . THE LEGENDS OF ST. PATRICK, etc.

III . ALEXANDER THE GREAT, ctc. 35. Oil.

Tho Foray of Qucon Moavo, and other Legends of Ireland's

lleroic Age. Small crown Svo, 3s. 6il.

Legends of the Saxon Saints . Small crown 8vo, 35. 6.1.

Legends and Records of the Church and the Empire .

Small crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

DOBSON, Austin . - Old World Idylls, and other Verses. Elzevir

Svo , gilt top, 6s.

At the Sign of the Lyre. Elzcvir 8vo, gilt top, 6s,

DOYLE, 7. - Cause. Small crown 8vo, 6s.

DURANT, IIilloïsc . - Dante . A Dramatic Pocm. Small crown Svo, 5.s.

DUTT, Toru . - A Sheaf Gleaned in French Fields. Demy Svo ,
Ios. 6d .

Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan. With an

Introductory Memoir by EDMUND Gosse. Smo. Cloth extra,

gilt top, 5s.

Elegies and Memorials. By A. and L. Fcap. Svo, 2s. 61,

ELLIOTT, Ebenezer, The CornLaw Rhymer.- Poems. Edited by his
son, the Rev. EDWIN ELLIOTT,of St. John's, Antigua. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, 18s.

English Verse. Edited by W. J. Linton and R. H. STODDARD,

5 vols. Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s. each.

I. CHAUCER TO BURNS.

II. TRANSLATIONS.

IIT. LYRICS OF TIE NINETEENTII CENTURY.

IV . DRAMATIC SCENES AND CHARACTERS.

V. BALLADS AND ROMANCES.

FIFE -COOK'SON ,Lieut.- Col. - The Empire of Man. Small crown
Svo, 25. 6d .

GARRICK, H. B. W. - India . A Descriptive Poem. Crown Svo,
75. 6d .

GOSSE , Edmund . - New Poems. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d .

Firdausi in Exile, and other Poems. Second Edition. Elzevir

8vo, gilt top, 6s.

On Viol and Flute ; Lyrical Poems. With Frontispiece by L.

ALMA TADEMA, R.A., and Tailpiece by IIAMO THORNICROFT,

R.A. Elzevir 8vo, 6s.
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GRAY, Mlaxriell. - Westminster Chimes, and other Poems. Small

crown 8vo, 5s.

GURNEY, Rev . Alfred . - The Vision of the Eucharist, and other

l'ocms. Crown 8vo, 5s.

A Christmas Faggot. Small crown 8vo, 55.

Voices from tho Holy Sepulchre. Crown Svo, 5s.

IIARRISON , Clifford. - In Hours of Leisure. Second Blition .

Crown 8vo , 5s.

ITEINE, Heinrich.-- The Love- Songs of. Englished by H . B .

Briggs. Post Svo , parchment, 3s. 611.

JIUES, Ivan . — Heart to Heart. Small crown 8vo, 5.6.

ZVGLEBY, Holcombe.-- Echoes from Naples, and Other Poems.

With Illustrations by his Wiſc . Crown Svo , 3.5. Oil .

L 'EATS, John . -- PocticalWorks. Eiled by W . T . ARNOID . Large

crown 8vo , choiccly printed on hand-made paper, with Portrait

in can .forit. Parchment or cloth , 125. ; vellum , 155. New

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth , 36. 6i.

KING, AIrs. Ilamilto11. — The Disciples. Tenth Edition. Small
crown 8vo , 5s. Elzevir Edition . Cloth extra, Os.

A Book of Dreams. Third Edition . Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

The Sermon in the Hospital (from " The Disciples ' ). Fcap .

Svo , Is. Cheap Edition for distribution 3d ., or 20s. per 100 . : .

Ballads of the North , and other Poems. Crown Svo, 5s.

LANG , A .-- XXXII. Ballades in Blue China. Elzevir Svo , 5s.

Rhymes à la Mode. With Frontispiece by E . A . ABBEY.

Second Edition. Elzevir 8vo, cloth extra , gilt top, 5s.

Living English Poets MDCCCLXXXII. With Frontispicce by
WALTER CRANE. Second Edition . Large crown 8vo . Printed

on hand-made peper. Parchment or cloth , 125. ( vellum , 155.

LOCKER, F. - London Lyrics. Tenth Edition. With Portrait,
Elzevir 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top, 5s.

LULWORTH , Eric.- Sunshine and Shower , and other Poems.

Small crown 8vo, 5s.

LYALL , Sir Alfred . - Verses written in India , Elzevir Svo, gilt

top , 5s.

MASSEY, Gerald .- My Lyrical Life . Poems Old and New . Two

Series. Fcap. 8vo, 5s. cach.

MEREDITH, Owen ( The Earl of Lytton ].-- Lucile. New Edition .

With 32 Illustrations. 16mo, 35. 6d Cloth extra , gilt edges,

45. 6d .

.. .
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1

MIORRIS, Lewis.- Poetical Works of. New and Cheaper Editions,

In 5 vols. , 5s. cach .

Vol . I. contains " Songs of Two Worlds." Thirteenth Edition .

Vol. II. contains “ The Epic of Hades ." Twenty-third Edition.

Vol. III . contains “ Gwen ” and “ Thic Olic of Life ." Seventh

Filition .

Vol. IV. contains “ Songs Unsung " anel " Ciycin .” lifth Edition.

Vol. V. contains “ Songs of Britain . " "Thiral Idition. I'cap . Svo , 5.6.

Poetical Works. Complete in vol. Crown Svo, 6. .

The Epic of Hades. With 16 Autotype Illustrations, after the

Drawings of the late Gcorge R. Chapman . 410, cloth cxtra , gilt

Icaves, 215.

The Epic of Hades. Presentation Edition . 4to, cloth extrile .

gilt leaves, 10r. 6il.

The Lewis Morris Birthday Book . Idited by S. S. Corr.

Max, with l'rontispicce after a Design by the late ( corge R.

Chapman, 32mo, cloth extra , gilt cilges, 25. ; cloth limp, is . Gud,

OIVEN , John .--- Verse Musings on Nature . Faith and l'rcedom ,

Crown Svo, 75. Gil.

PFEIFFER, Emily :-— Flowers of the Night. Crown Sro, 6s.

PIERCE, 7. - In Cloud and Sunshine. A Volume of Poems.

Fcap. Svo, 5s.

POE, Edgar Allan . — The Raven . With Comincntary by Join H.

INGRAM . Crown 8vo, parchment, 6s.

Rare Poems of the 16th and 17th Centuries. Edited by W.J.
LINTON. Crown 8vo, 55.

ROWBOTHAM , 7. F. - The Human Epic. Canto i. Crown 8vo,
IS, 6d.

RUNEBERG , Johan Ludvig -Nadeschda. A Romantic Pocm in

Ninc Cantos. Translated from the Swedish by Miss Marie A.

BROWN (Mrs. JOHN B. SHIPLEY). With Illustrations. Svo.

( In preparation .

SCOTT, G. F. E.- Sursum Corda ; or, Songs and Service. Small

crown 8vo, 5s.

SEARELLE, Luscombe.-The Dawn of Death. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

SYMONDS, John Addington . - Vagabunduli Libellus. Crown

8vo, 6s.

TAYLOR, Sir H. - Works. Complete in Five Volumes. Crown

Svo, 305.

Philip Van Artevelde. Fcap. Svo, 35. 6d.

The Virgin Widow , etc. Fcap. Svo, 35. 61 ,

1
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TRE.VCII, Archbishop. - Poems. Collected and Arrange ancw . Tenth
Edition . Fcap. Svo , 7.5. 611.

Poems. Library Edition . 2 vols. Small crown 8vo, ios.

Sacred Latin Poetry. Chieſly Lyrical, Selected and Arranged
for Use. Third Edition , Corrected and Improved . Fcap . 8vo, 75.

Twilight and Candleshades . By ExUL. With 15 Vignettes.

Small crown 8vo , 5s.

TYNAN , Katherine. - Louise de la Valliere, and other Poems.

Small crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

Shamrock Small crown 8vo, 5s.

IVADDIE , John.-- Divine Philosophy. Small crown 8vo, 55.

WILSON, Crawford .- Pastorals and Poems. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Wordsworth Birthday Book (Tho). Edited by Adelaide and

VIOLKTWORDSWON 'I'II . 32mo, limp cloth , 15, 616 ; cloth extra, 25.

. Wordsworth , Solections from . Bly WM . KNIOIT and other

members of the Wordsworth Society. Large crown 8vo . Printed

on hand -made paper . With Portrait Parchment, 128 . ; vellum ,

155.

YEATS, W . B .- The Wanderings of Oisin , and other Poems.

Small crown 8vo, 5s.

NOVELS AND TALES.

BANK'S, Mrs. G . L . - God 's Providence House. Crown 8vo , 6s.

BILLER, Emma. - Ulli, The Story of a Neglected Girl. Translated

from the German by A . B . Daisy Rost. Crown 8vo, 6s.

CABLE, G . W . - Strange True Stories of Louisiana. Svo,

7s. 6d.

CAIRD, Mona. - TheWing of Azrael. Crown 8vo, 6s.

COLERIDGE, Hon . Stephen . - The Sanctity of Confession. A

Romance. Crown 8vo, 5s.

CRAWFURD, Oswald .- Sylvia Arden . With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo , Is.

DERING , Ross George.-- Giraldi ; or, The Curse of Love. A Tale of

the Sects. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 125.

EBERS, Georg . - Margery. A Tale of Old Nuremberg. Translated

from the German by CJ.ARA BELL 2 vols. 8s. ; paper, ss.
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ECKSTEIN , Ernst .- Nero . A Romance. Translated from the German

by CLARA BELL and MAXY J. SAFFORD. 2 vols. Paper, ss.

FLETCHER, 3. S. - Andrewlina . Crown Svo, cloth, is. 6d. ; paper

covers, IS ,

The Winding Way, Crown 8vo.

FRANCIS, Frances.—Mosquito. A Tale of the Mexican Frontier.

Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

GALDOS, B. Perez . - Leon Roche. A Romance. From the Spanish

by CLARA BELL . 2 vols. 16mo, cloth, Ss. ; paper, 5s.

GARDINER, Linda.-- His Heritage. With Frontispiece. Crown

Svo, 6s.

GRAY, Maxwell.--The Reproach of Annesloy. With Frontis.

piccc. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Silonco of Doan Maitland . With lirontipiecc. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GREY, Avrhunde , Sunny,Switzerland. A Tale of Six Week «.
Siccott Bilition , small crown divide $ 1 .

Lindonblumen and other Storlos. Small crown 8vo, S.s.

By Virtue of his omice . Crown 8vo, 6s.

Jacob's Letter, and other Stories. Crown Svo, 6s.

ITARRIS , Emily Marion . - Lady Dobbs. A Novel . In 2 vols. 21s.

NIUNTER, Ilay, and WHYTE, IValter. - My Ducats and My

Daughter. With Frontispiecc. Crown Svo, 6s.

INGELOW , Jean . - of the Skelligs. A Novel. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo, 6s.

LANG, Andreu. - In the Wrong Paradise, and other Storics.

Crown Svo, 6s.

MACDONALD , G. - Donal Grant. A Novel. With Frontispiccc.

Crown 8vo, os.

Home Again. With Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 6s.

Castle Warlock . A Novel. With Frontispicce. Crown Svo, 6s.

Malcolm With Portrait of the Author engraved on Stock.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Marquis of Lossie . With Frontispiccc. Crown Svo, 6s.

St. George and St. Michael. With Frontispicce, Crown Svo,os.

What's Mine's Mine. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood. With Frontispiece.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Seaboard Parish : a Sequel to " Annals of a Quict Neigh.

bourhood . " With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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MACDONALD, G . - continued .

Wilfred Cumbermcde. An Autobiographical Story. With

Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ThomasWingfold ,Curate. With Frontispiccc. Crown Svo ,

6s.

Paul Faber , Surgeon . With Frontispiccc. Crown 8vo,6s.

The Elect Lady. With Frontispiccc. Crown 8vo , 6s.

ALET, Luias. - Colonel Enderby's Wife. A Novel. With

Frontispiccc. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Counsel of Perfection. With Frontispiccc. Crown 8vo, 6s.

NIULHOLLAND, Rosa .- Marcella Grace. An Irish Novel. Crown

Svo , 6s.

A Fair Emigrant. With Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 6s.

OGLE , Anna C .- A Lost Love. Small crown 8vo, 25. 6d.

PONTOPIDDAN, Henrik . - The Apothecary 's Daughters .
Translated from the Danish by GORDIUS NIELSEN Crown 8vo ,

35. 6d.

ROBINSON, Sir 7. C . - The Dead Sailor, and other Stories. Crown

Svo, 55.

SAVILE , Ames. - A Match Pair.' 2 vols. 215.

SEVERNE, Florence. The Pillar House. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo , 6s.

SHAW , Flora L . - Castle Blair ; a Story of Youthful Days. Crown

Svo, 3s. 6d .

STRETTON , Ilesba. — Through a Needle's Eye. A Story. With

Frontispicce. Crown 8vo, 6s.

TASNIA . - A Sydney Sovereign , and other Tales. Crown 8vo,

cloth , 6s.

Uncle Piper of Piper's Hill. An Australian Navel. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

In her Earliest Youth . 3 vols. Crown 8vo, 31s. Od .

7 :1 \ LOR, Col. Miadori's, C . S. I., M . R . I. A . - Seeta . A Novel. With

Frontispicce . Crown Svo , os.

Tippoo Sultaun : a Tale of thic Mysore War. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo, 6s.

Ralph Darnell. With Frontispicce. Crown 8vo , 6s.

A Noble Queen . With Frontispicce . Crown 8vo, os.

TheConfessions of a Thug. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo,Os.

Tara ; a Mahratta Tale. With Frontispiece . Crown 8vo, 6s.
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TOORGEYNIEFF, Ivan . - The Unfortunate One.

Translated from the Russian by A. R. THOMPSON .

A Novel.

Crown Svo ,

35. 6.

TREHERNE, Mirs.-- A Summer in a Dutch Country House.

Crown 8vo , 6s.

Within Sound of the Sea. With Frontispicce. Crown 8vo, os.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.

Brave Men's Footsteps. A Book of Example and Anecdotc for

Young People. By the Editor of “ Men who have Risen." Wita

4 Illustrations by C. DOYLE. Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo, 25. 6 .

COXHEAD , Ethel. - Birds and Babies. With 33 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Imp. 16mo, cloth , is.

DAVIES, G. Christopher . - Rambles and Adventures of our

School Field Club. With 4 Illustrations. New and Cheaper

Edition. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d .

EDMONDS, Herbert. - Well -Spent Lives : a Series of Modern Dio.

graphics. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6il.

NACKENNA, S. 7. - PluckyFellows. A Book for Boys. Willi

6 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MALET, Lucas. — Little Peter. A Christmas Morality for Children of

any Age. With numerous Illustrations. Fourth Thousand . 5s.

REANEY, Airs. G. S. - Waking and Working ; or,From Girlhood

to Womanhood . New and Cheaper Edition. With a Frontis.

piece. Crown Svo, 35. 6d .

Plessing and Blessed : a Sketch of Girl Life . New and

Cheaper Edition . Crown Svo, 3s. 6.1.

Rose Gurney's Discovery. A Story for Girls. Dedicated to

their Mothers. Crown Svo, 35. 6d.

English Girls ; their Place and Power. With Preface by the

Rev. R. W. Dale. Fifth Edition. Fcap. Svo, 25. 6d.

Just Anyone, and other Stories . Three Illustrations . Royal

Ibmo, Is. 6d.

Sunbeam Willie, and other Storics. Threc Illustrations. Royal

16mo, Is. 6d .

Sunshine Jenny, and other Storics. Three Illustrations. Royal

16mo, is. 6d .

STORR, Francis, and TURNER , Ilaws.-Canterbury Chimes ;

or, Chaucer Tales re-told to Children . With 6 Illustrations from

the Ellesmere Manuscript. Third Edition . Fcap. 8vo, 35. 6d .
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STRETTON , Hesba.-- David Lloyd's Last Will . With 4 Illustra

tions. New Edition . Royal 16mo, 23. 6d .

Il'HITAKER, Florence. - Christy 's Inheritance. A London Story .

Illustrated . Royal 16mo, Is. 6d.

PERIODICALS.

AmateurMechanical Society 's Journal. - Irregular.

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

(Journal of). - Quarterly, 5s.

Architect (American ) and Building News. --Contains General
Architectural News, Articles on Intcrior Decoration , Sanitary

Engincering, Construction , Building Materials , etc. 4 full-page

Illustrations accompany each Number. Weekly . Annual Sub

scription , 38s. Post free .

Bibliotheca Sacra. - Quarterly , 35. 61. Annual Subscription, 145.
l'ost frec.

British Archæological Association (Journal of).- -Quartcrly, 8s.

British Chess Magazine.- Monthly , Sd .

British Homeopathic Society (Annals of). - Ha!f-yearly, 2s. 6d.

Browning Society's Papers. - Irregular.

Calcutta Review . - Quarterly, 6s. Annual Subscription , 24s.. lust
free .

Cambridge Philological Society (Proceedings of).-- Irregular.

English woman's Review . -- Social and Industrial Questions.

Monthly, Gil.

Geological Magazine, or Monthly Journal ofGeology, 1s. 6d. Annual

Subscription, 18s. Post free.

Index Medicus. -- A Monthly Classified Record of the Current Medical
Literature of the World . Annual Subscription , sos. Post free .

Indian Antiquary . - A Journal of Oriental Rescarch in Archäology ,

Ilistory, Literature, Languages , Philosophy, Religion, Folk -Lorc,

etc . Annual Subscription , £2. Post free.

Indian Evangelical Review . - Annual Subscription, 10s.

Indian Magazine. Monthly , 6d.

Library Journal. - Official Organ of the Library Associations of

America and of the United Kingdom . Monthly , 28. 6d . Annual

Subscription, 203., or with Co-operative Index, 25s. Post free.
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Mathematics (American Journal of).- Quarterly, 75. 6d . Annual

Subscription, 245. Post free.

Meister (The).- Journal of the Wagner Society. 410, is.

Nineteenth Century.--Monthly, 25. 6d.

Orientalist (The).- Monthly. Annual Subscription , 125.

Orthodox Catholic Review.-Irregular.

Philological Society ( Transactions and Proceedings of).

Irregular.

Psychical Research (Society of ), Proceedings of.

Publishers' Weekly : The American Book-Trade Journal.

Annual Subscription, 18s. Post free.

Punjab Notes and Queries. - Monthly. Annual Subscription, 1os .

Revue Internationale.- Issued on the 10th and 25th of cach Month .

Annual Subscription , including postage, 365.

Scientific American.-Weckly. Annual Subscription , 18s. Post

free.

Supplement to ditto . - Weekly. Annua! Subscription , 255. Post
frec.

Scionco and Arts ( Americal Journal of). - Monthly , 25. 6.1.

Annual Subscription , 3os.

Speculative Philosophy (Journal of).- Quarterly , 4s. Annual

Subscription, 165. Post free, 175.

Sun Artists.-Quarterly, 5s.

Sunday Review . - Organ of the Sunday Society for Opening Museums
and Art Gallerics on Sunday. Quarterly, Is. Annual Subscrip

tion, 45. 6d . Post free.

Theosophist ( The ).- Magazine of Oriental Philosophy, Art, Litera.

ture, and Occultism. Monthly, 25.

Trübner's Record .-- Journaldevoted to the Literature of the East ,

with Notes and Listsof CurrentAmerican, European, and Co.
lonial Publications. Small 4to, 28. per number. Annual Sube

scription, ros. Post free .
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KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH , TRÜBNER & CO.'S

(LIMITED )

EDITIONS OF

SHAKSPERE'S WORKS.

THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY EDITIO.V .

THE AVON EDITION.

The Text of these Editions is mainly that of Delius. Wher.

ever a variant reading is adopted, some good and recognized

Shaksperian Critic has been followed. In no case is a nicw

rendering of the text proposed ; nor has it been thought ne

cessary to distract the reader's attention by notes or comments

ARBORSCIENTIA

ARVIG

( P. T. a .



SHAKSPERE'S WORKS.

THE AVON EDITION .

Printed on thin opaque paper, and forming 12 handy

volumes, cloth, 18s., or bound in 6 volumes, 155.

The set of 12 volumes may also be had in a cloth box,

price 215., or bound in Roan, Persian , Crushed Persian

Levant, Calf, or Morocco, and enclosed in an attractive

leather box at prices from 315. 6d . upwards.

*
*
*

SOME PRESS NOTICES.

“ This edition will be uscſulto those who want agood text, well and

clearly printed, in convenient little volumes that will slip casily into

overcoat pocket or a travelling.bag." - St. James's Gazelte.
“ We know no prettier edition of Shakspére for the price." -- Academy.

“ It is refreshing to meet with an edition of Shakspere of convenient

size and low price,without either notes or introductions of any sort to

distract the aitention of the reader." - Saturday Review .

“ It is exquisite. Each volume is handy, is beautifully printed , and
in every waylends itself to the taste of the cultivated student of Shak .
spere." Scotsman .

LONDON : KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TEÜBNER & Co., LT ..



SHAKSPERE'S WORKS.

THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY EDITION .

In 12 volumes Elzevir 8vo., choicely printed on hand-made

paper, and bound in parchment or cloth, price £3 125.,

orin vellum, price £ 4 10s.

The set of 12 volumes may also be had in a strong cloth

box, price £3 175. , or with an oak hanging shelf , £3 18s.
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SOME PRESS NOTICES.

Thcrc is, perhaps, no cdition in which the worksof Shakspiere

can be read in such luxuryof type and quictdistinction of form as this,
and we warmly recɔmmend it." - Pall Mall Gazeite.

“ For elegance of form and beauty of typography, no cdition of

Shakspere hitherto published has excelled the . Parchment Library
Edition .' They are in the strictest sense pocket volumes, yet the

type is bold , and, being on fine white hand-made paper, can hardly tax

the weakest of sight. Thc print is judiciously confined tothe text , notes

being more appropriate to library editions. The whole will be comprised

in the cream -coloured parchment which gives thename to the series. "

- Daily Naus.

“The Parchment Library Edition of Shakspere needs no further

praise ." - Saturday Review .

Justpublished. Price 5s.

AN INDEX TO THE WORKS OF SHAKSPERE.

Applicable to all editions of Shakspere, and giving reference, by topics,
to notable passages and significant cxpressions ; brief histories of the

plays ; geographical names and historic incidents ; mention of all

characters and sketches of important oncs ; together with explanations

of allusions and obscure and obsolete words and phrases.

By EVANGELINE M. O'CONNOR.

LOxdox : KEGAN PAUL, TRENCII, TRÜBNER & Co., LIO.



SHAKSPERE'S WORKS.

SPECIMEN OF TYPE.

1

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE ACTI

Salar, My wind, cooling my broth ,

Would blow me to an ague, when I thought

What harm a wind too great might do at sea.

I should noi see the sandy hour-glass run

But I should think of shallows and of Nats,

And see my wcalthy Andrew , dock'd in sand ,

Viling her high -top lower than her ribs

To kiss her burial. Should I go to church

And see the holy edifice of stone,

And not bethink me straight of dangerous rocks,

Which touching but my gentle vessel's side,

Would scaiter all her spices on the stream ,

Enrobc thc roaring waters with my silks,

And, in a word , but even now worth this,

And now worth nothing ? Shall I have the thought

To think on this, and shall I lack thc thought

That such a thing bcclianc'd would make me sad ?

But tcll not me : I know Antonio

Is sad to think upon his merchandise.

Ant. Believe me, no : I thank my fortune for it,

My ventures are not in one bottom trusted,

Nor to one place ; nor is my whole estate

Upon the fortune of this present year :

Therefore my merchandisc makes me not sad.

Salar. Why, then you are in love.

Ani. Fie , fie !

Salar. Not in love neither ? Then let us say you

are sad ,

Because you are not merry ; and 'twere as easy

For you to laugh , and leap, and say you are merry ,

Because you are not sad . Now, by two-headed

Janus,

Nature hath fram'd strange fellows in her timc :

Some that will evermore pcep through their eyes

And laugh like parrots at a bag -piper ;

And other of such vinegar aspect

LONDON : KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH , TRÜBNER & Co. , Lt ?.
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